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“By academic freedom I understand the right to search for truth and to publish and teach
what one holds to be true”
Albert Einstein
IMPERIAL COLLEGE LONDON
Abstract
Faculty of Natural Sciences
Department of Physics
Doctor of Philosophy
by Robert M. Ward
Silicon-Germanium alloy heterostructures offer the most viable opportunity to integrate
electronics with optoelectronic devices for widespread commercial application. Indeed
Germanium rich devices may be designed for application around 1.5µm by preying on
the direct-gap energy of 890meV. Low power optical modulators operating, under the
quantum confined Stark effect, at wavelength bands used in 3rd generation fibre optic
communication channels are developed in this thesis from a theoretical perspective.
An investigation into strained Germanium rich quantum well structures was performed,
revealing information about sub-band dispersion, joint density of states and absorption
coefficient using the double group formulation of k · p̂ theory.
Using zone centre eigenstates as symmetrised half integer basis functions transforming
according to irreps of the double group, the spin orbit interaction is incorporated into
the unperturbed Hamiltonian. Along with semi-empirical input parameters available
in the literature, dispersion in bulk Silicon and Germanium reveals information about
hole effective masses and indirect conduction band minima in broad agreement with
experimental data.
In accordance with degenerate perturbation theory; effective mass Hamiltonians, with an
arbitrary quantisation axis through a canonical transformation, are constructed through
a series of matrix multiplications. Retaining operator ordering allows numerical mod-
elling of heterostructures grown on arbitrary growth planes with appropriate boundary
conditions across an abrupt interface under the envelope function framework. In this
thesis, the effect on the transition energy, hh1-e1, by the choice of growth plane in a
quantum well heterostructure is investigated.
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Chapter 1
Introduction & Overview
The motives and goals for the work presented in this thesis are outlined in this intro-
ductory chapter. As the title of the thesis implies, the task in hand is to implement the
double group formulation of k · p̂ theory for application to Silicon-Germanium (SiGe)
alloy heterostructures. A considerable amount of work was done to set up a theoreti-
cal model to describe and predict the physical behaviour of a strained Germanium rich
quantum well exhibiting optical modulation of the absorption edge around 1.5µm at
room temperature under the quantum confined Stark effect (qcse).
Despite Silicon constituting ≈ 97% of all microelectronic chips and devices; direct band-
gap semiconductors dominate optoelectronics. Consequently there is a gaping hole in the
market for an all integrated system on a chip [1] employing SiGe alloy heterostructures.
Construction of symmetrised valence and conduction band effective mass Hamiltonians
allows for novel devices to be modelled to ever increasing degrees of accuracy. One calls
for the double group formulation of k · p̂ theory as an enhancement to current methods
without the requirement for additional input parameters to model sub-band dispersion,
joint density of states and absorption coefficient.
This chapter introduces the Hamiltonian, and how it may be solved to describe the
energetics of a particular system. While there is an overwhelming complexity involv-
ing systems with upwards of 1023atoms/cm3 a simplification procedure is essential in
order to solve the problem to any kind of degree of accuracy. Using a-priori knowl-
edge about the system as an infinite cubic crystal with translational symmetry gives
rise to the Floquet-Bloch principle and the concept of the wave vector k. Using further
point group symmetries; the dispersion relation, E(k), as a band structure may be re-
turned given appropriate semi-empirical input parameters. Bulk properties such as the
indirect conduction band minima and zone centre effective masses specific to Silicon &
Germanium provide excellent experimental verification of the theory.
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1.1 Introduction to Electronic Structure
The ability to model materials of interest lends itself to devices tailored to needs. Clas-
sical physics was enormously successful, but relies on empirical fitting parameters de-
termined from experiment. Modern quantum mechanical models are semi-empirical or
self consistent ab-initio, which inevitably leads to solving the Schro¨dinger equation. The
infinite square well, harmonic oscillator and spherically symmetric Hydrogen atom are
analytically solved problems, but complex systems may be solved through perturbation
theory.
This section introduces the concept of the many body Hamiltonian; expressible in terms
of electronic and nuclear coordinates, which if solved respects the complete physics of
the system. The complexity of real systems means a number of significant simplification
procedures must be invoked. The adiabatic- or Born-Oppenheimer- approximations
absolves the nuclear coordinate dependence and subsequently the Hartree approximation
reduces the problem to a single electron Schro¨dinger equation under the influence of a
self-consistent potential.
1.1.1 Many Body Hamiltonians
Quantum mechanics encodes everything that is knowable about a system of nuclei and
electrons in the wave–function; Ψ ({RI}, {ri}, t), where {RI} and {ri} are the positions
of the Ith nucleus and ith electron respectively. The wave–function evolves according to
the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation;
ĤΨ ({RI} , {ri} , t) = i~ ∂
∂t
Ψ ({RI} , {ri} , t) (1.1)
The Hamiltonian operator, Ĥ, has energy eigenvalue according to the time-independent
Schro¨dinger equation;
ĤΨ ({RI} , {ri} , t) = EΨ ({RI} , {ri} , t) (1.2)
The variational principle is an alternative way of solving the above equation, based
on a Legendre transformation; minimising action through the Lagrangian. The com-
plete many body Hamiltonian for a system of interacting nuclei and electrons can be
represented by sums of respective kinetic and potential energy terms1 as;
1factors of 1
2
in both V̂nn and V̂ee account for double summation
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Ĥ = −
∑
I
~2
2MI
∇̂2I︸ ︷︷ ︸
T̂n: Nuclear Kinetic Energy
−
∑
i
~2
2mi
∇̂2i︸ ︷︷ ︸
T̂e: Electron Kinetic Energy
+
e2
8pi0
∑
I
∑
J 6=I
ZIZJ
|RI −RJ |︸ ︷︷ ︸
V̂nn: nucleus−nucleus interaction
+
e2
8pi0
∑
i
∑
j 6=i
1
|ri − rj |︸ ︷︷ ︸
V̂ee: electron−electron interaction
− e
2
4pi0
∑
I
∑
i
ZI
|RI − ri|︸ ︷︷ ︸
V̂ne: nucleus−electron interaction
(1.3)
Silicon has 14 electrons per atom, so Ψ({RI}, {ri}, t) may be represented by a 3 + 3 ×
14 + 1 = 46 dimensional representation. This is already a formidable task to solve
analytically, and with upwards of 1023atoms/cm3 in the solid state, clearly some sort of
simplification procedure is essential before attempting to solve such a problem.
Solid state crystals form stable structures such that the Hamiltonian may be sepa-
rated into into electronic and nuclear contributions within reason. The many body
Hamiltonian may be absolved from the nuclear coordinates, by introducing an elec-
tronic Hamiltonian; which depends parametrically on the nuclear coordinates through
the nucleus-electron interaction, V̂ne({RI});
Ĥ = Ĥe({RI}) + T̂n + V̂nn
Ĥe({RI}) = T̂e + V̂ee + V̂ne({RI})
(1.4)
Eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the electronic Hamiltonian are parameterised by the
nuclear coordinates, which if used as trial solutions of Ĥ return off-diagonal elements.
Clearly a recursive relation exists until eigenvectors become simultaneous solutions or
eigenvalues converge. Under the adiabatic approximation nuclei are assumed to con-
tinuously deform the electronic wavefunction. Such an approximation is valid provided
that the mass ratios mi/MI become infinitesimal. This should be compared with the
alternative Born-Oppenheimer approximation, in which the lattice is assumed to be
motionless, and nuclei have zero momentum from the point of view of velocity. Both
approximations lead to off diagonal elements tending to zero, such that solutions simul-
taneously solve the electronic and many body Hamiltonians. In summary the adiabatic
and Born-Oppenheimer approximations assume steady state solutions condensed into
the ground state; albeit for slightly different reasons.
Atoms in devices operating at room temperature may not necessarily be assumed to
be motionless, nor may the mass ratio be assumed negligible; mi/MI ≈ 10−30/10−26.
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Consequently electron-phonon interactions may be introduced through the piezoelectric
effect for acoustic phonons and Fro¨hlich interaction [2] for optical phonons. Experimental
phonon modes are typically of the order 1013Hz, compared with electronic modes of
the order 1015Hz, in accordance with aforementioned mass ratios. Using this we may
attribute effects of the order 1meV with phonons and 1eV with electronic effects in
general.
For the case of long wavelength phonons, perturbations may be introduced through the
treatment of static strain and deformation potentials using the techniques of Pikus & Bir
[3]. Lattice matched systems, such as AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructures may be modelled
in a strain free environment, however Silicon and Germanium have a 4% lattice mismatch
[4] resulting in noticeable effects which must be accounted for.
1.1.2 Self-consistent Ab-initio Techniques
Under the Hartree approximation, the wave–function for N -electrons is expressed as a
product of N individual one-electron wave–functions. This has the effect of reducing
the many electron problem to solving a single-electron Schro¨dinger equation.
ψ({ri}) = ψ1(r1)ψ2(r2)ψ3(r3) . . . ψN (rN ) =
N∏
i=1
ψi(ri) (1.5)
Under the mean field approximation, the Hamiltonian reduces to the familiar electron
kinetic energy and electron-nucleus interaction. The one electron is then influenced
by the Hartree potential, which is a sum of attractive nuclear and repulsive electronic
interactions represented as a continuous density functional, V [ρ(r)] [5].
− ~2
2mi
∇̂2i +
e2
8pi0
∑
j 6=i
∫ |ψj(rj)|2
|rj − ri| drj −
e2
4pi0
∑
I
ZI
|RI − ri|
ψi(ri) = Eiψi(ri) (1.6)
Several techniques are used to model the Hartree potential, all which seek out converging
eigenvalues inside a recursive loop. There is a distinct flaw with such a simplified model;
in that exchange and correlation terms have not been appropriately treated. Such that
while bosonic systems work fine, systems involving fermions fail to accurately determine
the nature of the system.
Under the Hartree approximation, correlation between electrons is always underesti-
mated by not accounting for self energy terms. This is highlighted by the fact that
current local density approximation calculations predict Germanium to be a semimetal
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[2]. The GW approximation, involving Greens functions go some way to overcoming this
but still underestimate potentials.
While this may be resolved through a Slater determinant [6], this significantly increases
the complexity of the system; defeating the original object of simplification.
ψ({ri}) = 1√
N !
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ψ1(r1) ψ1(r2) . . . ψ1(rN )
ψ2(r1) ψ2(r2) . . . ψ2(rN )
...
...
. . .
...
ψN (r1) ψN (r2) . . . ψN (rN )
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
=
1√
N !
∑
P
(−1)ξPψP1(r1)ψP2(r2) . . . ψPN (rN )
(1.7)
The large popularity of density functional theory (dft) may be attributed to the work of
Kohn and Sham [7], whom hold the accolade of the most cited paper of all time (13,000)
for their work on sets of non-interacting one electron eigenstates and their self-consistent
treatment of exchange and correlation.
1.1.3 Semi-empirical Methods
As discussed in the previous section, self consistent methods may be exceptionally drain-
ing on computing resources, and do not always return results that reflect experimental
data. Furthermore, much of the theory depends on electrons being condensed into the
ground state, impractical for modelling of devices; since room temperature models with
delocalised carriers are often sought. For this reason there is a large popularity with
semi-empirical methods; which use a theoretical formalism to construct the Hamiltonian,
with experimentally obtained parameters as inputs.
There are two avenues for inspection of systems where prior knowledge is assumed. One
is a bottom up point of view, in that given microscopic properties of bonding states
within one instance of the system, such properties may be recycled to the remainder
of the system. For example, given that Zinc-blende type crystals characterise Tetra-
hedral (Td) symmetry, one may apply a directed valence bonding technique to return
symmetrised linear combination of atomic orbitals which coincide with the coordination
of the bonds. Within this framework, atomic orbitals; a, b, c, d, may be symmetrised [8]
according to the atomic site irrep Γa.s. = Γ1 ⊕ Γ5 of the Td group;
ψ1 = ψa + ψb + ψc + ψd
ψ2 = ψa + ψb − ψc − ψd
ψ3 = ψa − ψb + ψc − ψd
ψ4 = ψa − ψb − ψc + ψd
Γ
a.s. = Γ1 ⊕ Γ5 (1.8)
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Considering the lowest occupied orbitals as the singly and triply degenerate s and p
orbitals, it is not surprising how the term sp3 hybridisation has stuck. However in a
crystal s and p are not uniquely compatible with Γ1 ⊕ Γ5, so sp3 is somewhat of a
red herring. It is perfectly valid for linear combinations of spdf . . . as an expansion
to represent the directed valence bonds in molecular orbitals. Indeed where parity
must be considered, such as in Diamond type crystals which characterise Octahedral
(Oh) symmetry; the p state is odd under inversion and therefore may not contribute to
bonding orbitals per se. It therefore comes as no surprise to why semi-empirical pseudo-
potential methods [9] modelling Silicon bulk band structure converge with e.g. sp1.7d1.3
rather than the pure sp3 paradigm.
Conversely there is an alternative point of view, which is a more top-down approach.
This method takes the empty infinite lattice as a starting point to expand crystal field
perturbations as a Taylor series expansion of the wave-vector k. Such a technique
applies the full space group of the crystal to the Hamiltonian, leading naturally to the
formulation of symmetrised matrix Hamiltonians scaled by respective semi-empirical
matrix elements. Consequently the dispersion relation E(k) may be returned as the
eigenvalues to describe the physics of the system.
Both aforementioned techniques break one-electron eigenstates into products of two
separable functions within the scope of their periodicity. The main advantage the latter
holds over the former technique is the application to heterostructure modelling through
a piecewise construction of Hamiltonians using Burt’s envelope function approximation
(efa) [10–13]. For these reasons, the k · p̂ (‘k-dot-p’) method [14] is employed as the
semi-empirical technique extensively employed in this thesis.
1.2 The k · p̂ Method
In this section the k · p̂ method is introduced as a perturbative approach to solving
the one-electron Schro¨dinger equation in bulk crystals. To begin with; Bloch’s theorem
and Brillouin zones [15] in reciprocal space are introduced as a means of solving the
unperturbed Hamiltonian within the empty lattice framework. The perturbation to the
Hamiltonian is brought in through arguments based on the full space group of the lattice,
which takes the form of the product of point and translation sub-groups.
Computation of the matrix Hamiltonian may be implemented through Wigner-Eckart
theorem and utilisation of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. Treatment of the relativistic
spin-orbit interaction may be introduced as another perturbation as in the adapted
double group formulation, or as an inclusion to the unperturbed Hamiltonian as in the
double group formulation. The latter approach gives rise to the k·p̂i perturbation, which
thanks to the properties of spherical tensor operators may be solved in an identical
manner. This mathematical trick enables an increase in accuracy in modelling the
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valence and conduction band structure and effective masses through the correct choice
of zone centre energy eigenvalues and degeneracies.
1.2.1 Bloch’s Theorem & Brillouin zones
Solids may be classified into two types; glassy (amorphous) or crystalline. Although the
properties of crystalline semiconductors are prevalent in this thesis, amorphous solids
are gaining a lot of interest, especially with respect to Silicon on insulator technology
and mosfet/ cmos gate dielectrics.
A lattice is an infinite array of evenly spaced points which are similarly situated in terms
of space, such that atomic arrangement appears the same when viewed from all lattice
points [16]. The lattice can be considered as the points of intersection of three parallel
planes which divide the crystal into elementary primitive unit cells to which translational
symmetry can be applied. The French crystallographer, Bravais, studied fragments from
a rhombohedral crystal and noticed that all the fragments were also rhombohedral. He
subsequently classified 14 fundamental unit cells for all crystals, shown in Table 1.1.
Bravais Lattices Point Groups Space Groups
Triclinic 1 2 2
Monoclinic 2 3 13
Orthorhombic 4 3 59
Tetragonal 2 7 68
Rhombohedral 1 5 25
Hexagonal 1 7 27
Cubic 3 5 36
Total 14 32 230
Table 1.1: Crystal classifications with respective number of Bravais lattices and num-
ber of point and space groups [16]
Cubic lattices are sub-divided into simple-, body centred- (bcc) and face centred- (fcc)
cubic, to which Zinc-blende and Diamond conform to the latter with point groups Td
and Oh respectively. Hexagonal lattices have gained a lot of interest in recent years
through the application of large band-gap materials; Wurtzite GaN and ZnO [17], in
photonic crystal devices. There also exist magnetic point groups [18] which have the
time reversal operator as an element of the group but are superfluous to this thesis.
Space groups incorporate translational symmetry, treated by invoking the Floquet-Bloch
principle. Primitive lattice vectors associated with the fcc lattice are given by;
a1 = (a/2, a/2, 0) , a2 = (a/2, 0, a/2) , a3 = (0, a/2, a/2) (1.9)
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Figure 1.1: Zinc-blende (left) and Diamond (right) type fcc primitive unit cells.
Figures generated using CrystalMaker® software (http://www.CrystalMaker.com)
where a is the characteristic lattice constant. This leads to the concept of the reciprocal
lattice [19], with reciprocal lattice vectors2 found using;
bi = 2pi
(aj × ak)
(a1 × a2) · a3 (1.10)
The reciprocal lattice of the fcc lattice is the bcc lattice3. The first Brillouin zone (fbz)
in 3D, when represented by the Wigner-Seitz method is the smallest polyhedron confined
by planes perpendicularly bisecting the reciprocal lattice vectors, shown in Figure 1.2
for an fcc crystal. Lines inside the fbz are assigned Greek letters, and points on the
surface are given Roman letters;
[001] direction Γ→ ∆→ X
[011] direction Γ→ Σ→ K
[111] direction Γ→ Λ→ L
Figure 1.2: Wigner-Seitz construction of the fbz of an fcc crystal, with high sym-
metry axes in reciprocal space [20]
Translational invariance in the real crystal and the fbz are so intrinsically linked that
every wave-vector can be brought back into the fbz, shrinking all local crystal potentials
2real space vectors are denoted in parentheses (hkl) and reciprocal space vectors are denoted in square
brackets [hkl]. This nomenclature follows Kittel [19]
3ai · bj = 2piδij
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down to a polyhedron of dimension pi/a. Within such a formalism, the one electron wave
function may be broken into a rapidly varying cell periodic term, unk(r) and a slowly
varying envelope function, eik·r, the Bloch function;
ψnk(r) = unk(r)e
ik·r (1.11)
The wave vector, ~k, may be considered as the crystal momentum since it is the eigen-
value of the momentum operator p̂. Note also that the Fourier transform of ψnk(r)
returns the Wannier function [21] used to study point defects and/or impurities.
p̂eik·r = −i~∇̂eik·r = ~keik·r (1.12)
From a group theoretical perspective (Chapter 2), the group which characterises the
translational symmetry sub-group is an infinite discrete group, such that ψnk(r+R) =
eik·Rψnk(r). Given that bulk crystals may contain 1023atoms/cm3 the wave vector
serves as a good quantum number, and since ψnk(r + R) = ψnk(R + r) this group is
commutative, or Abelian. R are the elements of the group, which are Miller integer (hkl)
multiples of primitive lattice vectors. Furthermore, since eik·R is merely a phase factor
the measurable quantity; density, is invariant |ψnk(r + R)|2 = |ψnk(r)|2 in accordance
with Noether’s theorem.
The highest symmetry point occurs at the zone centre (k = 0), or Γ-point, where the full
symmetry point group of the crystal is represented. Perturbations are expanded about
the Γ-point as appropriate basis functions (Chapter 3) diagonalise the unperturbed
Hamiltonian with the highest implicit degeneracy. Consequently unk(r) are termed
zone centre eigenstates. Lower symmetry points away from the Γ-point form subgroups
of the full symmetry group [22] through compatibility relations, called the group of k.
1.2.2 The Empty FCC Lattice
The single electron Schro¨dinger equation may be solved under the empty lattice prob-
lem, which is a neat way of introducing discussions on crystal energetics and linking it
to crystal symmetry. To begin with, the Hamiltonian is solved under some stringent
conditions. These are that since the lattice is empty V̂ (r)ψnk(r) = 0, the potential may
be expressed as an infinite lattice of delta functions at primitive lattice points;
V̂ (r) =
∞∑
(hkl)=−∞
δ(r+ (hkl)a) (1.13)
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This also sets the boundary condition ψnk(R) = 0. Alternatively zone centre eigen-
states take the value of a constant normalisation factor, such that p̂unk(r) = 0. Both
constraints return simultaneous solutions, whose energy eigenvalues take the form;
Ĥψnk(r) =
(
p̂2
2m0
+ V̂ (r)
)
ψnk(r) = Eψnk(r); E =
~2 (k+ [hkl])2
2m0
(1.14)
This simplistic model conveys the band-diagram, which are like maps one can use to
study real materials, shown in Figure 1.3. Points on the bands are solutions of the
Schro¨dinger equation and are allowed states for electrons to occupy.
The empty lattice highlights how symmetry may be used to draw flaws in models, since
such a model assumes an eight-fold degeneracy at [111]. Since the largest degeneracy
of the Td and Oh single groups is three, the empty lattice conveys hidden degeneracies
that have not been accounted for; which is to be expected from such a simplistic model.
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Figure 1.3: Empty lattice band diagram for an fcc crystal. Energies are not labelled
since the lattice constant a is non-specific
One extension to this simplistic model is the Kronig-Penney model [23], which somewhat
modifies the potential in Equation 1.13 to delta functions of finite strength, such that
there is some degree of coupling between eigenfunctions in adjacent primitive unit cells.
The resulting boundary ‘cusp’ conditions lift degeneracies at the zone centre, giving
rise to the concept of the band-gap; a range of forbidden energy eigenvalues. As a
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consequence of the Kronig-Penney model a plethora of materials’ optical and electrical
behaviour was explained in terms of insulators, semiconductors and metals.
Modern modelling techniques such as dft, pseudopotentials and k · p̂ theory are better
used to explain more specific intricate physical phenomena such as van Hove singular-
ities [24] in absorption spectra, phonon-assisted transitions for indirect band gaps and
anisotropic effective masses. However, the Kronig-Penney model has seen a resurgence
due to interest in superlattices as sophisticated layer by layer growth techniques allow
structures with far narrower barrier regions than in multiple quantum well stacks.
1.2.3 k · p̂ Perturbation
In the previous section, one of the constraints which led to the empty lattice model pre-
sented p̂unk(r) = 0, such that zone centre eigenstates are simply normalisation factors.
Using prior knowledge that zone centre eigenstates are in fact symmetrised eigenstates
of the full symmetry group of the crystal; in this case Td and Oh, in general p̂unk(r) 6= 0.
Under this formalism, the crystal momentum takes on a slightly different form;
p̂ψnk(r) = p̂unk(r)e
ik·r = −i~
((
∇̂unk(r)
)
eik·r + unk(r)
(
∇̂eik·r
))
= (p̂+ ~k)ψnk(r)
(1.15)
Such that in the kinetic energy term we may substitute; p̂2 → p̂2 + 2k · p̂ + k2 with
the constraint that p̂ now acts on the cell periodic part of the wave function only.
Consequently the Hamiltonian, Ĥ may be expressed as a combination of unperturbed
Ĥ0 and perturbation Ĥk·p̂ terms;
Ĥ0 =
p̂2
2m0
+ V̂ (r), Ĥk·p̂ =
~
m0
k · p̂ (1.16)
Eigenvalues are equivalent to E− ~2k22m0 to include the free electron dispersion term. The
unperturbed Hamiltonian Ĥ0 is a scalar operator, which transforms according to a rank-
0 spherical tensor operator, whereas Ĥk·p̂ is a rank-1 spherical tensor operator. By the
same token; strain is a rank-2 spherical tensor operator discussed later.
Conventionally, one expands k · p̂ = kxp̂x+kyp̂y+kz p̂z and evaluates matrix elements as
overlap integrals in a cartesian frame. However, it becomes far more useful to represent
k · p̂ as projections of contragredient spherical tensor operators;
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k · p̂ = kz p̂01 +
1√
2
(
k+p̂
−1
1 − k−p̂+11
)
(1.17)
where subscripts and superscripts denote the rank and projection respectively. It is
chosen; k± = kx± iky, such that the sign convention retains the property k± = (k∓)∗ to
prevent confusion over the Hermitian nature of the perturbation. One may now evaluate
overlap integrals with basis functions using Wigner-Eckart theorem [25], which states;
〈L1,mL1 |T qκ |L2,mL2〉 = 〈L1| |Tκ| |L2〉C
L1,mL1
κ,q,L2,mL2
(1.18)
C
L1,mL1
κ,q,L2,mL2
are Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, and 〈L1| |Tκ| |L2〉 are reduced matrix ele-
ments, or scaling parameters which are projection independent. This ensures that the
reduced matrix element is independent of the quantisation axis such that scaling param-
eters are invariant under canonical transformations. Note also that selection rules of
Clebsch-Gordan coefficient require q = mL1 −mL2 and L1 +L2 ≥ κ ≥ |L1−L2|. T qk is a
general spherical tensor operator of rank κ and projection q, such that the commutation
rules with angular momentum, as given by Merzbacher [26], satisfy;
[Lz, T
q
κ ] = q~T qκ
[L±, T qκ ] = ∓
1√
2
√
κ(κ+ 1)− q(q ± 1)~T q±1κ
(1.19)
The substitution of these commutation rules into the matrix element 〈L1,mL1 |T qκ |L2,mL2〉
returns a series of recursion relations and proof of Wigner-Eckart theorem is found in
Modern Quantum Mechanics by J. J. Sakurai [27].
While the single group formulation proved fruitful in describing many effects in crystals
such as returning full zone bulk band diagrams for Silicon and Germanium by Cardona
& Pollak [28] with indirect conduction band minima at ∆ and L of the fbz respectively,
it inherently neglects the appropriate treatment of the spin-orbit interaction. Conse-
quently, the spin degenerate eigenstates {↑, ↓} are usually attached in a somewhat ad
hoc way and the spin-orbit interaction introduced as another perturbation.
The double group formulation of the k · p̂ method calls for an appropriate treatment of
the Hamiltonian including spin degeneracy from the outset. Within such a framework
the unperturbed Hamiltonian now takes the form;
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Ĥ0 =
p̂2
2m0
+ V̂ (r) +
~
4m20c
2
(
p̂×∇V̂ (r)
)
· σ (1.20)
where the final term takes into account the relativistic spin-orbit interaction, as given by
G. Dresselhaus [29]. For a spherically symmetric potential the term in question reduces
to L · S Russell-Saunders coupling which may be evaluated through 12
(
J2 − L2 − S2)
expectation values. There are two possible flaws of using such a method in crystals;
the potential is not spherically symmetric and the pertinent basis is the adapted double
group; |L,mL〉 ⊗ {↑, ↓} as opposed to double group |J,mJ〉. Given the appropriate Oh
double group basis by Onodera & Okazaki [30] the correct formalism may be undertaken
through a k · p̂i perturbation akin to that above. Expanding the Bloch vector again, the
perturbation takes an alternate form;
Ĥk·p̂i =
~
m0
k · p̂i = ~
m0
k ·
(
p̂+
~
4m0c2
σ ×∇V̂ (r)
)
(1.21)
Whose eigenvalues are again equivalent to E − ~2k22m0 . One may also express p̂i as rank-1
spherical tensor operator, such that;
k · p̂i = kzpi01 +
1√
2
(
k+pi
−1
1 − k−pi+11
)
(1.22)
One may again use Wigner-Eckart theorem to evaluate matrix elements expressible
in terms of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and reduced matrix elements, this time as
C
J1,mJ1
κ,q,J2,mJ2
and 〈J1| |Tκ| |J2〉 respectively. Using SiGe scaling parameters from Rideau et
al [31] one may construct a 30× 30 matrix Hamiltonian and return full zone bulk band
diagrams for Silicon & Germanium; this time using the double group formulation of k · p̂
theory and appropriate treatment of the spin-orbit interaction (Chapter 4).
Furthermore, using the Lo¨wdin renormalisation [32] procedure and degenerate pertur-
bation theory, effective mass Hamiltonians as an expansion in k may be returned. Ef-
fective mass Hamiltonians constructed out of the single and double group formulations
of k · p̂ theory may subsequently be compared with those from Kane [33], Dresselhaus-
Kip-Kittel (dkk) [34] and Luttinger-Kohn [35–37] using the theory of invariants; which
has less stringent assumptions on the one electron potential. Expressions for heavy
and light hole effective masses in terms of dkk and Luttinger parameters may be re-
turned to greater accuracy when using the double group formulation in comparison with
experimental cyclotron resonance data [38].
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1.3 Introduction to Heterostructures
In this section the principle of spatial confinement of electrons and holes within a basic
quantum well band edge alignment scheme is discussed. The introduction of strain
through the Pikus-Bir Hamiltonian [3] as a perturbation may shift band edges and lift
degeneracies in the valence band. Indeed in the SiGe system, the 4% lattice mismatch
[4] ensures that strain balancing techniques are required to tailor quantum well devices
which operate at chosen wavelengths within experimental constraints.
The concept of the envelope function is discussed as a more general means of solv-
ing the one-electron Schro¨dinger equation in heterostructures under the loss of trans-
lational symmetry [39]. Continuity of the envelope function and it’s derivative impose
boundary conditions across an interface [40] with the physical effect of current conser-
vation. To conclude this introductory chapter, the example of the 12nm compressively
strained Germanium well sandwiched between tensile strained Si0.15Ge0.85 barriers on a
Si0.1Ge0.9-{001}4 virtual substrate is discussed for the application as a practical device
[41].
1.3.1 Pikus-Bir Hamiltonian
Strain may be incorporated as a perturbation through the Pikus-Bir Hamiltonian [3].
Within this framework; Bravais lattice basis vectors a′, of the strained crystal are de-
formations of the basis vectors a, of the unstrained crystal. In order for the lattice of
the strained crystal in it’s coordinate system r′, to coincide with the periodicity of the
unstrained crystal in it’s coordinate system r, it is required that;
k′ = (1 + )k
r′ = (1 + )−1 r
}
=⇒ k′ · r′ = k · r (1.23)
Where  is the second rank symmetric strain tensor. Expanding for small strain, one
may invoke the binomial series; (1 + )−1 ≈ (1− ). We now intend to express some
other key components in a similar manner, such as the momentum operator p̂ = −i~∇̂.
As ∇̂ is a differential with respect to r in the strained system, we have p̂′ = (1+ ) p̂;
p̂′eik
′·r′ = −i~ (1+ ) ∇̂eik·r = ~ (1+ )keik·r = ~k′eik′·r′ (1.24)
Hence we may verify that k′ = (1 + )k as required.
Ultimately, the Hamiltonian is sought in the strained coordinates as this is the physical
system of the potential V̂ (r′). This calls for the rapidly varying cell periodic term unk′(r′)
4braces are used for axes normal to a surface or growth plane {hkl}
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as eigenstates of a sub-group of the unstrained crystal. Since one seeks the dispersion
in the unstrained coordinates of the unperturbed Hamiltonian; E(k), strain is added as
a perturbation. In analogy with Equation 1.15 we may make the assertion;
p̂′ψnk′(r′) = (p̂+ p̂+ ~k)ψnk(r) (1.25)
V̂ (r′)ψnk′(r′) =
(
V̂ (r) + V̂(r)
)
ψnk(r) (1.26)
Consequently one sees that p̂′2 → p̂2 + 2k · p̂+ k2 + 2 (k · p̂+ p̂ · p̂) by recalling that
strain is small. One may realise the first term as the unperturbed Hamiltonian, with
the second and third terms the familiar k · p̂ perturbation and free electron dispersion
respectively. Within this framework, additional terms have been generated which scale
with strain;
Ĥ =
1
m0
(~k · p̂+ p̂ · p̂) + V̂(r) (1.27)
Clearly one may observe that the terms in the bracket transform according to rank-1
and -0 & -2 tensor operators respectively. We shall concern ourselves with the second
term in the bracket and expand it as a series of spherical tensor operators. This allows
us to solve the problem by again invoking Wigner-Eckart theorem.
p̂ · p̂ = (xx + yy + zz) p̂00 +
(√
2
3zz − 1√6 (xx + yy)
)
p̂02 + . . .
. . .+ 12 (xx − 2ixy − yy) p̂22 + 1√2 (zx − iyz) p̂12 + . . .
. . .+ 12 (xx + 2ixy − yy) p̂−22 − 1√2 (zx + iyz) p̂
−1
2
(1.28)
The first term; hydrostatic strain, transforms as a scalar operator. However, one is left
with a conundrum since Ĥ is a perturbation at the zone centre, the point group of
the strained crystal reverts to a sub-group of the unstrained crystal lifting heavy and
light hole degeneracy (Chapter 5). Indeed the application of uniaxial or biaxial stress
to cubic crystals in the cyclotron resonance experiment [42] allows for greater accuracy
in the measurement of effective masses.
For growth of heterostructures the constraint of biaxial stress provides experimental
challenges in generating strain balanced dislocation free samples. While modern growth
techniques allow for great control over layer by layer compositional variation, growth
remains quite a dark art reserved to the experienced few.
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1.3.2 Envelope Function Approximation
In the derivation of the Ĥk·p̂ and Ĥ perturbations the assertion was made that the wave
function was separable into a rapidly varying cell periodic term and a slowly varying
envelope function; the Bloch function. Bloch functions are a special case based on
translational symmetry giving rise to the good quantum numbers kx, ky and kz. Using
the efa, the wave function may be expressed in the more general form as;
ψn(r) = un(r)F (r) (1.29)
where the rapidly varying term still transforms according to the point group of the crystal
provided the expansion is about the zone centre5, but the envelope function F (r) does
not necessarily represent the translational sub-group. In order for the wave function to
become separable, one must neglect all non-local crystal potential terms outside the fbz
[10]. Under this formalism one may invoke;
p̂ψn(r) = p̂un(r)F (r) = −i~
((
∇̂un(r)
)
F (r) + un(r)
(
∇̂F (r)
))
=
(
p̂+ ~k̂
)
ψn(r)
(1.30)
where the main result is the retention of the differential operator form of k̂, such that for
example k̂z = −i ∂∂z acting on the envelope function. The k · p̂ perturbation is restored
in the event of the infinite lattice with translational symmetry as required.
This more general approach allows for the application to heterostructures [39] through
a piecewise construction of semi-infinite Hamiltonians coupled between adjacent unit
cells by the differential operator k̂. For the case of quantum wells, the good in-plane
quantum numbers are restored, such that F (r) = ei(kxx+kyy)F (z) where confinement is
chosen along the conventional growth axis. Solutions to the unperturbed Hamiltonian
represented by the spatial band edge of the system V (z) at the zone centre become;
(
− ~
2
2m0
∂2
∂z2
+ V (z)
)
F (z) = EF (z) (1.31)
The position dependent band edge of valence and conduction bands may be tailored by
material dependent layer by layer growth to fabricate quantum confinement. There are
two distinct cases of band edge alignment; straddling (type-I) and staggered (type-II).
The former is favourable for quantum well systems since the spatial overlap of confined
electrons and holes is strong. Germanium rich systems are type-I; suitable for devices
such as optical modulators [41], whereas Silicon rich schemes are type-II [43]; making
them suitable for devices such as unipolar quantum cascade lasers [44] instead.
5un(r) ≡ unk=0(r)
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Figure 1.4: Band edge diagram sketch showing straddling (type-I) and staggered
(type-II) alignment schemes for conduction and valence band offsets. There also exists
the broken (type-III) scheme as an extreme form of type-II; where Ev in material 2
overlaps with Ec in material 1.
Boundary conditions of the envelope function and it’s derivative require continuity of
the Hamiltonian either side of the abrupt interface. The most simple example of this is
the Bastard boundary condition [45] with a position dependent effective mass m∗(z).
(
− ∂
∂z
~2
2m∗(z)
∂
∂z
+ V (z)
)
F (z) = EF (z) (1.32)
While this is suitable for the single particle in a box model, knowledge that the va-
lence band maxima is degenerate calls for the dkk and Luttinger-Kohn effective mass
Hamiltonians. Furthermore, the solutions to this problem are the specific case at the
zone centre (kx = ky = 0). To obtain the in-plane dispersion relation operator order-
ing schemes for terms linear in k̂z are required to match boundary conditions across
an abrupt interface such as the ones presented by Foreman [46]. However, the method
relies on the adapted double group formulation through a unitary transformation of an
ordered dkk effective mass Hamiltonian. Using the double group formulation of k · p̂
theory prescribed in this thesis; obtaining operator ordered effective mass Hamiltonians
reduces to a series of rather simple matrix multiplications (Chapter 6).
1.3.3 The Quantum Well
The motivation of this thesis to model SiGe alloy heterostructures calls for a culmination
of all the arguments presented so far in this introductory chapter. We use the specific
example of the compressively strained 12nm Germanium well sandwiched between tensile
strained Si0.15Ge0.85 barriers on a Si0.1Ge0.9-{001} virtual substrate [47] for the potential
widespread application as a practical device. Band edges and envelope functions of the
lowest energy sub-band states are shown in Figure 1.5.
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Since strain lifts the degeneracy of heavy and light holes; eigenvalues of the strain
Hamiltonian represent quasi-band edges in model solid theory [48]. This is a consequence
of adding strain as a perturbation to the unstrained unperturbed Hamiltonian.
Figure 1.5: Band edges and envelope functions of lowest energy sub-band states for
a compressively strained 12nm Germanium well sandwiched between tensile strained
Si0.15Ge0.85 barriers on a Si0.1Ge0.9-{001} virtual substrate at 0K
Such a flat band scheme assumes that there is no population of charge; frozen at 0K,
nor doping otherwise a self consistent Schro¨dinger-Poisson solver may called for. Sub-
band dispersion may be obtained by scanning a region of reciprocal space along high
symmetry axes. Joint density of states may be evaluated by taking a histogram of the
dispersion for the octant region 0 ≤ kx ≤ ky. Consequently the absorption spectra may
also be found by incorporating overlap integrals of valence and conduction band envelope
functions. Comparing with experimental photoluminescence spectra [49, 50] provides a
validation of the theory such that theory may in turn propose devices tailored to needs
(Chapter 7).
The introduction of a static electric field induces a red-shift in the absorption spectra
such that the device switches between transparent and absorbing for a narrow wavelength
range to encode bits of information onto an optical signal. This is in essence the principle
of the optical modulator device operating under the qcse [51]. Using Germanium rich
wells [52, 53] one preys on the direct-gap energy 890meV; close to 1.5µm used in 3rd
generation fibre optic communication channels for widespread technological applications.
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1.4 Overview of the Thesis
Many of the arguments on the k · p̂ method use extensive group theoretical arguments
as Diamond type cubic crystals characterise Oh point group symmetry. Symmetrised
integer, |L,mL〉 eigenstates may be used to construct a matrix Hamiltonian under the
single group formulation. The inclusion of the relativistic spin-orbit interaction as a per-
turbation lifts the degeneracy such that eigenstates transform according to the adapted
double group |L,mL〉⊗{↑, ↓}, where half integer spin is incorporated through L ·S cou-
pling. In the double group formulation of k · p̂ theory; symmetrised half-integer |J,mJ〉
eigenstates are used to construct a matrix Hamiltonian where the spin-orbit interaction
is included in the unperturbed Hamiltonian.
Before the task in hand may be tackled there is a lot of prior work on abstract math-
ematical group theory that must be undertaken in Chapter 2; Group Theory in Cubic
Crystals. Unfortunately there is a lot of terminology and notation such as symmetry
classes, irreducible representations and invariant characters to name but a few; which
must be introduced for later work to make complete sense. The goals are to find such
symmetrised integer and half-integer eigenstates of the point and double groups respec-
tively, which is done in Chapter 3; Symmetrised Basis Functions. These symmetrised
eigenstates are extensively used in Wigner-Eckart theorem for evaluating matrix ele-
ments with an operator when cast as projections of a spherical tensor operator as set
out in this introductory chapter.
Group theory is of crucial importance as symmetry plays a major role in understanding
how the Hamiltonian is constructed and it’s transformation properties; which is why it is
essential to dedicate a lot of attention to it. For example, in the theory of invariants, the
only prior assumption is that the Hamiltonian transforms according to the space group
of the crystal. From this the Hamiltonian may be constructed out of the product of
irreducible perturbation components and linearly independent generator matrices, with
an associated invariant. Such a technique relies on symmetrised tensor product decom-
positions which may be determined purely from multiplication tables and the character
decomposition of irreps. The overlap of results of the theory of invariants with the
k · p̂ method underpins the significant importance group theory plays in understanding
electronic structure in a crystal.
In Chapter 4; Double Group Formulation of k · p̂ Theory, symmetrised eigenstates are
used to construct a 30×30 k·p̂i matrix Hamiltonian with appropriate scaling parameters
to return full zone band diagrams for bulk Silicon and Germanium. The indirect con-
duction band-gap is returned as a function of SiGe alloys such that a kink is returned in
agreement with experimental near band-gap photoluminescence and bulk electron bulk
mobilities. Using the Lo¨wdin renormalisation procedure; 4-, 6- and 8-band Hamiltoni-
ans may be returned such that heavy hole, light hole and spin-orbit effective masses for
Silicon and Germanium may be evaluated; in broad agreement with those determined
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from experiment. It is shown how not only does the double group formulation serve as
an improvement to the single group and adapted double group formulations, but also as
a more concise and coherent mathematical treatment of the spin-orbit interaction.
As the work on bulk Silicon and Germanium evolves into work on heterostructures, the
Extension to Strained Systems in Chapter 5 is considered. Strain provides both theo-
retical, through the Pikus-Bir Hamiltonian, and experimental, through the growth of
dislocation free structures, constraints that must be considered for real devices. It is
shown how biaxial stress in the plane of the growth surface arises when two layers with
different lattice constants are pseudomorphically grown and a generalised Poisson ratio,
relating in- and out of-plane strains, for an arbitrary growth axis is generated. Band
edge alignment in strained heterostructures is discussed with a view of matching conduc-
tion and valence band edges in a type-I fashion for compressively strained Germanium
quantum wells.
The improvement of the accuracy of modelling techniques to reproduce experimentally
observed results is not only an intellectual pursuit but also offers solutions to current
practical problems. As implied in the title, this thesis is primarily concerned with ‘Mod-
elling of Silicon-Germanium Alloy Heterostructures using Double Group Formulation of
k · p̂ Theory ’. In understanding SiGe alloy properties, enhancements and proposals may
be made for devices such as optical detectors and modulators. This is the main point of
interest in Chapter 6; Application to Heterostructures.
Numerical modelling of holes through a piecewise construction of 4-, 6- and 8- band block
Hamiltonians under the efa may be performed with the correct boundary conditions
across an abrupt interface. Confinement energy and dispersion may be tailored through
well width, depth and with the inclusion of strain; the choice of virtual substrate. Exten-
sion to model both electrons and holes through the use of an 8-band Hamiltonian is used
to model a Germanium well sandwiched between Si0.15Ge0.85 barriers on an Si0.1Ge0.9-
{001} virtual substrate. Consequently the onset of absorption may be tailored such that
the device exhibits the qcse around 1.5µm at room temperature. Indeed such a device
operation has been shown recently experimentally in the literature and provides results
on which to compare theoretical calculations.
One of the beauties of the double group formulation of k · p̂ theory renders the subject
of coordinate transformations a rather simple task of matrix multiplication with appro-
priate treatment of the transformation properties of half-integer spin. Agreement with
the canonical transformation of the theory of invariants in the bulk is testament to this,
with the additional advantage that the correct boundary conditions of operator ordered
Hamiltonians for an arbitrary growth plane may be returned. Under such a framework,
strain balanced heterostructures grown on non-trivial high index {011} and {111} sur-
faces may be modelled with interesting results regarding polarisation spectroscopy and
changes in transition energies.
Chapter 2
Group Theory in Cubic Crystals
An object possesses symmetry if there is a general transformation which leaves the object
unchanged. Symmetry operations which leave an object unchanged may be discrete,
such as 90◦ rotations of a square, or continuous, for the case of infinitesimal rotations
of a circle. Such transformations are of fundamental concern in physical laws as objects
retain their form both before and after, for example; the invariance of the speed of
light between rest and relativistic frames gives rise to the Lorentz transformations. The
Lorentz transformations are examples of geometrical symmetries, but there also may
exist internal symmetries such as spin.
Noether’s Theorem links symmetry and conservation laws, such as gauge invariance in
relation to total electric charge conservation. The arrangements of atoms in molecules or
in crystalline solids affect many aspects of electronic and vibrational properties and also
response to external thermal, mechanical and electromechanical perturbations. Bloch’s
treatment of wave–function invariance with respect to translational symmetry between
unit cells in a crystal is one of the most poignant uses of symmetry in solid state physics
as documented in numerous textbooks [2, 3, 19, 22, 54, 55].
Upon further implementation of group theory in crystals, one can construct further
matrix element selection rules [56, 57] and macroscopic tensors [58] that behave in ac-
cordance with the point group. In this chapter, abstract mathematical group theory is
introduced; from which the bulk of arguments in this thesis are based, and provides the
mathematical toolbox from which to construct symmetrised Hamiltonians transforming
according to the full space group of the crystal.
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2.1 Finite Groups
Groups can be divided into two categories; discrete or continuous. The fundamental
Axioms of Group Theory are applied to both, but there are some subtle differences in
their manipulation. Continuous groups are infinite, whereas not all discrete groups are
finite; in this section discrete groups will be introduced for continuous groups to be
reviewed later.
Here the fundamentals of abstract mathematical group theory are laid out, with a worked
example; the symmetric equilateral triangle. Application to cubic crystals with Tetra-
hedral (Td) and Octahedral (Oh) point groups is discussed from the point of view of the
significance of inversion.
2.1.1 Elements of Group Theory
There is a basic algebraic structure based on transformations to describe symmetry.
A group, G, is a set of elements {e, a, b, . . .} together with a composition law such as
multiplication and addition. The conditions that a group must satisfy are the four
fundamental axioms;
Closure The composition of any two elements is itself an element ab = c in the group
Associativity For all elements a, b, and c in the group; (ab)c = a(bc)
Identity There exists an unique element e known as the identity1 or unit element such
that ae = ea = a for all elements in the group
Inverse For every element a in the group there is an unique inverse a−1, such that
aa−1 = a−1a = e
Closure ensures that the composition law does not generate any elements outside of
the group. Associativity implies that the computation of an n-fold product of group
elements does not depend on how the elements are themselves grouped together.
If a group has multiplication ab = ba ∀ a, b ∈ G , it is said to be an Abelian group, or
commutative. For example, translational invariance in an infinite crystal gives rise to
the Bloch theorem, such that the group of the wave vector k [22] take the infinite roots
of unity. Not only is the group of k an example of an Abelian group, but also an infinite
discrete group.
The permutation group, S3, will now be introduced, not only as an example in abstract
mathematical group theory, but also as the symmetry group of a three pointed object;
1The German for unity is ‘einheit’
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an equilateral triangle. All permutations or symmetry operations of three ordered dis-
tinguishable objects give rise to a total of six unique elements, displayed in Figure 2.1.
The order is the number of elements in a group; |S3| = 6, and this group is not Abelian
since ab 6= ba.
Figure 2.1: Symmetry operations for a three pointed object, permutation group S3;
visualised as the equilateral triangle
Elements a, b, and c are mirror operations, whereas d, and f are clockwise rotations by
120◦ and 240◦ respectively. The element e satisfies the identity axiom in that it trivially
leaves the object unchanged, and in that respect may be thought of as a rotation by 0◦
or integer multiples of 360◦.
A composition table of the operations of the permutation group, S3, can be constructed,
and organised in such a way that elements form classes of the whole group. Clearly, Table
2.1 satisfies all of the fundamental axioms. Composition tables may seem complex at
first, but when considering that Su-Doku is an example of a 9-element abstract group;
such tables become no more than mathematical puzzles.
e a b c d f
e (= e−1) e a b c d f
a (= a−1) a e d f b c
b (= b−1) b f e d c a
c (= c−1) c d f e a b
d (= f−1) d c a b f e
f (= d−1) f b c a e d
Table 2.1: Composition table for the three pointed object permutation group S3.
Complete with inverses [55]. Elements have been demarcated into their respective
conjugacy classes; identity {E}, reflections {3σv} and 120◦ rotations {2C3}
2.1.2 Conjugacy Classes
Element a is conjugate to element b since it satisfies the requirement b = aba−1 = cbc−1.
Furthermore, element b is conjugate to element c since c = aca−1 = bcb−1, and also
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element c is conjugate to element a. As such, elements a, b, and c form a class of
operation, which is clear from the fact they are all mirror operations in a physical sense.
Rotation elements d and f are conjugates of one another and as such form a class. The
identity, e, always forms a trivial sub-group, and a class on its own, as do all elements
in an Abelian group.
Spotting classes from the composition table is not always so easy, especially without
a physical object to relate to. Table 2.1 has been arranged in such a way that makes
it slightly clearer; from the way that any two subsequent rotation or mirror operations
always returns the identity or rotation operations, and how a combination of rotation
and mirror operations always returns a mirror operation.
There are numerous ways of labelling classes to attribute them to their physical effect,
and this thesis will remain self consistent in it’s labelling. In Scho¨nflies notation the
identity e is denoted by the label E, and reflections are denoted by σh/v where h/v
denote horizontal/vertical reflections. Proper rotations are denoted by Cn where n is
the order of rotation; such that the rotation angle is equivalent to 360◦/n. For example,
C2 is a rotation by 180
◦, C4 is a rotation by 90◦, and so forth. The number of elements
within the class precede the Scho¨nflies label, so for example in the permutation group,
S3, the classes of operation are {E}, {3σv} and {2C3}.
While there are infinite number of possible Cn in linear molecules for rotations within
a crystal only C2, C3, C4 and C6 are permitted through the crystallographic restriction
theorem [16], which states;
cos(θ) =
1− p
2
(2.1)
where p = 0,±1,+2,+3; returning the aforementioned, Cn, finite rotations in a crystal
plus the identity, E. While C5 operations are not permitted in macroscopic crystals, ele-
ments may be present in icosahedral groups characterising quasi-crystals such as carbon
nano-tubes.
One important class of operation is the improper rotation, which is a proper rotation
followed by a reflection; Sn = σh/vCn. While at this stage the difference may seem
insignificant they are key to understanding parity differences between even and odd
basis functions. For example, a polar vector is odd, in that it’s sign changes under a
mirror operation, whereas this is not the case for axial vectors; while both may transform
the same under a proper rotation. To understand the concept of manifolds and vector
spaces, one must introduce the irreducible representation through invariant characters
to convey their transformation properties.
The final crystallographic symmetry operation permitted is the inversion operation, i,
present in centro–symmetric crystals, whose effect is to reverse the sign of polar vectors;
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ir = −r. Like improper rotations, inversion is odd and gives rise to parity selection
rules.
In total there are 32 unique combinations of crystal classes, summarised in Table 2.2.
It is no coincidence that there are also 32 crystal point groups, each composed of a
variety of classes ranging from the high-symmetry cubic; Td and Oh groups, to the low
symmetry tricilinic group.
Operation Name
E Identity rotation by 0◦
σh/v Reflection horizontal/vertical
Cn Proper Rotation 180
◦/n
Sn Improper Rotation σh/vCn
i Inversion ir = −r
Table 2.2: Summary of the crystallographic point group classes of operation
2.1.3 Irreducible Representations
A representation of a group, G, under ordinary matrix multiplication, in an n-dimensional
environment, is a set of n×n non-singular complex matrices. The representation is said
to be ‘faithful’ or ‘unfaithul’ depending on whether the representation is isomorphic
or homomorphic to the original group G. Such matrix representations, denoted D(g);
corresponding to the element g ∈ G satisfy the composition table of the group.
While the definition has thus far been quite vague this allows for considerable flexibil-
ity in that representations are not unique. A similarity transformation is one which
preserves the trace of the matrix with some other significant consequences. Suppose a
representation matrix of an element g can be brought into block diagonal form by a
similarity transformation; AD(g)A† = D′(g) ⊕D′′(g) ∀ g ∈ G, where A is an orthogo-
nal matrix; D(g) is reducible, otherwise it is irreducible in accordance with Schur’s two
lemmas [54].
For example; reducible representations of the permutation group, S3, which satisfy the
composition table are;
D(e) =
(
1 0
0 1
)
, D(a) =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
, D(b) =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
D(c) =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
, D(d) =
(
1 0
0 1
)
, D(f) =
(
1 0
0 1
) (2.2)
The irreducible matrix representations D′(g) and D′′(g) are trivial to find, with the
former being the scalar, identity, irreducible representation (irrep), and the latter being
the parity irrep due to the signs of matrices of odd operations such as mirrors.
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The number of irreps must equate to the number of classes; for which the permutation
group, S3, has three. There exists an additional set of irreps which also satisfy the
composition table of the group, and these are;
D(e) =
(
1 0
0 1
)
, D(a) = −12
(
−1 √3√
3 1
)
, D(b) = 12
(
1
√
3√
3 −1
)
D(c) =
(
−1 0
0 1
)
, D(d) = −12
(
1
√
3
−√3 1
)
, D(f) = −12
(
1 −√3√
3 1
) (2.3)
Unlike the previous case; these unitary matrices are irreducible, and make up the third
and final irrep. Note that the trace of the matrices under mirror operations is zero, and
as such; whereas the identity and parity irreps transform like polar and axial vectors
respectively, this irrep may transform like either.
One important consequence of irreps is the great orthogonality theorem (got), which
implies that the vector spaces of inequivalent irreps, labelled Γi, are orthogonal for
namesake;
∑
g∈G
(
D
(Γi)
kl (g)
)∗
D
(Γj)
k′l′ (g) =
|G|
d
δk,k′δl,l′δΓi,Γj (2.4)
The dimension, d, is found from the trace of the identity D(e), such that the identity
and parity irreps are each 1-dimensional and the final irrep is 2-dimensional; consistent
with the got; since 12 + 12 + 22 = 6, equivalent to the order of the group, |S3|. The
concept of dimensionality and degeneracy of energy eigenstates are complementary, and
from this help understand the nature of energy levels in real molecules and crystals.
2.1.4 Character Tables
As implied by the similarity transformation; the invariant property is the trace or char-
acter across elements of the same conjugacy class. Characters can be assembled in
tabular form, with entries for the class and irrep. Using the axioms of group theory, one
enters the characters for the identity irrep; which are 1 for all classes, and the characters
for the identity class; which are the dimensionality. The got is then used to fill in the
remaining entries.
The character table for the permutation group, S3, is shown in Table 2.3. Comparing
the traces of the matrices given in Equations 2.2 and 2.3 all of the above criteria are
satisfied.
While there is no unique set of basis functions for a given irrep, it is often useful to list
some important and commonly occurring sets which have important physical properties.
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{E} {3σv} {2C3} Basis Functions
Γ1 1 1 1 {Lz}
Γ2 1 -1 1 {z}
Γ3 2 0 -1 {Lx, Ly}, {x, y}
Table 2.3: Character table for the permutation group, S3, of the equilateral triangle,
complete with polar; {x, y, z}, and axial (pseudo); {Lx, Ly, Lz}, vectors
In Table 2.3 both polar; {x, y, z} and axial (pseudo); {Lx, Ly, Lz} vectors have been
included, which transform according to Γ2⊕Γ3 and Γ1⊕Γ3 respectively. Their differences
can be attributed to the sign of the character of mirror, or more generally, odd operations.
While character tables are extremely useful it is important to note that in listing char-
acters other useful properties of representation matrices have been lost. The projection
operator technique [54] is a useful technique to obtain general basis functions which
transform according to the relevant irrep using full representation matrices D(g).
P̂ (Γi) =
d
|G|
∑
g∈G
D(Γi)(g)P̂g (2.5)
where D(Γi)(g) is the d×d matrix for the Γi irrep for g ∈ G. P̂g is the element operator,
g, acting on an arbitrary function. For example, consider the equilateral triangle to lie
in the xy plane with the z axis normal. Under the identity and rotation operations,
z is unchanged; P̂ez = P̂dz = P̂fz = z, whereas reflections invert the axis; P̂az =
P̂bz = P̂cz = −z. Invoking Equation 2.5 with the Γ2 representation matrices the only
non-zero result is P̂ (Γ2)z = z, and hence z is an appropriate basis function for Γ2.
Knowing the transformation properties of x and y under symmetry operations; then
any arbitrary function can be evaluated in terms of the irrep to which it transforms.
The downside to this technique is normalisation is not necessarily preserved and anti-
symmetric contributions may be missed, but the projection operator technique still has
many very important uses.
2.1.5 Td and Oh Single Groups
sp3 hybridisation in Zinc-blende type crystals gives rise to tetrahedral bond coordination
which characterise the point group of binary III-V crystals such as GaAs. Diamond type
crystals posses an extra inversion operation such that octahedral geometry characterises
the point group of group-IV crystals such as C, Si, Ge, αSn. The molecular analogue
of tetrahedral geometry is the methane molecule CH4
2, with bonding angles of 109.5◦.
2the molecular analogue of octahedral, Oh, geometry is Sulphur Hexafluoride, SF6 [54]
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Projections of the molecule along one of the six (001) directions returns a square, and
along one of the eight (111) directions returns an equilateral triangle, as depicted below.
Figure 2.2: Projections of squares and triangles for the tetrahedrally coordinated sp3
hybridised CH4 molecule along one of the sixfold (001) and eightfold (111) directions.
Figure generated using CrystalMaker® software (http://www.CrystalMaker.com)
There is a total of 24 elements in the Td group, which can be grouped into five classes
{E}, {3C2}, {8C3}, {6S4}, and {6σv}, whose origination is from the relevant projection.
Of the five irreps there are two 1 dimensional, one 2 dimensional and two 3 dimensional3,
as indicated by the character of the identity class. Subsequent characters are found using
the got.
{E} {3C2} {8C3} {6S4} {6σv} Basis Functions
Γ1 1 1 1 1 1 {x2 + y2 + z2}
Γ2 1 1 1 -1 -1
Γ3 2 2 -1 0 0 {12(x2 − y2), 1√3(z2 −
1
2(x
2 + y2))}
Γ4 3 -1 0 1 -1 {Lx, Ly, Lz}
Γ5 3 -1 0 -1 1 {x, y, z}, {yz, zx, xy}
Table 2.4: Character table for the Td point group, complete with some important
basis functions [2]
Γ1 and Γ2 characterise one dimensional scalar identity and parity representations re-
spectively. The Γ5 irrep transforms like a cartesian polar vector, whereas Γ4 transforms
3
∑
i
d2i = 1
2 + 12 + 22 + 32 + 32 = 24 = |Td|
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like an axial vector in accordance with the sign of the {6S4} characters. While there
are many mis-leading, confusing and conflicting labelling of irreps, this thesis is self
consistent and as closely linked to that of Koster et al [59] as possible. All irreducible
representation matrices are listed in the Appendix A for reference.
Inclusion of the inversion operation for the Oh group returns 10 classes and irreps; which
now have an associated parity. Oh is isomorphic to Td, and may be found by taking the
direct product with the inversion factor group; Oh = i⊗Td. The significance of improper
rotations and inversion becomes a problem in themselves; where the character table for
Oh is arranged into quadrants such that the bottom right quadrant is the negative of
the remaining three, which are of the form of Table 2.4.
This has the effect of interchanging Γ−1 with Γ
−
2 and Γ
−
4 with Γ
−
5 . This ever so subtle
difference is the source of the much disputed labelling of irreps, but error propagation
and mis-understanding of notation is rife.
{E} {3C2} {8C3} {6S4} {6σv} {i} {3σh} {8S6} {6C4} {6iC2}
Γ+1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Γ+2 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1
Γ+3 2 2 -1 0 0 2 2 -1 0 0
Γ+4 3 -1 0 1 -1 3 -1 0 1 -1
Γ+5 3 -1 0 -1 1 3 -1 0 -1 1
Γ−2 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
Γ−1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1
Γ−3 2 2 -1 0 0 -2 -2 1 0 0
Γ−5 3 -1 0 1 -1 -3 1 0 -1 1
Γ−4 3 -1 0 -1 1 -3 1 0 1 -1
Table 2.5: Character table for the Oh point group arranged to convey compatibility
with Td
Since Oh has higher symmetry, the compatibility between groups descends from Oh.
Polar vectors transform according to Γ−4 in Oh since, as indicated by parity. Compare
this with the vector {yz, zx, xy}; even under inversion, which transforms according to
Γ+5 . The loss of inversion symmetry means that both {x, y, z} and {yz, zx, xy} transform
according to Γ5 in Td. Parity accounts for effects such as the Raman tensor being zero
in bulk Silicon, and non zero in Gallium Arsenide due to parity selection rules.
The important point to take here is that since Td is a sub-group ofOh, irreps of Td have an
equivalent Oh irrep under the loss of inversion symmetry. Consequently we speak of the
equivalence representation Γequiv = Γ+1 + Γ
−
2 which transforms according to the identity
irrep of Td. Compatibility will be returned to in greater detail in the next section, when
considering infinite groups and chains of groups [60] as it leads to symmetrised basis
functions expressible in terms of the eigenfunctions of spherical symmetry.
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2.2 Infinite Groups
We may discuss symmetry operations in terms of finite elements by considering shapes
such as squares or equilateral triangles, however certain objects possess continuous el-
ements such as infinitesimal rotations of a circle. From the equation that characterises
a circle the invariant property is the radius, and the perimeter traces a path whose
angular dependance is expressed trigonometrically, or as a complex exponential. Con-
ditions on the coordinate system which characterise the circle leads to a complex vector
space which transforms under rotations by a phase factor. The orthogonal Lie group in
2-dimensions, is denoted O(2), and for the case of spherical symmetry O(3) due to the
additional degree of freedom.
In this section, the special orthogonal group in 3 dimensions; SO(3), and the special
unitary group in 2 dimensions; SU(2), are introduced and related to L and J quantum
eigenstates for the Hydrogen atom without and with spin respectively. Td and Oh
double groups are introduced as a means of including spin to discrete groups such that
half integer spin fermions can be treated in the appropriate manner. Group chains are
discussed as a means of validating the use of symmetrised basis functions expressible in
terms of the eigenfunctions of spherical symmetry
2.2.1 3D Special Orthogonal Group; SO(3)
A sphere is invariant under any rotation in three dimensions with the invariant property
being the radius. Consider the real orthogonal bases before and after transformation to
be {x, y, z} and {x′, y′, z′} respectively, with the norm-preserving constraint4. A suitable
coordinate transformation is a rotation about the z-axis is expressible in terms of the
Euler angle; θ, such that;
x
′
y′
z′
 =
cos(θ) − sin(θ) 0sin(θ) cos(θ) 0
0 0 1

xy
z
 (2.6)
The special orthogonal rotation matrix, labelled Rz(θ) has determinant equal to positive
unity, and since Rz(θ1 + θ2) = Rz(θ1) +Rz(θ2) the group is Abelian. A general rotation
matrix, Ri(θ), may be expressed as a matrix exponential, whose exponent is the product
of the angle θ and infinitesimal generator Xi, which satisfy the commutation laws of
angular momentum5;
Ri(θ) = e
Xiθ; [Xi, Xj ] = ijkXk (2.7)
4x′2 + y′2 + z′2 = x2 + y2 + z2
5ijk is the Levi-Civita symbol; +1 (-1) for even (odd) permutations of ijk and 0 otherwise
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The infinitesimal generators are found from the Taylor series expansion, such that Xi
form (2L+ 1) square matrices where L = 0, 1, 2, . . .. Euler rotations are the special case
for orbital angular momentum, L = 1, with appropriate right-handed generators which
are in accordance with the Euler-Rodrigues rotation formula;
Xx =
0 0 00 0 −1
0 1 0
 , Xy =
 0 0 10 0 0
−1 0 0
 , Xz =
0 −1 01 0 0
0 0 0
 (2.8)
What follows is the transition into spherical coordinates through a similarity transfor-
mation of the rotation matrix. This is done through an orthogonal matrix, A, which
transforms {x, y, z} into the complex basis {−1√
2
(x− iy), z, +1√
2
(x+ iy)} as given by Nor-
mand & Raynal [61].
e
−iθ 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 e+iθ
 = A
cos(θ) − sin(θ) 0sin(θ) cos(θ) 0
0 0 1
A†; A =

−1√
2
i√
2
0
0 0 1
1√
2
i√
2
0
 (2.9)
The rotation matrix is now diagonal, with quantised projections mL = 0,±1 arranged in
order of the exponent of the matrix on the left hand side of Equation 2.9. The orthogonal
matrix, A, assigns a quantisation direction, which in this case is the conventional z-axis
and the phase is chosen such that the x-axis is real.
The trace is preserved; χ(1)(θ) = e−iθ + 1 + eiθ = 2 cos(θ) + 1, such that the proper
rotations C2 and C3 have character; χ
(1)(180◦) = −1, and; χ(1)(120◦) = 0, respectively.
The improper rotations; S4 has character; (−1)1×χ(1)(90◦) = −1. Clearly the character
of operations of the Td group are compatible with those of Γ5, and the polar vector serves
as an appropriate complete basis.
One is free to choose which space; cartesian or spherical, to work in and both have
their pros and cons. For example, cartesian is popular as it is much easier to visualise
conceptually, however mathematics tends to favour spherical coordinates through the
use of Hermitian [62] orbital angular momentum operators since Li = i~AXiA†;
Lx =
~√
2
0 1 01 0 1
0 1 0
 , Ly = i~√
2
0 −1 01 0 −1
0 1 0
 , Lz = ~
1 0 00 0 0
0 0 −1
 (2.10)
Since Lz is diagonal it sets the conventional quantisation axis naturally, and Li satisfy
the commutation rules of angular momentum;
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[Li, Lj ] = i~ijkLk,
3∑
i=1
L2i = L
2 (2.11)
L2 is also diagonal, and as such eigenvectors expressed in the conventional Dirac-ket
|L,mL〉 notation return simultaneous eigenvalues of L2 and Lz. As hinted above, the
use of orbital angular momentum operators lends itself to the computing of general Li
matrices through the use of ladder operators; L± = ∓1√2(Lx ± iLy).
So far the arguments concerning infinitesimal generators have been specific to L = 1,
but a general expression for a diagonal rotation matrix in the spherical basis about the
conventional quantisation axis takes the form;
Rz(θ) = e
−iLz~ θ =

e−iLθ 0 . . . 0 0
0 e−i(L−1)θ . . . 0 0
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 . . . e+i(L−1)θ 0
0 0 . . . 0 e+iLθ

(2.12)
Eigenvectors span a (2L+ 1) dimensional irreducible representation, whose vector space
may be visualised as the spherical harmonics YL,mL(θ, φ) projected onto the cartesian
space. The character for a proper rotation for a quantised eigenstate, L, is found from
the trace of the matrix [54];
χ(L)(θ) = e−iLθ + e−i(L−1)θ + . . .+ e+i(L−1)θ + e+iLθ =
sin
[(
L+ 12
)
θ
]
sin
(
1
2θ
) (2.13)
Using characters of proper and improper rotations one can evaluate the compatible
irreps in Td with SO(3). Trivially L = 0 is compatible with Γ1 and previously it was
shown that L = 1 was compatible with Γ5. For the case of L = 2, the proper rotations
C2 and C3 have character; χ
(2)(180◦) = 1, and; χ(2)(120◦) = −1, respectively, and the
improper rotation S4 has character; (−1)2 ×
(
χ(2)(90◦)
)
= −1. Consequently Γ3 ⊕ Γ5
are compatible with L = 2, and appropriate second order basis functions were included
in Table 2.4. In this case the degeneracy of L = 2 is lifted by the action of the Td-ligand,
or -crystal field due to the loss of spherical symmetry as depicted in Figure 2.3.
A compatibility table for orbital angular momentum up to and including L = 6 is shown
below between the full rotation SO(3) and Octahedral, Oh, groups, in accordance with
Altmann et al [63]. Only the proper and improper rotations of the Td group have been
included since the associated parity on irreps depends only on whether L is even or
odd. One important consequence of Table 2.6 is that sub-groups are not backwards
compatible so L and mL do not serve as good quantum numbers in Td and Oh. Γ
±
i
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irreps may constitute a linear combination of angular momentum eigenstates, hence the
pure sp3 paradigm fails in pseudopotential models of Silicon.
L {E} {3C2} {8C3} {6S4}
S 0 1 1 1 1 Γ+1
P 1 3 -1 0 -1 Γ−4
D 2 5 1 -1 -1 Γ+3 ⊕ Γ+5
F 3 7 -1 1 1 Γ−2 ⊕ Γ−4 ⊕ Γ−5
G 4 9 1 0 1 Γ+1 ⊕ Γ+3 ⊕ Γ+4 ⊕ Γ+5
H 5 11 -1 -1 -1 Γ−3 ⊕ 2Γ−4 ⊕ Γ−5
I 6 13 1 1 -1 Γ+1 ⊕ Γ+2 ⊕ Γ+3 ⊕ Γ+4 ⊕ 2Γ+5
Table 2.6: Compatibility table between full rotation, SO(3), and Octahedral, Oh,
groups for L = 0 . . . 6 [54] using characters of classes {E}, {3C2}, {8C3} and {6S4}
Using appropriate angular momentum generator matrices and symmetrised basis func-
tions; rotation matrices are block diagonalised under point group operations such that
matrix representations of the Oh group are returned. With these the projection operator
technique may be employed to obtain all higher order basis functions thereafter.
2.2.2 2D Special Unitary Group; SU(2)
While the irreps of the SO(3) Lie group are appropriate to describe systems which
possess rotational symmetries in 3 dimensions, it does not pertain to systems with
internal degrees of freedom such as spin. The Pauli spin matrices satisfy the criteria for
1/2 integer spin fermionic particles such as electrons;
σx =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, σy =
(
0 −i
i 0
)
, σz =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
(2.14)
Defining Ji =
1
2~σi then Ji satisfy the familiar commutation rules for angular momen-
tum; [Ji, Jj ] = i~ijkJk. Note that whenever integer and half-integer spin particles are
manipulated the convention is to use Li and Ji respectively to distinguish generators in
both cases.
Special unitary rotation matrices, now labelled Ui(θ), are evaluated in a similar manner
as the case for SO(3), such that;
Uz(θ) = e
−iJz~ θ =
(
e−
1
2
iθ 0
0 e+
1
2
iθ
)
(2.15)
with the significant consequence being Uz(360
◦) = −Uz(0◦) due to the half integer in
the exponent.
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Where SO(3) possesses the integer orbital angular momentum quantum number L, SU(2)
possesses the half integer total angular momentum quantum number; J = 1/2, 3/2, 5/2, . . ..
One should also note the analogy between Equation 2.12 such that a general J may be
employed in an equivalent fashion, and the formula for the character of a proper rotation,
χ(J)(θ), in Equation 2.13 remains valid. We also now speak of |J,mJ〉 basis functions
which characterise eigenvalues of J2 and Jz respectively.
The example using Pauli spin matrices is the special case J = S = 1/2, and we speak of
spin-up and -down eigenstates {↑, ↓} as basis functions in accordance with their projec-
tions mS = ±1/2. Through L · S Russell-Saunders coupling, basis functions expressible
in terms of |L,mL〉 ⊗ {↑, ↓} may be obtained for two cases; J = L ± S, as given by
Onodera & Okazaki [30];
|J,mJ〉 =
 +
√
L+mJ+1/2
2L+1 |L,mJ − 1/2〉 ↑ +
√
L−mJ+1/2
2L+1 |L,mJ + 1/2〉 ↓; J = L+ S
−
√
L−mJ+1/2
2L+1 |L,mJ − 1/2〉 ↑ +
√
L+mJ+1/2
2L+1 |L,mJ + 1/2〉 ↓; J = L− S
(2.16)
where expressions preceding the |L,mJ ± 1/2〉 are Clebsh-Gordan coefficients for this
very specific case of S = 1/2. For example, consider the L = 1 state, which instead of
becoming 2× 3 = 6 fold degenerate under the inclusion of spin, becomes 2× 3 = 4 + 2
fold degenerate;
J = 3/2

|3/2,+3/2〉 = |1,+1〉 ↑
|3/2,+1/2〉 =
√
2
3 |1, 0〉 ↑ +
√
1
3 |1,+1〉 ↓
|3/2,−1/2〉 =
√
1
3 |1,−1〉 ↑ +
√
2
3 |1, 0〉 ↓
|3/2,−3/2〉 = |1,−1〉 ↓
J = 1/2
 |1/2,+1/2〉 = −
√
1
3 |1, 0〉 ↑ +
√
2
3 |1,+1〉 ↓
|1/2,−1/2〉 = −
√
2
3 |1,−1〉 ↑ +
√
1
3 |1, 0〉 ↓
(2.17)
Expressing basis functions as |L,mL〉 ⊗ {↑, ↓} or |J,mJ〉 has its advantages and dis-
advantages. The former is formulated out of the 2 × 3 degeneracy pertaining to that
of the Td and Oh single groups rather than the aforementioned 4 + 2. However in the
example above it is also possible to have J = 1/2 and J = 3/2 originating from L = 0 and
L = 2 respectively, so one must be careful when considering spatial parity which may
become ‘lost in translation’.
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2.2.3 Td and Oh Double Groups
Inclusion of spin to the Td and Oh single groups introduces a new operation, which acts
like the identity operation, E for integer spin particles, but differently for half integer
spin particles. Where one may consider the identity operation to be a rotation by 0◦, we
now introduce the Ê operation [2], which is a rotation by 360◦ such that when considering
half-integer fermionic particles E = −Ê, in accordance with the SU(2) group.
The number of symmetry operations in the group is now doubled, such that there are 24×
2 = 48 in the Td double group. In general, the number of classes is also doubled except
for classes of operation involving rotations by 180◦ and/or mirror planes. Consequently
there are 8, not 10 classes in the Td double group. Accordingly there are 3 additional
irreps, which form a character table shown in Table 2.7 in accordance with Dresselhaus
[29] which has been condensed for brevity.
{E} {3C2}/{3ÊC2} {8C3} {6S4} {6σv}/{6Êσv} {Ê} {8ÊC3} {6ÊS4}
Γ6 2 0 1
√
2 0 -2 -1 −√2
Γ7 2 0 1 −
√
2 0 -2 -1
√
2
Γ8 4 0 -1 0 0 -4 1 0
Table 2.7: Character table for double group irreps of the Td group
For the Oh group, like previously the additional inversion operation leads to a doubling
of the number of classes and irreps. A full double group character table for the Oh
Group is shown in Table 2.9, arranged into quadrants where once again, the ordering on
Γ−7 and Γ
−
6 is reversed.
One may now construct a double group compatibility table based on half-integer quan-
tum numbers and double group irreps, where in this case the Ê operation adds 360◦ to
the angle. So for example, where an C3 operation invokes an angle θ = 120
◦, an ÊC3
operation uses an angle θ = 480◦. In general χ(J)(θ) = −χ(J)(θ + 2pi).
As implied at the end of the previous section one must take care for improper rotations,
since duplicate J may originate from even and odd orbital angular momentum, such
that the factor (−1)L may be ±1 for the same J .
J {E} {8C3} {6S4} {Ê} {8ÊC3} {6ÊS4}
1/2 2 1 ±√2 -2 -1 ∓√2 Γ±6
3/2 4 -1 0 -4 1 0 Γ±8
5/2 6 0 ∓√2 -6 0 ±√2 Γ±7 ⊕ Γ±8
7/2 8 1 0 -8 -1 0 Γ±6 ⊕ Γ±7 ⊕ Γ±8
9/2 10 -1 ±√2 -10 1 ∓√2 Γ±6 ⊕ 2Γ±8
Table 2.8: Compatibility table between SU(2) and Octahedral, Oh, double groups for
J = 1/2 . . . 9/2 [54]. Trivial {3C2}/{3ÊC2} characters have been omitted
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The important consequence of the double group compatibility table is that the special
case J = S = 1/2 is compatible with Γ+6 , such that spin-up and -down basis functions
{↑, ↓} transform according to this irrep. Double group irrep |J,mJ〉 basis constructed
from |L,mL〉⊗{↑, ↓} must then transform according to the direct product of single group
irreps with Γ+6 . For example, since L = 1 is compatible with Γ
−
4 , consider the character
product decomposition; Γ−4 ⊗ Γ+6 = Γ−6 ⊕ Γ−8 such that basis functions in Equation 2.17
are in agreement with Table 2.8 as required.
2.3 Reducible Tensor Operators
Tensor operators including the Hamiltonian are invariant with respect to symmetry
operations of the group [58]. Scalars and vectors are tensors in the zeroth and first rank
respectively such as the unperturbed Hamiltonian and k · p̂ perturbation respectively.
Higher ranked tensor operators such as strain are second and the electromechanical
tensor attributed with the piezoelectric effect is third rank.
Multiplication tables for the Td and Oh groups may be obtained through character
product decomposition. The use extends to the matrix element theorem and the theory
of invariants where the occurrence of the identity indicates a non zero scaling parameter.
The most notable example concerns parity selection rules concerning even and odd order
tensor operators in Td and Oh. Indeed symmetry forbids the piezoelectric effect in
Diamond but not in Zinc-blende.
2.3.1 Multiplication Tables
Multiplication tables are the essential tool to facilitate symmetrisation procedures. The
Direct Product, labelled by the symbol ‘⊗’ is the Kronecker or tensor product of the
irreps between Γi and Γj . Generally Γi ⊗ Γj is reducible such that it may be block
diagonalised under a similarity transformation. Since the character is invariant, rather
than compute Kronecker products and then apply a similarity transformation one may
consider direct sums of irreps with equivalent character.
Evaluating the similarity transformation does reveal further information on the direct
product, as one may identify specific symmetric and anti-symmetric components. Anti-
symmetric components [55] are listed in square brackets [Γi], otherwise the component
is symmetric. For example; consider the Γ5 ⊗ Γ5 direct product;
{E} {3C2} {8C3} {6S4} {6σv}
Γ5 ⊗ Γ5 9 1 0 1 1 Γ1 ⊕ Γ3 ⊕ [Γ4]⊕ Γ5
Table 2.10: Direct product decomposition into symmetric and anti-symmetric direct
sum parts for Γ5 ⊗ Γ5 = Γ1 ⊕ Γ3 ⊕ [Γ4]⊕ Γ5
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The number occurrence of the scalar identity irrep, Γ1, in the tensor decomposition
is equivalent to the number of invariants in the cross space, and generally Γi ⊗ Γi =
Γ1 ⊕ . . . ,∀ i [55]. Since a similarity transformation preserves character the invariant
property is the trace.
Working through all the irreps of the Td double group a multiplication table given in
Table 2.11 may be assembled. To say Oh multiplication tables are large is an under-
statement, so for this reason we consult the Td group multiplication table and apply
the equivalence representation, noting that where parity is concerned the familiar rules;
even× even = odd× odd = even and even× odd = odd× even = odd apply.
In the example of Equation 2.17 consider Γ5⊗Γ6 = Γ7⊕Γ8, and invoke the equivalence
representation, such that Γ−4 ⊗ Γ+6 = Γ−6 ⊕ Γ−8 . Furthermore, since L = 2 is compatible
with Γ+3 ⊕Γ+5 , upon consulting the multiplication table, one sees that (Γ+3 ⊕Γ+5 )⊗Γ+6 =
Γ+7 ⊕ 2Γ+8 . Which is in accordance with the compatibility for J = 3/2 and J = 5/2 states
given in Table 2.8. In this second example, the crystal field lifts the degeneracy of L = 2,
however when the spin-orbit interaction is included Γ+3 and Γ
+
5 mix in their contribution
to 2Γ+8 . The degree of mixing is dependent upon the crystal field strength and spin orbit
interaction leading to two limiting cases.
Figure 2.3: Energy level diagram displaying the lifting of degeneracy under Oh single
and double group crystal fields from the L = 2 eigenstate of SO(3)
2.3.2 Symmetrisation Procedures
Any general dimensionless transformation eij where i, j = {x, y, z}; forms a second rank
Cartesian tensor such that eij is the differential of deformation, ui, with respect to the
natural coordinate rj . Such a transformation may be decomposed into symmetric strain;
ij , and an anti-symmetric counterpart characterising rotations ωij shown in Figure 2.4.
eij =
∂ui
∂rj
=
1
2
(
∂ui
∂rj
+
∂uj
∂ri
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
ij
+
1
2
(
∂ui
∂rj
− ∂uj
∂ri
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
ωij
(2.18)
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of the decomposition of a general deformation into symmetric
strain and antisymmetric rotation components [16]
Since the polar vector transforms according to Γ5 in Td, we consult the relevant Γ5⊗Γ5
entry in the multiplication table.
Infinitesimal generators of the rotation matrix, {Lx, Ly, Lz}, satisfy the commutation
rules of angular momentum, and are appropriate basis functions to the [Γ4] irrep of the
Td group, given in Table 2.4. Invoking the equivalence representation; (Γ
−
4 ⊗Γ−4 )anti−sym
transforms according to [Γ+4 ] in Oh.
As suggested in the previous section, the invariant property associated with the trace of
the symmetric strain tensor is hydrostatic strain, or dilation, which transforms according
to the identity irrep, Γ+1 . Strain may also be decomposed into the traceless uniaxial and
shear transforming according to Γ+3 and Γ
+
5 respectively as given by Yu & Cardona [2];

(
Γ+1
)
=
1
3
 xx + yy + zz 0 00 xx + yy + zz 0
0 0 xx + yy + zz
 (2.19)

(
Γ+3
)
=
1
3
 2xx − (yy + zz) 0 00 2yy − (zz + xx) 0
0 0 2zz − (xx + yy)
(2.20)

(
Γ+5
)
=
 0 xy xzxy 0 yz
xz yz 0
 (2.21)
For each symmetrised matrix there is a corresponding deformation potential; l, m and
n, as an associated invariant. This symmetrisation procedure leads to the concept of the
theory of invariants; an extremely useful tool in developing symmetrised tensor operators
as a polynomial function of irreducible perturbation components.
While this choice example of strain is very neat, there are some exceptions which add
complexity to the theory of invariants. For example, when considering (Γ5 ⊗ Γ8) ⊗ Γ8
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and Γ5 ⊗ (Γ8 ⊗ Γ8) in the multiplication table, there are subtle differences between
the number of scaling parameters and invariants due to antisymmetric components.
Consequently multiple occurrences require linear independence in the symmetrisation
procedure [56]. This highlights another disparity between the adapted double group
and double group formulations as Γ6 ⊗ (Γ5 ⊗ Γ5) ⊗ Γ6 is not necessarily equivalent to
(Γ6⊗Γ5)⊗ (Γ5⊗Γ6) = (Γ7⊕Γ8)⊗ (Γ7⊕Γ8) from the point of view of adding spin-orbit
as a perturbation or to the unperturbed Hamiltonian respectively.
Comparison of Td with the Oh group introduces significant parity considerations in
relation to odd-order effects. The third rank electromechanical tensor; attributed with
the piezoelectric effect is the coupling of strain to an applied or induced polar electric
field. Consequently, the electromechanical tensor transforms according to (Γ5⊗Γ5)sym⊗
Γ5 = Γ1⊕ . . . in Td. The occurrence of the identity indicates a non-zero, scalar, invariant
and as such Zinc-blende type crystals may exhibit the piezoelectric effect. In Oh parity
requires; (Γ−4 ⊗Γ−4 )sym⊗Γ−4 = Γ−2 ⊕. . ., and the occurrence of Γ−2 rather than the identity
irrep, Γ+1 indicates no non-zero invariants. Diamond-type crystals do not exhibit the
piezoelectric effect and similarly any other odd-rank tensors such as the Raman tensor.
2.4 Anti-Unitary Operators
While the work thus far has taught invaluable information about the transformation
properties of specific groups, one important symmetry has been overlooked; the time
reversal operator T̂ . While the concept of time reversal may seem more grand than it
actually is, it simply reverses the sign of vectors which may have time varying derivatives.
This has significant consequences in the description of magnetic (Zeeman) and electric
(Stark) effects, which are odd and even under time inversion respectively.
Conservation of energy and time-evolution of the Hamiltonian operator introduces Her-
ring’s rules [64], for the cases with and with-out spin. While all cubic crystals are anti-
ferromagnetic one may use Herring’s rules to gain additional information and identify
further properties of representation matrices. Magnetic point groups include the time
reversal operation as an actual element of the group, but are considered superfluous to
this thesis.
2.4.1 Time Reversal Symmetry
The time reversal operator, T̂ , acting on vectors reverses the sign on time-odd vectors
such as linear momentum; T̂p = −p, whilst leaving time-even vectors such as posi-
tion; T̂r = r unchanged [55]. Angular momentum is time-odd, since L = r × p. One
should compare this with the spatial parity operator P̂ 6, for which angular momentum
6introduced as inversion {i} in Section 2.1.2
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is spatially-even since both linear momentum P̂p = −p and position P̂r = −r are both
spatially-odd. Both kinetic p
2
2m and potential energy V (r) are even under time reversal
in accordance with the time-independent Schro¨dinger equation.
Time reversal is an anti-unitary operator, such that T̂ = UK̂, where U is a unitary
operator, and K̂ is the anti-linear, conjugation operator; K̂i = −i. Considering the time
dependent Schro¨dinger equation this also ensures the Hamiltonian is time-even. For the
case of a spin-less particle such as SO(3), U is the unit operator, whereas for spin-
degenerate particles such as the irreps of SU(2) with S = 1/2, then U = e−
1
2
ipiσy = −iσy.
Operating on the complex spin-less basis
{
−1√
2
(x− iy), z, +1√
2
(x+ iy)
}
with the time re-
versal operator returns
{
−1√
2
(x+ iy), z, +1√
2
(x− iy)
}
. Such a basis still diagonalises the
rotation matrix;
e
+iθ 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 e−iθ
 = A
cos(θ) − sin(θ) 0sin(θ) cos(θ) 0
0 0 1
A†; A =

−1√
2
−i√
2
0
0 0 1
1√
2
−i√
2
0
 (2.22)
Accordingly; the difference is that the orthogonal matrix A in Equation 2.22 is the
complex conjugate of the orthogonal matrix in Equation 2.9. The two complex basis
functions are linked through the relation;

−1√
2
(x+ iy)
z
+1√
2
(x− iy)
 =
 0 0 −10 1 0
−1 0 0


−1√
2
(x− iy)
z
+1√
2
(x+ iy)
 (2.23)
The above 3 × 3 matrix is equivalent to the C2(y) representation matrix for Γ−4 , and
(x ± iy) form a time-reversed conjugate pair. Using the Condon-Shortley [65] phase
convention, one returns the general relation;
T̂ |L,mL〉 = (−1)mL |L,−mL〉 (2.24)
This leads to the definition that the cartesian basis; {−1√
2
(x + iy), z, +1√
2
(x − iy)} cor-
responds to the spherical basis; {|1,+1〉 , |1, 0〉 , |1,−1〉} which sets the phase for the
right-handed coordinate system. While |L,mL〉 are not necessarily eigenvectors of T̂ ,
linear combinations may satisfy the eigenvalue equation, such as; −1√
2
(|1,+1〉 − |1,−1〉)
with eigenvalue +1.
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Recall the angular momentum matrices for L = 1, given in Equation 2.10. Time reversal
implies that T̂LiT̂
−1 = −L†i in accordance with angular momentum being time-odd. The
time-reversed angular momentum matrices may be expressed as;
T̂LxT̂
−1 = −~√
2
0 1 01 0 1
0 1 0
 , T̂LyT̂−1 = −i~√2
 0 1 0−1 0 1
0 −1 0

T̂LzT̂
−1 = −~
1 0 00 0 0
0 0 −1

(2.25)
which still satisfy the commutation rules of angular momentum. Note that these are
equivalent to the matrices one would have obtained through computing Li = i~AXiA†
using A, this time, given in Equation 2.22.
Equation 2.24 is also applicable to half-integer spin, where the exponent is replaced by
J −mJ − L [66] under the Condon-Shortley phase convention;
T̂ |J,mJ〉 = (−1)J−mJ−L |J,−mJ〉 (2.26)
For spin-up and -down particles this reduces to S−mS in accordance with the previous
assertion that T̂ = −iσyK̂;
T̂ ↑ = ↓, T̂ ↓ = − ↑ (2.27)
Despite Equations 2.24 and 2.26 not being eigenvalue problems, relations involving T̂ 2
are, with eigenvalues +1 and -1 for integer and half integer spin respectively. This
leaves the choice of phase on U completely arbitrary, such that T̂ = +iσyK̂ is also valid.
Conventionally U is chosen as the C2(y) representation matrix of the group.
2.4.2 Herring Rules without Spin
Conservation of energy implies that the Hamiltonian commutes with the time reversal
operator; [H, T̂ ] = 0, so eigenstates of the Hamiltonian, ψ, must also be eigenstates
of T̂ . Consequently, the operation of T̂ on eigenstates return the complex conjugate;
T̂ψ = ψ∗. The implication on representation matrices D(g) is that, where ψ transforms
according to D(g), then ψ∗ transforms according to D(g)∗. There are three possibilities
which emerge to formulate Herring’s rules [64];
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(a) All of the representation matrices are real; D(g) = D(g)∗, ∀ g ∈ G
(b) No unitary transformation may bring equivalence D(g) 6= UD(g)∗U−1, ∀ g ∈ G
(c) Unitary transformation may bring equivalence D(g) = UD(g)∗U−1, ∀ g ∈ G, but
representation matrices are complex
Case (a) is the simplest case as far as the degeneracy is concerned, since the time
reversal operator leaves D(g) and ψ unchanged; there is no additional degeneracy. Case
(b) is slightly more involved since the representations D(g) and D(g)∗ constitute a time
reversal pair so ψ and ψ∗ become degenerate. Recall that |1,+1〉 and |1,−1〉 form a
time-reversed conjugate pair; so satisfy this, however since they fall into the same irrep
of Td they are already degenerate and satisfy case (a). To observe the time-reversal
properties of case (b) for this example, one must consider sub-groups of Td which have
the symmetry of a perturbation, such as the k · p̂ Hamiltonian for k 6= 0. The final
case (c), like case (b) leads to a doubling of the degeneracy across irreps with the same
arguments.
One may identify to which case irreps fall into through the Herring space group test,
where one evaluates the sum of the characters for squared operations in the group,
g2 ∈ G. Consider the composition table for the group, such that in Td; (C2)2 = E,
and (S4)
2 = C2, etc. The sum of the squared characters of the pertinent operations
either returns zero or ±|G|, where |G| is the order of the group. Alternatively should
all representation matrices be known, one may use the more manageable formula;
∑
g∈G
Tr
[
D(g)2
]
=

+|G| case (a)
0 case (b)
−|G| case (c)
(2.28)
For the case of the Td single group, all irreps fall into case (a) and there is no additional
degeneracy. Similarly this is the case for Oh. Accordingly one expects all representation
matrices D(g), to be real.
2.4.3 Herring Rules with Spin
When spin is included to the point group, double group irreps were introduced to account
for the behaviour of half integer spin particles such as electrons. Consequently the
degeneracy of all double group irreps is even for Td and Oh. As previously stated the
time reversal operator including spin is T̂ = −iσyK̂, such that the operation of T̂ on
degenerate eigenstates of the spinor returns; T̂ψ↑ = ψ∗↓.
Herring’s rules now apply with differing consequences. Case (a) for the spin–less case
implied no extra degeneracy, however the action of T̂ now requires a duplication of D(g)
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such that irreps are degenerate under time reversal symmetry. Case (b) for the spin-less
case implied a doubling of degeneracy, and this remains for the case including spin. The
final case (c), unlike case (b), leads to no extra degeneracy since the action of T̂ now
says that D(g) already accounts for spin degeneracy.
One may apply Herring’s test in Equation 2.28 again for the Td and Oh groups, such that
all double group irreps now fall into case (c); however yet once again there is no extra
degeneracy to consider. This also implies that double group representation matrices are
complex unlike for the single group.
The use of time reversal symmetry with Bloch’s theorem is of pivotal importance in un-
derstanding band diagrams of crystals with and without inversion symmetry. Kramer’s
degeneracy including spin leads to the requirement that E↑(k) = E↓(−k). In Oh, the
inversion element in the group takes ik = −k and all levels are doubly degenerate in the
Brillouin zone. For the case of the Td group, linear k and any other odd order terms
enter the Hamiltonian lift the two fold Kramers degeneracy by the Dresselhaus spin
orbit term [29].
Figure 2.5: valence and conduction band sketch of Oh = i⊗Td type Ge (left) and Td
type GaAs (right) showing the effect of inversion symmetry on Kramer’s degeneracy
Time odd and even applied magnetic (Zeeman) and electric (Stark) perturbations may
also lift Kramers degeneracy leading to the splitting of energy levels giving rise to many
interesting and useful effects.
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Summary
The study of symmetry though group theory must be one of the most beautiful example
of the physical world behaving in accordance with abstract mathematics. From the four
axioms at the top of this chapter, a whole plethora of tools emerge to aid our under-
standing of material properties based purely on symmetry alone. The Td and Oh groups
are characteristic of those of many common semiconducting crystals and consequently
single and double character and multiplication tables may be formulated. Compatibility
with the full rotation SO(3) and SU(2) groups may also be assigned through pertinent
symmetry operations of sub-group chains. Finally, the time reversal operator was dis-
cussed in relation to the properties of representation matrices and Kramer’s degeneracy
through Herring’s space group test.
Using the mathematical tools devised, a framework from which the thesis is largely based
is presented. In the next chapter, these tools are used in a more specific sense to obtain
Symmetrised Basis Functions for both Td and Oh single and double groups expressible
in terms of |L,mL〉 and |J,mJ〉 eigenstates. Most interestingly further assertions on the
adapted double group basis |L,mL〉⊗ {↑, ↓} are made made to further justify the use of
the double group formulation of k · p̂ theory for application to Silicon-Germanium alloy
heterostructures from the point of view of degeneracy.
Chapter 3
Symmetrised Basis Functions
The previous chapter laid the foundations for abstract mathematical group theory ap-
plied to single and double point groups, common to tetrahedrally oriented cubic crystals.
This constructed a framework from which a whole arsenal of tools emerged to aid the
understanding of physical effects. In this chapter, specific single [67] and double group
[30] symmetrised basis functions will be obtained, which transform according to the
invariant subspaces of Td and Oh point group irreps. These may be utilised to obtain
linearly independent matrices which also transform according to the point group under
the action of a tensor operator such as the Hamiltonian, or more specifically the k · p̂
perturbation.
Discussions centre around obtaining general orbital and total angular momentum matri-
ces for use in both single and double groups respectively and then evaluating the rotation
matrix for point group operations of Td. Application of the appropriate similarity trans-
formation brings all rotation matrices into block diagonal form with Td character in
accordance with the compatibility with SO(3) and SU(2) for single and double group
irreps respectively. Extension to Oh is discussed through the parity transformation such
that irrep matrices are compliant with inversion symmetry thereafter.
Techniques such as the projection operator and the use of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients to
link single and double group basis functions are performed to convey the self-consistency
of group theoretical methods. Possibly the most significant results of this chapter is the
procedure to evaluate numerical Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for computation of matrix
elements using Wigner-Eckart theorem. With this; linearly independent matrices which
form the building blocks of the matrix Hamiltonian [68] may be constructed using the
symmetrised basis functions presented.
Maple source code complementary to this chapter was uploaded to the Mapleprimes
(26/08/2011) user forum: http://www.mapleprimes.com/posts/125172-Td-Group
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3.1 Single Group Basis Functions
Basis functions are central to representing symmetry sub-spaces onto a tangible reference
frame. Significant examples include polar and axial (pseudo) vectors. Compatibility of
the full rotational group SO(3) with Td and Oh single group irreps implies that basis
functions may be formulated out of symmetrised |L,mL〉 eigenstates.
General rules for obtaining orbital angular momentum generator matrices are discussed
from quantum mechanical operators. A worked example using the L = 2 state is per-
formed, compatible with Γ+3 ⊕Γ+5 . Irreducible representation matrices may be found by
a similarity transformation of the rotation matrix under point group operations. These
may then be used in tandem with the projection operator technique to return real space
symmetrised basis functions for any given irrep.
3.1.1 Angular Momentum Operators
Orbital angular momentum matrices for L = 1 are appropriate infinitesimal generators
of the Euler-Rodrigues rotation formula when evaluated as a matrix exponential. It
should come as no surprise that the diagonal infinitesimal generators, Lz and L
2, are
related to Hermitian quantum mechanical angular momentum operators through the
eigenvalue equations, as given by Merzbacher [26];
Lz |L,mL〉 = mL~ |L,mL〉 , L2 |L,mL〉 = L(L+ 1)~2 |L,mL〉 (3.1)
Lx and Ly may also be found from ladder operators using; L± = ∓1√2(Lx ± iLy);
L± |L,mL〉 = ∓ 1√
2
√
L(L+ 1)−mL(mL ± 1)~ |L,mL ± 1〉 (3.2)
Commutation rules may be extended to include; [Lz, L±] = ±~L± and [L+, L−] = −~Lz.
In addition we have;
[
L2, Lz
]
=
[
L2, L±
]
= 0 since L2 is a scalar operator. One may
also compute L2 using the alternate L2z − (L+L−+L−L+) symmetrically ordered form.
Trivially for L = 0, one returns Lx = Ly = Lz = L
2 = (0), but a more involved example
is L = 2. Using the eigenvalue equations, expressions for Lz and L
2 become;
Lz = ~

2 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 0 −2
 , L
2 = ~2

6 0 0 0 0
0 6 0 0 0
0 0 6 0 0
0 0 0 6 0
0 0 0 0 6
 (3.3)
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and using the ladder operators, expressions for Lx and Ly are obtained;
Lx =
~
2

0
√
4 0 0 0√
4 0
√
6 0 0
0
√
6 0
√
6 0
0 0
√
6 0
√
4
0 0 0
√
4 0
 , Ly =
i~
2

0 −√4 0 0 0√
4 0 −√6 0 0
0
√
6 0 −√6 0
0 0
√
6 0 −√4
0 0 0
√
4 0

(3.4)
Which indeed satisfy all aforementioned commutation rules. Where L = 1 is completely
compatible with Γ−4 , L = 2 becomes reducible into Γ
+
3 ⊕ Γ+5 irreps of Oh. In the next
section, it will be shown how the rotation matrix may be brought into block diagonal
form under point group operations by a similarity transformation.
3.1.2 Representation Matrices I
General rotations by an angle θ about an axis by given by the unit vector n may be
expressed in terms of the Euler-Rodrigues formula using angular momentum generators;
Rn(θ) = e
−in·L~ θ (3.5)
Previous examples of this general formula have been used to explain the importance of
the quantisation axis, such that Rz(θ) is diagonal. From the projections of the methane
molecule (Figure 2.2); point group operations of the Td group may be employed.
For the three C2 operations, one may take n = (100), (010), (001) with θ = 180
◦, where
Miller index notation has been used. The eight C3 operations employ n = (111), (111),
(111), (111), (111), (111), (111), (111), with θ = 120◦. Improper rotations are slightly
more involved, since a pre-factor of (−1)L is required. Mirror operations maybe treated
as improper C2 rotations, so for the six σv operations; n = (110), (110), (101), (101),
(011), (011) with θ = 180◦.
A similarity transformation block diagonalises the matrix exponential into irreducible
representation matrices, using an orthogonal matrix;
A†e−i
n.L
~ θA = D(Γ
±
i )(g)⊕D(Γ±j )(g)⊕ . . . ∀ g ∈ G (3.6)
Trivially all representation matrices for Γ1 are (1) and the L = 1 state is completely
compatible with Γ−4 . Representation matrices are also diagonal for the identity, D(E),
and 180◦ rotations, D(C2(100)), D(C2(010)) and D(C2(001)). For these reasons consider
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the S4(100) improper rotation for L = 2, compatible with Γ
+
3 ⊕ Γ+5 irreps. Using Lx
given in Equation 3.4, and an angle θ = pi/2, with the orthogonal matrix A† given below;
A† =

1√
2
0 0 0 1√
2
0 0 1 0 0
0 i√
2
0 i√
2
0
0 −1√
2
0 1√
2
0
−i√
2
0 0 0 i√
2

(3.7)
leads to the the block diagonal form of D(Γ
+
3 ⊕Γ+5 )(S4(100));
D(Γ
+
3 ⊕Γ+5 )(S4(100)) = (−1)2A†e−i
Lx
~
pi/2A =

1
2
−√3
2 0 0 0
−√3
2
−1
2 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1
0 0 0 1 0
 (3.8)
These representation matrices are equivalent to those tabulated in the Appendix A for
Γ3 and Γ5 irreps under the improper rotation S4(100) operation in Table A.2. For
completeness; Tables A.1 . . . A.4 list all 5 × 24 = 120 representation matrices for each
symmetry operation and irrep of the Td single group. Traces for representation matrices
are in accordance with the character table and all matrices are real in accordance with
case (a) of Herring’s space group test.
Extension to the Oh group invokes the inversion factor group and the equivalence repre-
sentation. Consequently the sign of all matrices for odd irreps in the additional inversion
classes is reversed such that representation matrices retain their associated parity. For
example, the representation matrix for Γ+5 satisfies; D
(Γ+5 )(C4(100)) = +D
(Γ5)(S4(100)),
whereas for Γ−4 one has D
(Γ−4 )(C4(100)) = −D(Γ5)(S4(100)).
The further significance of the orthogonal matrix A†, is that it returns symmetrised
basis functions expressed in the spherical frame. By inspection one may identify;{
1√
2
(|2,+2〉+ |2,−2〉), |2, 0〉
}
as basis functions for Γ+3 and also
{
i√
2
(|2,+1〉+ |2,−1〉),
−1√
2
(|2,+1〉 − |2,−1〉), −i√
2
(|2,+2〉 − |2,−2〉)
}
for Γ+5 . Further single group basis func-
tions for L = 0 . . . 4 are given in Table 3.1 for the Oh group [67]. Note that all basis
functions are eigenvectors of the time reversal operator T̂ , with eigenvalue +1.
At this point one should discuss the choice of frame in which to represent basis functions.
The use of basis functions in the spherical frame lends itself to the realm of quantum
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L Γ±i |L,mL〉
0 Γ+1 |0, 0〉
1 Γ−4
−1√
2
(|1,+1〉 − |1,−1〉)
i√
2
(|1,+1〉+ |1,−1〉)
|1, 0〉
2
Γ+3
1√
2
(|2,+2〉+ |2,−2〉)
|2, 0〉
Γ+5
i√
2
(|2,+1〉+ |2,−1〉)
−1√
2
(|2,+1〉 − |2,−1〉)
−i√
2
(|2,+2〉 − |2,−2〉)
3
Γ−2
i√
2
(|3,+2〉 − |3,−2〉)
Γ−4
1√
16
(
√
3(|3,+1〉 − |3,−1〉)−√5(|3,+3〉 − |3,−3〉))
−i√
16
(
√
3(|3,+1〉+ |3,−1〉) +√5(|3,+3〉+ |3,−3〉))
|3, 0〉
Γ−5
−1√
16
(
√
3(|3,+1〉 − |3,−1〉) +√5(|3,+3〉 − |3,−3〉))
−i√
16
(
√
3(|3,+1〉+ |3,−1〉)−√5(|3,+3〉+ |3,−3〉))
1√
2
(|3,+2〉+ |3,−2〉)
4
Γ+1
1√
24
(
√
14 |4, 0〉+√5(|4,+4〉+ |4,−4〉))
Γ+3
1√
2
(|4,+2〉+ |4,−2〉)
−1√
24
(
√
10 |4, 0〉 − √7(|4,+4〉+ |4,−4〉))
Γ+4
1√
16
((|4,+3〉+ |4,−3〉) +√7(|4,+1〉+ |4,−1〉))
i√
16
((|4,+3〉 − |4,−3〉)−√7(|4,+1〉 − |4,−1〉))
1√
2
(|4,+4〉 − |4,−4〉)
Γ+5
i√
16
(
√
7(|4,+3〉+ |4,−3〉)− (|4,+1〉+ |4,−1〉))
1√
16
(
√
7(|4,+3〉 − |4,−3〉) + (|4,+1〉 − |4,−1〉))
−i√
2
(|4,+2〉 − |4,−2〉)
Table 3.1: Symmetrised Octahedral, Oh, single group irrep basis functions represented
in the spherical frame [67]
mechanics leading to the far simpler computation of matrix elements through Wigner-
Eckart theorem and Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. However, this detracts from the phys-
ical intuition associated with cartesian operators and vectors, which is favourable when
visualising tangible objects such as bulk cubic crystals.
The projection operator technique may be introduced as an application of the rep-
resentation matrices in the Appendix A along with symmetry operations to generate
symmetrised cartesian basis functions in terms of real space harmonics.
3.1.3 Projection Operator Technique
The projection operator technique is a very useful tool to generate cartesian basis func-
tions which transform according to irreps of the group. The formula given in the previous
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chapter in Equation 2.5 along with the representation matrices, D(g) and symmetry op-
erations P̂g given in Tables A.1 . . . A.4 in the Appendix A are used.
As a worked example consider the Γ5 irrep and the general function f(x, y, z) = x. One
may compute the product of 3×3 representation matrices D(Γ5)(g) along with symmetry
operations acting on P̂gf(x, y, z). Rather than computing all elements in the summation
the task will be condensed by grouping into classes;
P̂ (Γ5)x =
3
24

x 0 00 x 0
0 0 x
+
3x 0 00 −x 0
0 0 −x
+
 2x 2y 2z−2y 0 0
−2z 0 0
+ . . .
. . .+
2x 2y 2z2y 0 0
2z 0 0
+
0 4y 4z0 0 0
0 0 0

 =
x y z0 0 0
0 0 0

Hence the operator P̂ (Γ5) has projected out the partners; y and z. From this one
identifies symmetrised basis functions {x, y, z} which transform according to the Γ5.
The projection operator returns an empty matrix for any other irrep in accordance with
the great orthogonality theorem. Projecting out the function f(x, y, z) = x + 2y + 3z
conveys linear independence;
P̂ (Γ5)(x+ 2y + 3z) =
 x y z2x 2y 2z
3x 3y 3z
 (3.9)
where this example highlights the fact that the projection operator technique does not
always return normalised basis sets. Comparing basis functions in spherical and cartesian
frames, one is at liberty to use whichever frame is appropriate specific to the task at
hand. Application of the equivalence representation with Oh using the inversion factor
group projects these basis to Γ−4 ;
Γ−4

−1√
2
(|1,+1〉 − |1,−1〉) = x
i√
2
(|1,+1〉+ |1,−1〉) = y
|1, 0〉 = z
(3.10)
We may also show that {yz, zx, xy} transform according to Γ5 with a little extra effort.
Using the second order polynomial f(x, y, z) = yz, one evaluates associative operations;
P̂g(yz) = P̂gy × P̂gz in accordance with the axioms of group theory. For example,
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one returns P̂E(yz) = yz for the identity and P̂C2(100)(yz) = −yz. Further examples
from other classes are P̂S4(100)(yz) = −zy, P̂σv(011)(yz) = zy, and P̂C3(111)(yz) = xy.
Condensing all remaining symmetry operations into classes returns the projection;
P̂ (Γ5)yz =
3
24

yz 0 00 yz 0
0 0 yz
+
3yz 0 00 −yz 0
0 0 −yz
+
 2yz 2zx 2xy−2zx 0 0
−2xy 0 0
+ . . .
. . .+
2yz 2zx 2xy2zx 0 0
2xy 0 0
+
0 4zx 4xy0 0 0
0 0 0

 =
yz zx xy0 0 0
0 0 0

which is familiar to the previous example with {x, y, z}, but expected since {yz, zx, xy}
also transforms according to Γ5. One should bear in mind that under inversion P̂i{x, y, z} =
{x, y, z} and P̂i{yz, zx, xy} = {yz, zx, xy} in agreement with compatibility to Oh group
irreps Γ−4 and Γ
+
5 respectively.
There exists two more second order polynomials which transform according to Γ3. We
proceed to project out the function; f(x, y, z) = 12
(
x2 − y2);
P̂ (Γ3)
(
1
2
(
x2 − y2)) = 2
24
((
1
2(x
2 − y2) 0
0 12(x
2 − y2)
)
+
(
3
2(x
2 − y2) 0
0 32(x
2 − y2)
)
+ . . .
. . .+
(
3
2(y
2 − x2) √3(z2 − 12(x2 + y2))√
3(z2 − 12(x2 + y2)) 32(x2 − y2)
)
+ . . .
. . .+
(
3
2(y
2 − x2) √3(z2 − 12(x2 + y2))√
3(z2 − 12(x2 + y2)) 32(x2 − y2)
)
+ . . .
. . .+
(
x2 − y2 −√3(2z2 − (x2 + y2))√
3(2z2 − (x2 + y2)) x2 − y2
))
=
(
0 0
1√
3
(z2 − 12(x2 + y2)) 12(x2 − y2)
)
Clearly the projection operator has returned the orthogonal partner of 12
(
x2 − y2) as
1√
3
(z2 − 12(x2 + y2)). We may compare and contrast the spherical basis functions in
Table 3.1, with those obtained through the projection operator technique1 for both Γ+3
and Γ+5 irreps through equating;
1|0, 0〉 = x2 + y2 + z2 = 1 transforms according to Γ+1
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Γ+3
{
1√
2
(|2,+2〉+ |2,−2〉) = 12
(
x2 − y2)
|2, 0〉 = 1√
3
(
z2 − 12(x2 + y2)
)
Γ+5

i√
2
(|2,+1〉+ |2,−1〉) = yz
−1√
2
(|2,+1〉 − |2,−1〉) = zx
−i√
2
(|2,+2〉 − |2,−2〉) = xy
(3.11)
One may recognise these functions as real harmonics associated with Legendre polyno-
mials used to visualise the spherical harmonics YL,mL(θ, φ). As one might have expected
from the real harmonics under the Condon-Shortley [65] phase convention; all bases are
eigenvectors of the time reversal operator, with eigenvalue +1.
The projection operator technique is useful not only for checking basis functions, but pri-
marily to identify to which irrep any order polynomial; f(x, y, z) = xlymzn transforms.
This is far easier than block diagonalising a large rotation matrix exponential according
to symmetrised orbital angular momentum eigenstates under point group operations.
3.2 Double Group Basis Functions
Linear combinations of integer |L,mL〉 eigenstates are ideal for expressing symmetrised
basis functions of Td and Oh single group irreps. The inclusion of half integer spin
fermions call for the use of linear combinations of |J,mJ〉 eigenstates transforming ac-
cording to Td and Oh double group irreps. Double group basis functions [30] have
significance in accounting for spin induced effects and are of pivotal importance in un-
derstanding the behaviour of real crystals within a quantum mechanical framework.
This doesn’t mean that the work on the single group is redundant, since one may account
for spin orbit through L · S coupling using the adapted double group |L,mL〉 ⊗ {↑, ↓}.
One advantage of the adapted double group is the retention of parity. This section
makes the distinction between double group and adapted double group basis functions
through a unitary matrix with discussions on the implications of both cases.
3.2.1 Clebsch-Gordan Coefficients
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients were introduced in the previous chapter, as a means of
coupling single group basis functions to spin eigenfunctions {↑, ↓} through diagonalising
L · S. In this section, the general procedure is introduced from the point of view of
orbital and total angular momentum operators. The Kronecker product of integer orbital
angular momentum with S = 1/2 Hilbert spaces a couples to a 2× (2L+ 1) dimensional
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half integer vector space. Using Li with the Pauli spin matrices; Si =
1
2σi returns
generator matrices for total angular momentum J = (L+ S)⊕ (L− S) through;
Ji = 12×2 ⊗ Li + Si ⊗ 1L×L (3.12)
However; expressions for Ji evaluated this crude way do not conform to the eigenvalue
equations or ladder operators given in Section 3.1.1. Clebsch-Gordan coefficients diag-
onalise J2 into a vector space with |J,mJ〉 eigenfunctions such that Ji behave in accor-
dance with ladder operators. We now proceed to use the example of L = 1 coupled to
the S = 1/2 Hilbert space to return J = 3/2⊕ 1/2 blocks also encountered in Section 2.2.2,
with the eventual goal of obtaining a general formula for evaluating Clebsch-Gordan
coefficients. Employing the above formula with Lx and Sx =
1
2σx; one obtains;
Jx =
~
2

0
√
2 0 1 0 0√
2 0
√
2 0 1 0
0
√
2 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
√
2 0
0 1 0
√
2 0
√
2
0 0 1 0
√
2 0

(3.13)
Transformation of Jx by a 6× 6 matrix returns Jx into a form which satisfies the ladder
operator equations with the appropriate normalisation;
CJ,mJL,mL,S,mSJx
(
CJ,mJL,mL,S,mS
)†
=
~
2

0
√
3 0 0 0 0√
3 0
√
4 0 0 0
0
√
4 0
√
3 0 0
0 0
√
3 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1 0

(3.14)
where the expression for CJ,mJL,mL,S,mS satisfy;

|3/2,+3/2〉
|3/2,+1/2〉
|3/2,−1/2〉
|3/2,−3/2〉
|1/2,+1/2〉
|1/2,−1/2〉

=

1 0 0 0 0 0
0
√
2
3 0
1√
3
0 0
0 0 1√
3
0
√
2
3 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 −1√
3
0
√
2
3 0 0
0 0 −
√
2
3 0
1√
3
0

︸ ︷︷ ︸
C
J,mJ
L,mL,S,mS

|1,+1〉 ↑
|1, 0〉 ↑
|1,−1〉 ↑
|1,+1〉 ↓
|1, 0〉 ↓
|1,−1〉 ↓

(3.15)
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Using a similar approach for Jy leads to a coherent set of matrices satisfying the ladder
operator arithmetic given at the start of this chapter expressed as direct sums of J = 3/2
and J = 1/2 half integer particles. Furthermore, Jz is diagonal and ordered in ascending
order of mJ eigenvalues for the relevant block. Evaluation of J
2 also returns a diagonal
matrix whose eigenvalues are in blocks satisfying J = 3/2⊕ 1/2.
J2 =
~2
4

15 0 0 0 0 0
0 15 0 0 0 0
0 0 15 0 0 0
0 0 0 15 0 0
0 0 0 0 3 0
0 0 0 0 0 3

(3.16)
This is a demonstration of the Russell-Saunders L · S coupling shown below;
Figure 3.1: Demonstration of Russell-Saunders L · S Coupling of L = 1 with S = 1/2
to J = 3/2 and J = 1/2 [69]
CJ,mJL,mL,S,mS may be identified as the normalised coefficients occurring in Equation 2.17.
Performing the same procedure for L = 2 would obtain a 10×10 matrices for J = 5/2⊕3/2.
The next step is to account for the general case when S 6= 1/2 and find Clebsch-Gordan
coefficients; C
J3,mJ3
J1,mJ1 ,J2,mJ2
, where the state |J1,mJ1〉 is coupled to |J2,mJ2〉 to return the
vector |J3,mJ3〉. A numerical formula for obtaining C
J3,mJ3
J1,mJ1 ,J2,mJ2
is rather convoluted
so for this reason they are often sourced through lookup tables. There are also several
notations such as a Wigner 3j2- or Racah V - symbols [25], normalisations and phase
conventions which make lookup tables error prone. Using modern computers; numerical
algorithms for finding Clebsch-Gordan coefficients are possible, so for this reason a Maple
2
(
J1 J2 J3
mJ1 mJ2 mJ3
)
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routine [70] is given in Appendix B. The routine evaluates the formula below, where
the triangle coefficient, ∆(J1, J2, J3), and function, f(Ji,mJi), are used to simplify the
expression;
∆(J1, J2, J3) =
(J1 + J2 − J3)!× (J3 + J1 − J2)!× (J2 + J3 − J1)!
(J1 + J2 + J3 + 1)!
(3.17)
f(Ji,mJi) = (Ji +mJi)!× (Ji −mJi)! (3.18)
Naturally f(Ji,mJi) is zero for mJi > Ji, and one should consider the requirement 0! = 1
for Ji = ±mJi . The general formula for C
J3,mJ3
J1,mJ1 ,J2,mJ2
is then given as;
C
J3,mJ3
J1,mJ1 ,J2,mJ2
=
√
(2J3 + 1)!×∆(J1, J2, J3)× f(J1,mJ1)× f(J2,mJ2)× f(J3,mJ3)× . . .
. . .×
zmax∑
z=zmin
(−1)z
z!× (c1 − z)!× (c2 − z)!× (c3 − z)!× (z − c4)!× (z − c5)!
(3.19)
where c1 = J1 + J2 − J3, c2 = J1 − mJ1 , c3 = J2 + mJ2 , c4 = J2 − J3 − mJ1 , and
c5 = J1 − J3 +mJ2 , and zmax = min(c1, c2, c3), zmin = max(0, c4, c5).
In accordance with conservation of angular momentum; mJ3 = mJ1 +mJ2 and J1 +J2 ≥
J3 ≥ |J1 − J2|. One further property of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients is the inversion of
mJi numbers [60]. In addition to this, consider particle exchange. This has significant
implications on the phase associated with time reversal symmetry.
C
J3,mJ3
J1,mJ1 ,J2,mJ2
= (−1)J3−J1−J2CJ3,−mJ3J1,−mJ1 ,J2,−mJ2 = (−1)
J3−J1−J2CJ3,mJ3J2,mJ2 ,J1,mJ1 (3.20)
From this one identifies |L,mL〉 |S,mS〉 = ± |S,mS〉 |L,mL〉 under exchange for J =
L ± S . Time reversal symmetry under the Condon-Shortley phase convention re-
quires; T̂ |J,mJ〉 = (−1)J−mJ−L |J,−mJ〉, yet this is at odds with T̂ |L,mL〉 |S,mS〉 =
(−1)−mL |L,−mL〉 (−1)S−mS |S,−mS〉 for J = L − S. Consequently T̂ also exchanges
particles;
T̂ |L,mL〉 |S,mS〉 = (−1)−mL+S−mS |S,−mS〉 |L,−mL〉 = (−1)J−mJ−L |J,−mJ〉
(3.21)
The phase convention of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients must be in accordance with the time
reversal operator T̂ . Using the Condon Shortley phase convention leads to purely real
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single group eigenfunctions. The alternative is to use the Fano-Racah phase convention,
where a factor iL is included to single group basis functions, such that T̂ |L,mL〉 =
(−1)L−mL |L,−mL〉 and similarly for L→ J . One is at liberty which phase convention
to use; after all they are just definitions, but it is chosen to use Condon-Shortley such
that all single group basis are real.
The most poignant use of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients is through Wigner-Eckart theo-
rem, where matrix elements between states |J1,mJ1〉 and |J2,mJ2〉 under the action of
a spherical tensor operator T qκ may be evaluated numerically as C
J1,mJ1
κ,q,J2,mJ2
. Since the
unperturbed Hamiltonian and k · p̂ perturbations are zeroth- (scalar) and first- (vec-
tor) rank tensor operators respectively; Clebsch-Gordan coefficients are the single most
important tool at our disposal within the context of this thesis. Further application
to second- and third- tensors associated with strain and the electromechanical force
attributed with the piezoelectric effect present further application. Using symmetrised
single group and double group basis functions given in this chapter; linearly independent
matrices may be enumerated, underpinning the application of group theory to describe
physical behaviour of the crystal.
3.2.2 Representation Matrices II
Evaluation of double group representation matrices follows roughly the same procedure
as that of the single group, in that the matrix exponential is evaluated for all point
group operations of the Td group, and brought into block diagonal form by a similarity
transformation using an orthogonal matrix. The main difference is that the operations
θ + 360◦, account for the additional double group elements. Rather than evaluate all
2 × 24 = 48 representation matrices, the additional element Ê reverses the sign of
counterpart single group elements, so D(Êg) = −D(g) ∀ g ∈ Td for double group
irreps. Since J contains no information on spatial parity a factor of (−1)L for improper
rotations inherits from the parity of the Oh irrep. Akin to Section 3.1.2 the computation
of D(Γ
±
8 ⊕Γ±6 )(S4(100)) are performed. Using Jx in Equation 3.14, computing the matrix
exponential with θ = pi/2 returns a block diagonal matrix;
D(Γ
±
8 ⊕Γ±6 )(S4(100)) = ±e−i
Jx
~
pi/2 =
∓1
2
√
2

−1 i√3 √3 −i 0 0
i
√
3 1 i
√
3 0 0√
3 i 1 i
√
3 0 0
−i √3 i√3 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0 −2 2i
0 0 0 0 2i −2

(3.22)
Td double group irreducible representation matrices are given in Tables A.5 . . . A.8 in
the Appendix A, and are in agreement with those given by Onodera & Okazaki [30]. In
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accordance with case (c) of Herring’s space group test [64], representation matrices are
complex, but since this is the case with spin, there is no extra degeneracy.
Since J = 5/2 is compatible with Γ±7 ⊕Γ±8 , a similarity transformation block diagonalises
the matrix exponential. The orthogonal matrix, returns symmetrised basis functions
also tabulated by Onodera & Okazaki [30]. Both adapted double group and double
group basis functions are given in Table 3.2. While basis functions are not eigenvectors
of the time reversal operator, T̂ , they are eigenvectors of T̂ 2, with eigenvalue −1.
3.2.3 Adapted Double Group Basis
The coupling of L = 1 with S = 1/2 to return J = 3/2⊕ 1/2 in Section 3.2.1 was a choice
pick, since CJ,mJL,mL,S,mS may also be used to formulate a general method for projecting out
partner functions into the double group. Transforming |L,mL〉⊗{↑, ↓} into {x, y, z}⊗{↓
, ↑}, then a matrix is returned that will transform representation matrices of Γ−4 ⊗ Γ+6
into Γ−8 ⊕ Γ−6 (given in the Appendix B.2). This method is prescribed by Cracknell &
Joshua [71] used to return the adapted double group basis functions;

|3/2,+3/2〉
|3/2,+1/2〉
|3/2,−1/2〉
|3/2,−3/2〉
|1/2,+1/2〉
|1/2,−1/2〉

=

−1√
2
−i√
2
0 0 0 0
0 0
√
2
3
−1√
6
−i√
6
0
1√
6
−i√
6
0 0 0
√
2
3
0 0 0 1√
2
−i√
2
0
0 0 −1√
3
−1√
3
−i√
3
0
−1√
3
i√
3
0 0 0 1√
3


x ↑
y ↑
z ↑
x ↓
y ↓
z ↓

(3.23)
We may then use L = 3 compatible Γ−4 basis functions to return an J = 7/2⊕5/2 adapted
double group basis also transforming according to Γ−6 ⊕ Γ−8 . Representation matrices
D(Γ
−
4 )(g) ⊗ D(Γ+6 )(g) → D(Γ−6 )(g) ⊕ D(Γ−8 )(g) may also be obtained by computing the
Kronecker product and applying a similarity transformation using the matrix above.
From the multiplication Table 2.11 and compatibility relations for Γ+8 , a similar proce-
dure for Γ+5 ⊗ Γ+6 = Γ+7 ⊕ Γ+8 may be applied. However, the matrix used must undergo
a subsequent parity transformation. One may be forgiven for substituting {yz, zx, xy}
as cartesian basis functions for Γ+5 in replace of {x, y, z}, however this does not respect
improper rotations. Consequently the matrix must be premultiplied by a 6× 6 complex
matrix presented in a publication by the author [72];
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T =

0 0 i 0 0 0
0 0 0 −i 0 0
−i 0 0 0 0 0
0 i 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 i 0
0 0 0 0 0 i

(3.24)
to return the unitary matrix for Γ+5 ;

i√
6
1√
6
0 0 0 i
√
2
3
0 0 0 −i√
2
−1√
2
0
i√
2
−1√
2
0 0 0 0
0 0 i
√
2
3
−i√
6
1√
6
0
0 0 −i√
3
−i√
3
1√
3
0
−i√
3
−1√
3
0 0 0 i√
3


yz ↑
zx ↑
xy ↑
yz ↓
zx ↓
xy ↓

(3.25)
One must note that this does not necessarily return equivalent |J,mJ〉 basis functions;
because there an additional Γ+3 ⊗Γ+6 = Γ+8 component has been overlooked. Since L = 2
gives rise to two independent Γ+8 contributions under transformation into the double
group from J = L − S = 3/2 and J = L + S = 5/2 as depicted in Figure 2.3. The
contribution to Γ+7 from J = 5/2 is purely from Γ
+
5 , and consequently the bottom two
rows in Equation 3.25 return the appropriate basis functions.
Transformation of Γ+3 ⊗ Γ+6 into Γ+8 is done via the 4× 4 matrix;

0 0 −1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 −1
1 0 0 0


1
2
(
x2 − y2) ↑
1√
3
(
z2 − 12(x2 + y2)
) ↑
1
2
(
x2 − y2) ↓
1√
3
(
z2 − 12(x2 + y2)
) ↓
 (3.26)
Consequently, a weighting of −
√
2
5 and
√
3
5 is ascribed for Γ
+
3 and Γ
+
5 contributions
respectively to J = 3/2, and
√
3
5 and
√
2
5 for respective contributions to J =
5/2. One
may indeed check that substitution into spherical harmonics given in Equation 3.11
indeed returns the correct functions in Table 3.2.
This mixing of contributions highlights a fundamental flaw in the adapted double group
when the spin orbit interaction dominates over the crystal field strength. Since spin
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orbit is generally proportional to the proton number of the core nucleus, the single
group framework may suffice in Silicon, but may begin to break down in Germanium.
The beauty of the double group formulation is by accounting for this in the appropriate
manner using Wigner-Eckart theorem.
3.2.4 Zinc-blende Basis Functions
The loss of inversion symmetry lifts well defined parity such that irreps become equiv-
alent; Γ5 ⊗ Γequiv = Γ+5 + Γ−4 . basis functions of Td become linear combinations of
their equivalent Oh ones, measured by the difference in electronegativity [73] from bulk
inversion anisotropy. Elemental group IV crystals are special cases of zero difference
in electronegativity as neighbouring atoms are equivalent and form a covalent bond.
Conversely; inequivalent atoms in III-V binary crystals form a polar bond due to the
difference in electronegativity, and this difference is exacerbated in II-VIs and so forth.
Td group basis functions may be composed of constituent Oh basis functions;
|J,mJ〉 = c1 |J,mJ〉+ + c2T |J,mJ〉− (3.27)
where superscripts have been used to indicate spatial parity and c1 and c2 are normalised
coefficients and T is given in Equation 3.24.
The physical consequence of this is that where odd tensor operators are zero on parity
grounds in Oh, there is a non-zero weighting of c
∗
1c2 + c1c
∗
2 in Td. Similarly even tensor
operators which are permitted in Oh have a weighting of |c1|2 + |c2|2 in Td. The existence
of odd tensor matrix elements is further evidence for the non-zero electromechanical
tensor attributed with the piezoelectric effect in Td.
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Summary
This chapter has made use of much of the abstract mathematical group theory introduced
in Chapter 2 to generate symmetrised single and double group basis functions for the Oh
and Td groups. In addition the methodology for computing representation matrices was
discussed such that all matrices for elements and irreps in the Td group are tabulated
in Appendix A. The projection operator technique was used as a means of converting
single group basis functions from their spherical |L,mL〉 to cartesian {x, y, z} notations
under the respective Condon-Shortley phase convention.
The link between double group |J,mJ〉 basis functions with the adapted double group
basis |L,mL〉⊗{↑, ↓} was discussed through the use of normalised Clebsch-Gordan coef-
ficients, whose property under time reversal now includes exchange of particle. Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients were also generalised to include arbitrary indices C
J1,mJ1
J2,mJ2 ,J3,mJ3
for
use later as a means of coupling states to a spherical tensor operator.
A unitary matrix was also introduced as a general means of obtaining adapted double
group basis and highlighted a significant flaw in using single group basis functions for
crystals with comparatively high spin-orbit interactions with respect to crystal field. Fi-
nally basis functions in Zinc-blende type crystals were introduced to convey the way odd
order tensor operators have non-zero matrix elements in accordance with the discussion
originating in Section 2.3.2.
Overall Chapters 2 and 3 have defined the mathematical framework to which the rest of
this thesis abides by. The use of tensor operators between symmetrised basis functions
allows for the generation of linearly independent matrices for use in modelling the band
structures of bulk cubic crystals and heterostructures such as quantum wells.
Chapter 4
Double Group Formulation of
k · p̂ Theory
The k · p̂ method has been one of the most successful modelling techniques for well over
half a century because of it’s innate ability to return the dispersion E(k) as a band
diagram with relative ease. Yet it is constantly being refreshed and revamped to keep
up with the demands of increasing experimental accuracies. Because it is inherently
a semi-empirical technique the temptation to adjust parameters rather than look at
the basic formulation often proves too great despite the limitations being well known.
The double group formulation of the k · p̂ method takes the spin-orbit interaction into
the unperturbed Hamiltonian to return the k · p̂i perturbation. Eigenvectors are then
symmetrised |J,mJ〉 basis given in the previous chapter.
Parameters taken from the single and adapted double groups return full zone bulk band
dispersion for Silicon-Germanium (SiGe) under the double group formulation. Using the
Lo¨wdin renormalisation procedure [32] one may identify improvements that the double
group provides. These include numerical values for Luttinger parameters and heavy and
light hole effective masses for comparison with experimental cyclotron resonance [38]
results.
The theory of invariants [37] provides an alternate way to generate 4-, 6- and 8-band
Hamiltonians with less stringent assumptions on the self consistent one electron poten-
tial. Comparison of the two methods provides not just verification of results but an
altogether different way of solving the same problem using group multiplication tables.
Furthermore, using canonical transformations one may transform the quantisation axis
for use in heterostructures grown on arbitrary crystallographic faces with relative ease.
Matlab source code complementary to this chapter was uploaded to the Mathworks file
exchange server: http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/32595
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4.1 The k · p̂ Hamiltonian
The k · p̂ Hamiltonian may be evaluated for single and double group formulations in
an identical manner since both p̂ and p̂i transform according to a rank-1 tensor opera-
tor. Matrix elements may be evaluated using Wigner-Eckart theorem such that linearly
independent matrices between sets of irreps may be returned using Clebsch-Gordan
coefficients and symmetrised basis functions from the previous chapter.
Constructing a 30 × 30 concatenated block matrix Hamiltonian, full zone bulk band
diagrams for Silicon and Germanium may be returned [28] given appropriate scaling
parameters. The indirect conduction band minima in Silicon and Germanium may be
realised with an abrupt transition from ∆ to L valleys at Si0.12Ge0.88 in agreement with
the kink in experimental near band-gap photoluminescence [74].
4.1.1 Single Group Formulation
Using Wigner-Eckart theorem the interaction matrix between Γ+1 and Γ
−
4 states returns
just one linearly independent matrix;
〈1,±1|k · p̂ |0, 0〉 = ±1√
6
k±
〈1, 0|k · p̂ |0, 0〉 = −1√
3
kz
}
=⇒ AΓ
−
4 :Γ
+
1
k·p̂ =
kxky
kz
 xy
z
(4.1)
where the matrix is cast into cartesian form to coincide with the literature. This is
also equivalent to A
Γ+5 :Γ
−
2
k·p̂ when using Γ
+
5 and Γ
−
2 states. A
Γ−4 :Γ
+
1
k·p̂ is commonly used to
model inter–band transition rates when scaled by P1; the Kane parameter [33], and/or
to incorporate conduction band non-parabolicity in 8-band models [75].
We now proceed to calculate two matrices for interactions between Γ−4 and Γ
+
5 ⊕ Γ+3 ;
〈1,±1|k · p̂ |2,±2〉 = ∓1√
2
k∓
〈1,±1|k · p̂ |2,±1〉 = 1√
2
kz
〈1, 0|k · p̂ |2,±1〉 = ∓12 k∓
〈1,±1|k · p̂ |2, 0〉 = ±1
2
√
3
k±
〈1, 0|k · p̂ |2, 0〉 =
√
2
3kz

=⇒
A
Γ−4 :Γ
+
3
k·p̂ =
−
√
3kx kx√
3ky ky
0 −2kz

A
Γ−4 :Γ
+
5
k·p̂ =
 0 kz kykz 0 kx
ky kx 0

(4.2)
These three matrices are self-adjoint and constitute the widely used single group linearly
independent matrices in accordance with the symmetric decomposition;
(
Γ−4 ⊗ Γ−4
)
sym
=
Γ+1 ⊕ Γ+3 ⊕ Γ+5 . The first point to mention is that irreps are not basis specific, so one
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could just equally have used Γ−4 states of L = 3 to return linearly dependent matri-
ces. Indeed if one had done; A
Γ−4 :Γ
+
4
k·p̂ emerges anti-symmetric [76]. Furthermore while
A
Γ+5 :Γ
−
4
k·p̂ is equivalent to A
Γ−4 :Γ
+
5
k·p̂ the same may not be said for A
Γ+5 :Γ
−
3
k·p̂ and A
Γ−4 :Γ
+
3
k·p̂ . Using
symmetrised eigenstates of Γ+5 and Γ
−
3 instead returns;
A
Γ+5 :Γ
−
3
k·p̂ =
 kx
√
3kx
ky −
√
3ky
−2kz 0
 yzzx
xy
(4.3)
A 15× 15 concatenated block matrix Hamiltonian with appropriate scaling parameters
is enough to returns full zone band diagrams. Indeed the indirect gaps of Silicon at ∆
and Germanium at L were first realised by Cardona & Pollak [28], and the absorption
spectra explained in terms of optical transitions within the fbz. Furthermore, the dkk
Hamiltonian [34] may be returned by evaluating A
Γ−4 :Γ
+
j
k·p̂ ×
(
A
Γ−4 :Γ
+
j
k·p̂
)†
and scaling by
effective mass parameters, although this is explored in more detail later.
While the single group was very successful at reproducing experimental results the for-
mulation neglects the spin-orbit interaction. Efforts to incorporate spin into a 30 × 30
concatenated block matrix Hamiltonian [31, 77] generally use the adapted double group
|L,mL〉 ⊗ {↑, ↓}. The following section attempts to incorporate spin through the k · p̂i
Hamiltonian and symmetrised |J,mJ〉 basis functions such that spin-orbit is included
in the unperturbed Hamiltonian with appropriate double group degeneracy at the zone
centre.
4.1.2 Double Group Formulation
Using the half integer basis functions J = 1/2 and J = 3/2 we may evaluate the linearly
independent matrix A
Γ±8 :Γ
∓
6
k·p̂i . This is the example given in the Appendix B.3.
〈3/2,±3/2|k · p̂i |1/2,±1/2〉 = ±12 k±
〈3/2,±1/2|k · p̂i |1/2,±1/2〉 = −1√
3
kz
〈3/2,∓1/2|k · p̂i |1/2,±1/2〉 = ∓1
2
√
3
k∓
 =⇒ AΓ
±
8 :Γ
∓
6
k·p̂i =
−1√
2

−√3k+ 0
2kz −k+
k− 2kz
0
√
3k−

(4.4)
In Section 3.2.3, a unitary matrix was introduced as a means of transforming {x, y, z}⊗{↑
, ↓} into the J = 3/2⊕ 1/2 adapted double group basis. We may also generate AΓ
−
8 :Γ
+
6
k·p̂i by
evaluating a unitary transformation of; A
Γ−4 :Γ
+
1
k·p̂ ⊗ {↑, ↓};
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A
Γ−4 :Γ
+
1
k·p̂ ⊗ {↑, ↓} =

kx 0
ky 0
kz 0
0 kx
0 ky
0 kz

x ↑
y ↑
z ↑
x ↓
y ↓
z ↓
=⇒

−√3k+ 0
2kz −k+
k− 2kz
0
√
3k−

|3/2,+3/2〉
|3/2,+1/2〉
|3/2,−1/2〉
|3/2,−3/2〉
(4.5)
Both matrices returned are linearly dependent, such that both double and adapted
double group methods return coherent solutions albeit within a normalisation factor.
While this factor may be absorbed into the reduced matrix element, it is essential that
scalings are consistent between both methods.
At this point, one may ask what is the difference between the adapted double and
double group formulations since these results are in agreement. As discussed at the end
of Section 2.3.2, there are two linearly independent matrices when computing A
Γ±8 :Γ
∓
8
k·p̂i .
Recall that Γ+3 ⊗ Γ+6 = Γ+8 and Γ+5 ⊗ Γ+6 = Γ+7 ⊕ Γ+8 . Casting AΓ
−
4 :Γ
+
5
k·p̂ and A
Γ−4 :Γ
+
3
k·p̂ onto
the adapted double group basis returns the linearly independent matrices;
A
Γ±8 :Γ
∓
8
k·p̂i,1 =

kz 0 0 k−
0 −kz k+ 0
0 k− kz 0
k+ 0 0 −kz

A
Γ−8 :Γ
+
8
k·p̂i,2 =
1√
6

0 −√3k+ 0 3k−
−√3k− −4kz k+ 0
0 k− 4kz −
√
3k+
3k+ 0 −
√
3k− 0

(4.6)
In Section 3.2.3, weightings of
√
3
5 and −
√
2
5 for the contributions from Γ
+
5 and Γ
+
3
respectively to J = 3/2, and weightings of
√
2
5 and
√
3
5 for the respective contributions
to J = 5/2 were ascribed. Taking weighted linear combinations of A
Γ±8 :Γ
∓
8
k·p̂i,1 and A
Γ−8 :Γ
+
8
k·p̂i,2
above the resulting matrices are now in accordance with the double group formulation
presented in a co-authored publication [72];
√
3
5
A
Γ±8 :Γ
∓
8
k·p̂i,1 −
√
2
5
A
Γ−8 :Γ
+
8
k·p̂i,2 =
1√
15

3kz
√
3k+ 0 0√
3k− kz 2k+ 0
0 2k− −kz
√
3k+
0 0
√
3k− −3kz
 (4.7)
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√
2
5
A
Γ±8 :Γ
∓
8
k·p̂i,1 +
√
3
5
A
Γ−8 :Γ
+
8
k·p̂i,2 =
−1√
10

−2kz
√
3k+ 0 −5k−√
3k− 6kz −3k+ 0
0 −3k− −6kz
√
3k+
−5k+ 0
√
3k− 2kz
 (4.8)
Casting A
Γ+5 :Γ
−
4
k·p̂ onto the adapted double group basis returns A
Γ+8 :Γ
−
8
k·p̂i,1 ≡ A
Γ−8 :Γ
+
8
k·p̂i,1 as im-
plied, however applying the same logic to A
Γ+5 :Γ
−
3
k·p̂ does not return A
Γ−8 :Γ
+
8
k·p̂i,2 , rather;
A
Γ+8 :Γ
−
8
k·p̂i,2 =
1√
6

4kz
√
3k+ 0 k−√
3k− 0 3k+ 0
0 3k− 0
√
3k+
k+ 0
√
3k− −4kz
 (4.9)
Bearing in mind that using T given in Equation 3.24, one may transform Γ±8 into Γ
∓
8 .
Therefore; TA
Γ−8 :Γ
+
8
k·p̂i,2 T
† = AΓ
+
8 :Γ
−
8
k·p̂i,2 . This essentially just permutes the entries in the
matrix, leaving eigenvalues completely unchanged. However the effect on eigenvectors
plays an important role in interpreting the ordering of heavy and light hole effective
masses in 4-band models. One may also consider the anti-hermitian Ro¨ssler matrix [78];
TA
Γ±8 :Γ
∓
8
k·p̂i,1 attributed with linear-k terms in Zinc-blende type crystals.
One may evaluate A
Γ±6 :Γ
∓
6
k·p̂i using two J = 1/2 states. Applying the equivalence represen-
tation Γ6,7⊗Γequiv = Γ+6,7 +Γ−7,6. Since the multiplication table predicts just one linearly
independent matrices for Γ6 ⊗ Γ7 in the Td group, then AΓ
±
6 :Γ
∓
6
k·p̂i ≡ A
Γ∓7 :Γ
±
7
k·p̂i .
〈1/2,±1/2|k · p̂i |1/2,±1/2〉 = ±1√
3
kz
〈1/2,±1/2|k · p̂i |1/2,∓1/2〉 = 1√
3
k±
}
−→ AΓ
±
6 :Γ
∓
6
k·p̂i = A
Γ∓7 :Γ
±
7
k·p̂i =
(
kz k+
k− −kz
)
(4.10)
There remains one final matrix required to be evaluated, and this is A
Γ±8 :Γ
∓
7
k·p̂i . Using
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients between J = 3/2 and applying the appropriate symmetrisa-
tion procedure to return Γ±7 basis for J = 5/2, one returns;
A
Γ±8 :Γ
∓
7
k·p̂i =
1√
2

k− 2kz
0 −√3k−√
3k+ 0
2kz −k+
 (4.11)
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The same matrix is returned when casting A
Γ+5 :Γ
−
2
k·p̂ onto the relevant adapted double
group basis in accordance with group multiplication tables.
All linearly independent matrices for the double group formulation of k · p̂ theory using
spherical tensor operator projections of p̂i and double group basis functions have now
been generated. These are the building blocks for the 30×30 concatenated block matrix
Hamiltonian. In the next section, it is shown how using semi-empirical input parameters
full zone bulk band diagrams for Silicon, Germanium and respective SiGe alloys may be
returned.
4.1.3 Full Zone Bulk Band Diagrams
The k · p̂ method is a semi-empirical technique and relies on input parameters obtained
experimentally or otherwise to scale the Hamiltonian. Using the work of Rideau et al
[31], input parameters are given within a 30-band adapted double group model using
A
Γ−i :Γ
+
j
k·p̂ for Silicon and Germanium with respective alloy parameters following Vegard’s
Law [79]. However, to be completely faithful to the double group formulation, one calls
for A
Γ±i :Γ
∓
j
k·p̂i and double group degeneracies for reasons discussed.
Scaling parameters and zone centre energy eigenvalues are given in Tables 4.1 and 4.2.
Parameter Value (eV) Parameter Value (eV)
P1 +9.584− 0.267x Q1 −8.389− 0.054x
P2 −0.063 + 0.613x− 0.393x2 Q2 +5.149 + 0.826x
P3 +1.226− 0.064x R1 −4.263− 0.694x
P4 +11.194− 0.207x R2 −6.553 + 0.099x
T1 −9.159 + 0.194x+ 0.314x2 - -
T2 −2.278− 0.063x - -
Table 4.1: Si1−xGex scaling parameters used in the double group matrix Hamiltonian.
P1 is the Kane parameter [33]
Bonding Energy (eV) Anti-Bonding Energy(eV)
E
Γ+6
1 −12.7− 0.18x EΓ
−
7
1 Ec = 4.15− 3.26x
E
Γ+7
1 ∆ = −0.044− 0.2x− 0.052x2 EΓ
−
6
1 3.302− 0.379x
E
Γ+8
1 Ev = 0 E
Γ−8
1 3.335− 0.222x
E
Γ+6
2 8.4− 1.6x EΓ
−
7
2 15.8− 1.8x
E
Γ+7
2 11.6988− 0.37x - -
E
Γ+8
2 11.7− 0.34x EΓ
−
8
2 8.54 + 1.76x
Table 4.2: Double group zone centre energy eigenvalues for Si1−xGex. Subscripts
denote the occurrence of an irrep given in the superscript
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Double group zone centre energy eigenvalues set the four-fold degenerate valence band
maximum of symmetry type Γ+8 as the band offset reference Ev = 0. Additionally,
the spin-orbit split off band of symmetry type Γ+7 is an energy ∆ beneath the valence
band maximum. The zone centre conduction band minimum is Γ−6 in Silicon, and Γ
−
7 in
Germanium; switching at x = 29%. This is depicted in Figure 4.1; inspired by similar
figures in Richard et al [77], el Kurdi et al [43] and Fraj et al [80].
Figure 4.1: Zone centre energy level schematic with symmetry classifications; with
interaction parameters formulated out of the single group approach
One of the headaches associated with the literature1 has been to ascribe the valence
bands as Γ−4 and conduction band as Γ
+
1 . This stems from the sp
3 hybridisation paradigm
and atomic site representation; Γa.s. = Γ1 ⊕ Γ5 in Td. Application of the equivalence
representation Γequiv = Γ+1 ⊕ Γ−2 into Oh comes with a severe warning. At first glance
the difference appears insignificant, however as discussed in the previous section, T
transforms Γ±8 into Γ
∓
8 and Γ
±
6,7 into Γ
∓
7,6. Applying T leaves eigenvalues unchanged and
permutes eigenvectors. This subtle difference may cause problems!
It is chosen to stick with the convention in the literature, but one should heed the
caution. For example consider the somewhat misleading arrangement of H30×30k·p̂i overleaf.
To be comfortable with the form presented, one should revert back to Td and apply
compatibility to discover the potential source of error.
1unpublished work by F. Herman referred to in [34]
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Full zone 30-band k · p̂i double group band diagram for bulk Silicon and Germanium
are shown below. Both figures realise the indirect band-gap nature of both Silicon and
Germanium with their respective conduction band energy minima and location on the
first Brillouin zone (fbz). Due to the locations of the indirect band-gaps; the [011]
direction Γ→ Σ→ K is omitted for brevity. Density of states, D(E), is calculated from
a histogram of the dispersion relation, by counting the number of states with energy E.
Figure 4.2: Full zone 30-band k · p̂i double group formulation band diagram (left)
and density of states (right) for bulk Silicon. The indirect conduction band minima (d)
occurs at 89%−∆ with an energy of 1.17eV . Valence band maxima (a) are chosen as
the offset energy Ev = 0
Figure 4.3: Full zone 30-band k · p̂i double group formulation band diagram (left) and
density of states (right) for bulk Germanium. The indirect conduction band minima
(c) occurs at L with an energy of 0.70eV and the direct conduction band minima (b)
occurs at Γ with an energy of 0.89eV
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By the indirect band-gap, electrons are in a lower energy state when they have non zero
momentum than when stationary. This means that an additional particle, a phonon,
is required to conserve momentum for the lowest energy transition between conduction
electrons and holes. Since recombination rates are much lower for indirect transitions,
Silicon and Germanium are poor photon emitters. Conversely they are ideal for absorp-
tion processes, where generated carriers have a relatively long lifetime, for use in devices
such as photodetectors.
One further point to mention regarding the indirect band-gap is that the indirect con-
duction band changes abruptly between ∆ to L valleys at x = 88%. This leads to a
kink in the near band-gap photoluminescence (Figure 9 of Weber & Alonso [74]) and
electron bulk mobility [81] as a function of composition x that follows the behaviour of
the electron effective masses. Using the 30-band k · p̂i double group, a plot of conduction
band minimum energy versus SiGe alloy fraction is shown below.
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Figure 4.4: Indirect gap conduction band minimum variation with SiGe alloy fraction.
Note the abrupt transition from ∆ to L valleys at composition x = 88%
In the next section it will be shown how the 30-band k·p̂i double group Hamiltonian may
be brought into a more compact form through the Lo¨wdin renormalisation procedure
[32]. Through this 4-, 6-, and 8-band models may be generated using 2nd order degener-
ate perturbation theory [35, 36]. Input parameters, known as the Luttinger parameters
[37] may be generated, which may be compared with experimental effective mass data
from cyclotron resonance [38] and Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations.
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4.2 Lo¨wdin Renormalisation
While the full zone 30-band k · p̂i double group calculations return results that agree well
with experimental observations, the quest for results has been at the expense of some
physical intuition. Considering the work function of Silicon to be ≈ 4.5eV ; high energy
levels lose their physicality. The major points of interest are where delocalised carriers
lie for charge transport and optical transitions; the valence and conduction bands.
Using degenerate perturbation theory the 30-band k · p̂i Hamiltonian may be condensed
into more manageable 4-, 6- and 8-band effective mass Hamiltonians [35] constructed out
of the double group formulation. Invariants expressible in terms of function of scaling
parameters return theoretical zone centre effective masses for heavy and light holes and
compared with cyclotron resonance experiment results.
4.2.1 2nd Order Perturbation Theory
As aforementioned specific regions of interest are where delocalised carriers lie; the
valence, spin-orbit and conduction bands. By demarcating the near set {|Γα〉 , |Γβ〉}
from remote set |Γj〉 eigenstates; one may evaluate mediated interactions using 2nd
order degenerate perturbation theory. This enables the construction of 4-, 6- and 8-
band models pending the solutions sought.
Using the notation of the k · p̂i perturbation, the 2nd order approximation to the Hamil-
tonian is found using;
HΓα:Γβ = 〈Γα| Ĥ0 + Ĥk·p̂i |Γβ〉+
∑
Γα,Γβ 6=Γj
〈Γα| Ĥk·p̂i |Γj〉 〈Γj | Ĥk·p̂i |Γβ〉
+
√
(EΓj − EΓα)(EΓj − EΓβ )
(4.12)
Where the former corresponds to the 1st order formalism currently developed, with the
latter the 2nd order correction; the Lo¨wdin term [32]. The remote set must not be degen-
erate with the near set either otherwise the Lo¨wdin term diverges. Additionally, |Γj〉 〈Γj |
may be thought of as a projection operator independent of the frame of reference.
Given that the linearly independent matrices have just been computed, one is left with
the rather simple evaluation of A
Γα:Γj
k·p̂i ×
(
A
Γβ :Γj
k·p̂i
)†
. The form of the Hamiltonian also
lends itself favourably to the concept of operator ordering and boundary conditions
across an abrupt interface for non-commuting differential operators under the envelope
function approximation [10–13].
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4.2.2 DKK Effective Mass Hamiltonian
The dkk effective mass Hamiltonian [34] is probably one of the most recognisable Hamil-
tonians in the literature. Valence bands are treated as bonding p-type orbitals trans-
forming according to Γ−4 , compatible with L = 1 eigenstates of SO(3). Consequently
the dkk effective mass Hamiltonian may be obtained using the single group interaction
matrices; A
Γ−4 :Γ
+
j
k·p̂ ×
(
A
Γ−4 :Γ
+
j
k·p̂
)†
and scaling by the Foreman parameters σ, pi and δ [46].
For example;
A
Γ−4 :Γ
+
1
k·p̂ ×
(
A
Γ−4 :Γ
+
1
k·p̂
)†
=
 k
2
x kxky kxkz
kykx k
2
y kykz
kzkx kzky k
2
z
 (4.13)
While Foreman attributes his parameters to remote states; s∗, p∗, and d∗ his presumption
were matrix elements with a specific basis. This is contrary to the formalism presented
here since A
Γ−i :Γ
+
j
k·p̂ emerge as basis independent. Regardless of this the dkk parameters,
L, M , and N and Foreman parameters may be linked by the matrix;
LM
N
 =
1 −6 0 −121 0 −6 0
0 −6 −6 6


1
σ
pi
δ
 (4.14)
Where the free electron mass term has been included. The overall dkk effective mass
Hamiltonian [34] takes the form;
HDKK =
Lk
2
x +M
(
k2y + k
2
z
)
Nkxky Nkxkz
Nkykx Lk
2
y +M
(
k2z + k
2
x
)
Nkykz
Nkzkx Nkzky Lk
2
z +M
(
k2x + k
2
y
)
 xy
z
(4.15)
Where HDKK is expressed with respect to bases of {x, y, z} as illustrated. A common
procedure in the literature is to apply the adapted double group to {x, y, z} ⊗ {↑, ↓}
into J = 3/2⊕ 1/2 to generate a 6-band Hamiltonian. Since valence bands are Γ+5 in the
single group, an alternate form to apply {yz, zx, xy} ⊗ {↑, ↓} into the adapted double
group must be done. The resulting difference stems from arguments on T previously
discussed.
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In addition the adapted double group assumes that parameters are equivalent for va-
lence and spin-orbit band blocks. For this reason a concatenated Hamiltonian must be
constructed out of blocks with necessarily unique sets of scaling parameters. This will
be addressed in the next section where double group scaling parameters ζjα:β emerge,
equivalent to Foreman parameters [46] if and only if the spin-orbit interaction is zero.
4.2.3 Silicon 6-Band Model
One intrinsic flaw of the adapted group applied to HDKK is the presumption that valence
bands are 3 × 2 fold degenerate when entering the denominator of the Lo¨wdin term.
However, as known from the double group; the valence and spin–orbit bands are in fact
4 + 2 fold degenerate at the zone centre. Casting the valence and spin–orbit bands into
the near-set returns Lo¨wdin terms, such that the block Hamiltonian may be constructed
out of intra– HV B:V B and HSO:SO and inter-band HV B:SO matrices;
(
HV B:V B HV B:SO
H†V B:SO HSO:SO
)
(4.16)
where HV B:V B on it’s own comprises the 4-band Luttinger-Kohn [35] effective mass
Hamiltonian. The degree of coupling between spin–orbit and valence bands scales with
spin–orbit interaction strength, and in Silicon 6-band models are imperative and less so
in Germanium.
HV B:V B =

P +Q S R 0
S† P −Q 0 R
R† 0 P −Q −S
0 R† −S† P +Q

hh
lh
lh
hh
HV B:SO =
√
2

1
2S
′ R′
−Q′ −
√
3
2 S
′
−
√
3
2 (S
′)∗ Q′
−(R′)∗ 12(S′)∗
 , HSO:SO =
(
P ′ 0
0 P ′
) (4.17)
Where individual terms for the trivial (001) quantisation axis are;
P = γ1
(
k+k− + k2z
)
Q = γ2
(
k+k− − 2k2z
)
R =
√
3
(
µk2− − γk2+
)
S = −2√3γ3kzk+
 (001) (4.18)
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γ1, γ2, and γ3 are the Luttinger parameters [37]. µ =
1
2 (γ3 − γ2) is the ‘warping’ term
[82], which presents a deviation from the spherical approximation under the crystal field
[83] and γ = 12 (γ3 + γ2). Within the single group framework, Luttinger parameters are
expressible in terms of the dkk parameters through;
γ1γ2
γ3
 = −1
6
2 4 01 −1 0
0 0 1

LM
N
 (4.19)
Using the double group framework presented Luttinger parameters are also expressible
in terms of double group scaling parameters ζjα:β;
γ1 +R∞ = 2ζ
Γ−7
Γ+8 :Γ
+
8
+ 2ζ
Γ−6
Γ+8 :Γ
+
8
+2ζ
Γ−8
Γ+8 :Γ
+
8 ,1
+ 4ζ
Γ−8
Γ+8 :Γ
+
8 ,2
γ2 = ζ
Γ−7
Γ+8 :Γ
+
8
− ζΓ
−
6
Γ+8 :Γ
+
8
+ 2ζ
Γ−8
Γ+8 :Γ
+
8 ,2
γ3 = ζ
Γ−7
Γ+8 :Γ
+
8
+ ζ
Γ−6
Γ+8 :Γ
+
8
− ζΓ
−
8
Γ+8 :Γ
+
8 ,2
 (4.20)
where R∞ is the Rydberg constant such that γ1 incorporates the scalar free electron
mass term ~
2k2
2m0
. Individual ζjα:β parameters may be found using;
2ζ
Γ−7
Γ+8 :Γ
+
8
=
P 21(
Ec−Ev
) + P 23(
E
Γ−7
2 −Ev
) 2ζΓ−6
Γ+8 :Γ
+
8
=
Q21(
E
Γ−6
1 −Ev
)
2ζ
Γ−8
Γ+8 :Γ
+
8 ,1
=
Q21(
E
Γ−8
1 −Ev
) ζΓ−8
Γ+8 :Γ
+
8 ,2
=
R21(
E
Γ−8
2 −Ev
) (4.21)
Comparing these with Foreman parameters [46] returns σ = ζ
Γ−7
Γ+8 :Γ
+
8
and δ = ζ
Γ−8
Γ+8 :Γ
+
8 ,2
.
However, the single group approach implies pi = ζ
Γ−6
Γ+8 :Γ
+
8
= ζ
Γ−8
Γ+8 :Γ
+
8 ,1
returned if and only
if the spin-orbit interaction is zero. One should also consider should the ζ
Γ−6
Γ+8 :Γ
+
8
term
dominate, γ2 may become negative; as is the case for Diamond [84].
Primes on HV B:SO and HSO:SO require inequivalent parameters due to the non degen-
eracy of valence and spin-orbit bands.
γ′1 +R∞ = 2ζ
Γ−7
Γ+7 :Γ
+
7
+ 4ζ
Γ−8
Γ+7 :Γ
+
7 ,1
+ 4ζ
Γ−8
Γ+7 :Γ
+
7 ,2
γ′2 = ζ
Γ−7
Γ+7 :Γ
+
8
− ζΓ
−
8
Γ+7 :Γ
+
8 ,1
+ 2ζ
Γ−8
Γ+7 :Γ
+
8 ,2
γ′3 = ζ
Γ−7
Γ+7 :Γ
+
8
+ ζ
Γ−8
Γ+7 :Γ
+
8 ,1
− ζΓ
−
8
Γ+7 :Γ
+
8 ,2
 (4.22)
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2ζ
Γ−7
Γ+7 :Γ
+
7
=
P 21(
Ec−∆
) + P 23(
E
Γ−7
2 −∆
)
2ζ
Γ−8
Γ+7 :Γ
+
7 ,1
=
Q21(
E
Γ−8
1 −∆
) ζΓ−8
Γ+7 :Γ
+
7 ,2
=
R21(
E
Γ−8
2 −∆
) (4.23)
2ζ
Γ−7
Γ+7 :Γ
+
8
=
P 21√(
Ec−∆
)(
Ec−Ev
) + P 23√(
E
Γ−7
2 −∆
)(
E
Γ−7
2 −Ev
)
2ζ
Γ−8
Γ+7 :Γ
+
8 ,1
=
Q21√(
E
Γ−8
1 −∆
)(
E
Γ−8
1 −Ev
) ζΓ−8Γ+7 :Γ+8 ,2 = R
2
1√(
E
Γ−8
2 −∆
)(
E
Γ−8
2 −Ev
) (4.24)
Where again if and only if the spin-orbit interaction is zero one recovers the single and
adapted double group formulations.
Using parameters given in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 dispersion for the 6-band model may
be computed for Silicon. The Lo¨wdin correction matches the full zone 30-band k · p̂i
technique well to within 5meV up to 12% to the fbz boundary as shown in Figure 4.5.
This sets a limit to the validity of the 2nd order correction as a Taylor series expansion.
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Figure 4.5: Valence and spin-orbit band comparison between 6-band and 30-band
models in bulk Silicon; up to 25% of the fbz. The Lo¨wdin correction matches the full
zone 30-band k · p̂i technique well to within 5meV up to 12% to the fbz boundary
Luttinger parameters for both Silicon and Germanium may also be evaluated for compar-
ison with heavy and light hole zone centre effective masses found from experiment. Dex-
ter et al [38] quote experimental effective masses in Germanium of m∗hh = 0.284± 0.001,
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m∗lh = 0.0438±0.003 and in Silicon of m∗hh = 0.46±0.01, m∗lh = 0.171±0.006. These are
in alignment with the more recent ones quoted by Friedrich Scha¨ﬄer [81] of m∗hh = 0.28
and m∗lh = 0.04 for Germanium and m
∗
hh = 0.53, m
∗
lh = 0.15 for Silicon. Scha¨ﬄer also
quotes experimental values of m∗so = 0.09 for Germanium and m∗so = 0.23 for Silicon all
in units of the free electron mass m0.
Zone centre in-plane effective masses are calculated using;
m∗hh =
1
γ1 − 2γ2 , m
∗
lh =
1
γ1 + 2γ2
, m∗so =
1
γ′1
, (4.25)
Parameter Silicon Germanium Parameter Silicon Germanium
γ1 4.38 10.36 γ
′
1 4.30 8.14
γ2 0.35 3.04 γ
′
2 0.35 2.65
γ3 1.44 4.31 γ
′
3 1.43 3.74
m∗hh 0.27m0 0.23m0 m
∗
so 0.23m0 0.12m0
m∗lh 0.20m0 0.06m0
Table 4.3: Dimensionless theoretical Luttinger parameters used in the 6-band double
group matrix Hamiltonian for Silicon and Germanium
The greater difference between γ1,2,3 and γ
′
1,2,3 for Germanium than Silicon clearly shows
how the double group formulation is a spin-orbit interaction induced correction. Indeed
for the same reasons 4-band models are inadequate to accurately describe the valence
bands in Silicon due to the contribution from HV B:SO. Clearly experimental and theo-
retical effective masses are in quite close agreement with those in Germanium but are
at odds with respect to those of Silicon. The main reasons for the discrepancy in Silicon
stems from experiment; since there is a much stronger warping of valence bands and the
direct gap minima is a point of inflexion. Consequently cyclotron resonance frequencies
become harder to resolve and often the density of states effective mass is quoted instead;
averaged over all crystallographic directions.
Figure 4.6 shows the monotonic variation of the Luttinger parameters and heavy & light
hole in-plane effective masses as a function of SiGe alloy composition, found using the
expressions in Equation 4.20 directly. Clearly it is not justifiable to use a Vegard’s law
[79] relation for Luttinger parameters; e.g. γ1 = 4.38 + 5.98x, which is why explicit
expressions for ζjα:β are so invaluable. R. Braunstein [85] gives experimental effective
mass ratios up to 63% < x < 100%, which appear to to follow the curvature of Figure
4.6, however without data for 0% < x < 63% one cannot be definite. The curvature
at relatively large Germanium compositions also stresses the need for operator ordered
Hamiltonians when setting boundary conditions for material dependent parameters in
the application to heterostructures.
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Figure 4.6: Luttinger parameters and in-plane heavy & light hole effective masses as
a function of SiGe alloy composition
4.2.4 Germanium 8-Band Model
Since the Germanium direct gap is Ec − Ev = 890meV; close to 1.5µm used in 3rd
generation optical communications [41]; an effective mass Hamiltonian including the
conduction band is required. Consequently, the conduction band is incorporated into
the near set returning an 8-band Hamiltonian as given by T. B. Bahder [75].
HCB:CB HCB:V B HCB:SOH†CB:V B HV B:V B HV B:SO
H†CB:SO H
†
V B:SO HSO:SO
 (4.26)
The 6×6 valence and spin orbit blocks takes on the same form as before with the excep-
tion that since the conduction band has been brought into the near set, ζ
Γ−7
Γ+8 :Γ
+
8
, ζ
Γ−7
Γ+7 :Γ
+
7
and ζ
Γ−7
Γ+7 :Γ
+
8
exclude the corresponding mediated interaction scaled by the Kane param-
eter P1 [33]. Inter–band H
†
CB:V B and H
†
CB:SO blocks take on the linear-k interaction
matrices given in the 30-band k · p̂i double group matrix Hamiltonian as P1AΓ
±
8 :Γ
∓
6
k·p̂i and
−P1AΓ
±
6 :Γ
∓
6
k·p̂i respectively to account for conduction band non-parabolicity. The intra–
band HCB:CB takes on a form akin to HSO:SO with the exception that the scaling
parameter is the zone-centre electron effective mass m∗e;
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HCB:CB =
(
A 0
0 A
)
, A =
1
m∗e
(
k+k− + k2z
)
(4.27)
An effective zone-centre electron effective mass may be employed as;
1
m∗e
+R∞ = P 22
 1
E
Γ+7
2 − Ec
+
2
E
Γ+8
2 − Ec
 (4.28)
Although this is not quite the zone centre electron effective mass since there is no Kane
parameter P1 for the valence band mediated interaction. Using the relevant scaling
parameters, a Germanium 8-band model may be computed, as shown in Figure 4.7. The
perturbation technique is again valid to within 5meV up to 12% to the fbz boundary
for valence bands but only 5.5% for the conduction band.
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Figure 4.7: Valence, spin orbit and conduction band comparison between 8-band and
30-band models in bulk Germanium; up to 25% of the fbz
The deviation in curvature along the Λ direction in the conduction band is symptomatic
of the indirect band-gap minima at the L point due to non-parabolicity. While this is
cause for concern, there are two reasons to allay such fears; the first is that uniaxial strain
may bring the direct gap minima lower than that of the indirect gap [86] and the second
is that Germanium heterostructures have a straddling (type-I) band edge alignment.
Consequently the spatial overlap element of inter band optical matrix elements are strong
for direct and weak for indirect, phonon assisted, transitions.
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4.3 The Theory of Invariants
The k · p̂i Hamiltonian was obtained using matrix elements of the tensor operator, p̂i
and symmetrised eigenstates to determine linearly independent matrices. The theory
of invariant formulation presented [37] here has less stringent assumptions on the self
consistent one electron potential, and is rather general; with the only constraint being
that the Hamiltonian transforms according to the entire space group of the crystal.
The Hamiltonian, may be expressed as an invariant polynomial functional whose ar-
guments are linearly independent generator matrices and irreducible perturbation com-
ponents. 4- 6- and 8-band effective mass Hamiltonians may be generated using this
method and compared to those in the previous sections. Further to this, a canonical
transformation may be applied to the situation where the quantisation and crystallo-
graphic axes no longer coincide [87, 88]. The original motivation was for the application
of an arbitrarily oriented applied magnetic field, but within the context of this thesis is
for modelling heterostructures grown on arbitrary crystallographic faces.
4.3.1 Irreducible Perturbation Components & Generator Matrices
Components of the Bloch vector transform according to Γ−4 , compatible with the L = 1
eigenstate of the full rotational SO(3) group. Quadratic irreducible components may be
decomposed into symmetrised contributions [27] transforming according to Γ+1 ⊕ Γ+3 ⊕
[Γ+4 ]⊕ Γ+5 compatible with L = 0, 1, 2.
kikj =
k · k
3
δij︸ ︷︷ ︸
L=0: Γ+1
+
[ki, kj ]
2︸ ︷︷ ︸
L=1: [Γ+4 ]
+
{ki, kj}
2
− k · k
3
δij︸ ︷︷ ︸
L=2: Γ+3 ⊕Γ+5
(4.29)
Where anti-commutator {a, b} = ab + ba, and commutator [a, b] = ab − ba algebraic
notation has been invoked. The antisymmetric component [Γ+4 ] clearly vanishes in the
bulk and does not contribute other than by interfacial symmetry breaking and/or an
externally applied magnetic field, H; where [ki, kj ] = −iijkHk.
One may also compare this with the results of the projection operator technique in
Section 3.1.3. Substituting in the irreducible perturbation component k into Equation
3.11 as a polar vector returns;
Γ+1 : k
2 = k2x + k
2
y + k
2
z Γ
+
3 :
{
1√
3
(
k2z − 12(k2x + k2y)
)
1
2
(
k2x − k2y
) Γ+5 :

kykz
kzkx
kxky
(4.30)
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Hence symmetric quadratic components of the Bloch vector may be symmetrised into
irreps of the Oh group as above. It may also be shown how a second rank symmetric
tensor such as strain; ij , transforms according to Γ
+
1 ⊕Γ+3 ⊕Γ+5 , with the anti-symmetric
contribution transforming according to [Γ+4 ] ascribed to the physical effect of a rotation;
ωij (Section 2.3.2). This is directly analogous to the components of the quadratic Bloch
vector, and unsurprisingly arguments above about kikj may also be applied to the general
transformation eij = ij + ωij .
Linearly independent generator matrices form the building blocks of the effective mass
Hamiltonian. In the dkk model, valence bands were treated as bonding p-type orbitals
transforming according to Γ−4 compatible with L = 1 eigenstates of SO(3). Conveniently
the symmetry of irreducible perturbation component and generator matrices coincide.
Generators matrices for L = 1 such as; {Xx, Xy, Xz} used in the Euler-Rodrigues rota-
tion formula may be employed;
[Γ+4 ] : Xx =
0 0 00 0 −1
0 1 0
 , Xy =
 0 0 10 0 0
−1 0 0
 , Xz =
0 −1 01 0 0
0 0 0
 (4.31)
since the dimension of the tensor decomposition of Γ−4 ⊗Γ−4 is 9, with six symmetric and
three antisymmetric, it follows logically that the number of 3 × 3 linearly independent
matrices is also 9. Given that the generators above satisfy the commutation relations
[Xi, Xj ] = ijkXk, they comprise the three antisymmetric [Γ
+
4 ] components. We may
also evaluate the symmetric contributions as;
Γ+1 : X
2 = X2x +X
2
y +X
2
z =
−2 0 00 −2 0
0 0 −2
 = −213×3
Γ+3 :
1√
3
(
X2z − 12
(
X2x +X
2
y
))
= 1
2
√
3
−1 0 00 −1 0
0 0 2
 , 12 (X2x −X2y) = 12
1 0 00 −1 0
0 0 0

Γ+5 : {Xy, Xz} =
0 0 00 0 1
0 1 0
 , {Xz, Xx} =
0 0 10 0 0
1 0 0
 , {Xx, Xy} =
0 1 01 0 0
0 0 0

(4.32)
Taking coincidental symmetrised irreducible perturbation components kikj with gener-
ator matrices, there are three associated invariants; the dkk valence band parameters.
A simplified form of the long-hand explicit field-free Hamiltonian reduces to;
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HDKK =Lk
213×3 + (L−M)
(
k2xX
2
x + k
2
yX
2
y + k
2
zX
2
z
)
+ . . .
. . .+N (kykz {Xy, Xz}+ kzkx {Xz, Xx}+ kxky {Xx, Xy})
(4.33)
Using Xi rather than angular momentum generators; Li = i~AXiA−1 returns the matrix
expressed with respect to bases of {x, y, z} as in Equation 4.15. What has been shown
here is that the theory of invariants and perturbation theory approach; despite having
polar opposite presumptions, return exactly the same form of Hamiltonian. Substituting
in components of strain with associated deformation potentials l, m, and n returns the
Pikus-Bir Hamiltonian [3] although is discussed in greater detail in the following chapter.
4.3.2 Luttinger-Kohn Valence Band Hamiltonian
Fortunately the theory of invariants may also be applied to the realm of half integer
domains for the double group formulation consideration [37]. This incorporates the Lut-
tinger parameters γ1, γ2 and γ3, which were introduced in the previously in a somewhat
ad hoc way. In this section; they are introduced in a more rigorous manner from the
point of view of invariance.
Using J = 3/2 angular momentum matrices as generators; there exists 4 × 4 = 16
linearly independent matrix generators; transforming according to Γ±8 ⊗ Γ±8 = Γ+1 ⊕
Γ+3 ⊕ Γ+5 ⊕ [Γ+2 ⊕ 2Γ+4 ⊕ Γ+5 ]. As encountered in the previous section we have; Γ+1 : 14×4
and also Γ+3 :
{
1√
3
(
J2z − 12
(
J2x + J
2
y
))
, 12
(
J2x − J2y
)}
with the anti-commutators Γ+5 :
{{Jy, Jz} , {Jz, Jx} , {Jx, Jy}}. Similarly, the commutators are antisymmetric; [Γ+4 ] :
{[Jy, Jz] , [Jz, Jx] , [Jx, Jy]}
But now, there also exists [Γ+2 ] : {JxJyJz + JzJyJx} and also [Γ+4 ] : {J3x , J3y , J3z } and
finally [Γ+5 ] : {Vx, Vy, Vz} where Vi = (Jj − Jk) Ji to complete the set. However, since the
irreducible perturbation components do not include [Γ+2 ] nor [Γ
+
5 ] there is no invariant
parameter as there is no coincidence of irreps with the generators. Substituting Ji for
Xi in Equation 4.33, and introducing the Luttinger parameters, the field-free Luttinger-
Kohn [35] valence band Hamiltonian HV B:V B may also be returned using;
HV B:V B =
(
γ1 +
5γ2
2
)
k214×4 − 2γ2
(
k2xJ
2
x + k
2
yJ
2
y + k
2
zJ
2
z
)− . . .
. . .− 2γ3 (kykz {Jy, Jz}+ kzkx {Jz, Jx}+ kxky {Jx, Jy})
(4.34)
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The theory of invariants has also been formulated for 6- and 8-band models by Hensel2
& Suzuki [89, 90] and by Trebin et al [91]. The procedure uses the methodology set
out in this section for individual blocks and concatenating them in the same manner as
Equation 4.26.
In the next section, the irreducible perturbation components and generator matrices
are generalised in the event that the quantisation and crystallographic axes no longer
coincide. The original motivation was born out of a general alignment of magnetic
field H when interpreting cyclotron resonance data for warped constant energy surfaces,
however the motivation in this thesis is modelling heterostructures grown on a general
crystallographic face.
4.3.3 Coordinate Transformations
One rather large assumption has been made that has so far been overlooked. This is
that the quantisation axis (001) coincides with the crystallographic axis of the system.
Here, it is discussed how to transform between the device coordinate system (dcs) and
the crystal coordinate system (ccs). This is an obvious necessary transformation if say
the crystal is cut along a general surface with a heterostructure grown normal to this
face.
We define a dcs and ccs; related by a transformation, where {Jx, Jy, Jz} are the pre-
viously encountered angular momentum matrices, and z′ is normal to the growth plane
of the dcs. For quantum mechanical commutation relations or classical Poisson bracket
to be conserved, the transformation must be canonical ; such that the Hamiltonian is
invariant and energy conserved by the principle of least action;
Jx′Jy′
Jz′
 =
a1 a2 a3b1 b2 b3
c1 c2 c3

JxJy
Jz
 (4.35)
To conserve commutation relations, the determinant of the 3 × 3 matrix must be +1.
This is the original criteria of the norm-preserving SO(3) group. An appropriate matrix
is the directional cosines matrix (dcm); evaluated using the Euler-Rodrigues formula as
a matrix exponential. Given that rotation matrices do not commute [26], the order of
rotation is significant;
R(θ, φ, ω) = eXzθeXxφeXzω (4.36)
Such a transformation is termed Z-X-Z, yet it is also possible to perform Z-Y-Z through
the relevant Xx → Xy substitution.
2J. C. Hensel wrote the foreword to the English translated Pikus & Bir [3]
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Figure 4.8: Euler-Rodrigues Z-X-Z rotation figure through angles θ, φ and ω. z is
the quantisation axis of the ccs and z′ is normal to the growth plane of the dcs
Given that C2 and S4 symmetry operations are elements of cubic Td and Oh groups, the
phase of a Z-Y-Z doesn’t affect the energy eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian. Additionally;
since the physical object of interest in heterostructures is a plane, the final rotation
by ω is merely a phase factor. For these reasons; within the context of this thesis,
R(θ, φ) = R(θ, φ, 0) is quoted [92];
R(θ, φ) =
cos(θ) − sin(θ) cos(φ) sin(θ) sin(φ)sin(θ) cos(θ) cos(φ) − cos(θ) sin(φ)
0 sin(φ) cos(φ)
 xy
z
(4.37)
One may also note that R(θ, φ, ω)−1 = e−Xzωe−Xxφe−Xzθ, and both have determinant
+1. The choice to use Xi matrices returns R(θ, φ) expressed with respect to bases of
{x, y, z}, however since p̂, is cast into projections of rank-1 spherical tensor operators one
may substitute the angular momentum generators; Li instead. Both scenarios retain the
determinant and commutation relations so Xi and Li are interchangeable as and when
necessary.
To transform the coordinate system to the (011) quantisation axis, rotation angles θ =
0, φ = pi/4 are used. Under these angles, Jx = Jx′ , Jy =
1√
2
(
Jy′ − Jz′
)
and Jz =
1√
2
(
Jy′ + Jz′
)
[93]. Note that J2x + J
2
y + J
2
z = J
2
x′ + J
2
y′ + J
2
z′ since J
2 transforms like
a scalar. Similarly, transformations of the irreducible perturbation components yield;
kx = kx′ , ky =
1√
2
(
ky′ − kz′
)
and kz =
1√
2
(
ky′ + kz′
)
.
In an identical manner, to transform the coordinate system to the (111) quantisa-
tion axis, the rotation angles θ = pi/4, φ = arctan(
√
2) are used. Under these ro-
tation angles, Jx =
1√
6
(√
3Jx′ − Jy′ +
√
2Jz′
)
, Jy =
1√
6
(√
3Jx′ + Jy′ −
√
2Jz′
)
and
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Jz =
1√
3
(√
2Jy′ + Jz′
)
, and similarly the perturbation components kx, ky, and kz follow
the same pattern.
Such coordinate transformations may be visualised in Figure 4.9.
Figure 4.9: Coordinate transformation to the {011} growth plane (left) and {111}
growth plane (right). Red axes indicate ccs whereas black axes indicate dcs. The
z′-axis is normal to the plane
Substituting expressions for {Jx, Jy, Jz} and {kx, ky, kz} into the Luttinger-Kohn valence
band Hamiltonian and dropping the primes for brevity returns the coefficients;
P = γ1
(
k+k− + k2z
)
Q = γ2k
2
y − 12 (γ2 − 3γ3) k2x − 12 (γ2 + 3γ3) k2z
R = −√3 (γ2k2y − γk2x + 2iγ3kxky + µk2z)
S = −2√3 (γ2kx + iγ3ky) kz
 (011) (4.38)
where one may recall the warping term; µ = 12 (γ3 − γ2), γ = 12 (γ3 + γ2), and k± =
kx ± iky. The terms are in agreement with the work of Xia [87] and of Ikonic et al [88].
Clearly, the P term is unchanged, which is as expected since J2 transforms like a scalar
independent of frame of reference. since the R term now includes a k2z term, interpreting
effective masses is somewhat more difficult since bases no longer translate to pure heavy
and light hole states rather an admixture.
In addition, one may return the (111) quantised terms as entered into the Luttinger-
Kohn valence band Hamiltonian as;
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P = γ1
(
k+k− + k2z
)
Q = γ3
(
k+k− − 2k2z
)
R = 2√
3
((
1
2γ2 + γ3
)
k2− + 2
√
2iµk−kz
)
S = −2√
3
(
(2γ2 + γ3) k+kz −
√
2iµk2−
)
 (111) (4.39)
One may test that the dispersion along the [111] direction in reciprocal space for the
(001) quantisation in real space is equivalent to the dispersion along the [001] direction
for the (111) quantisation. In other words k′ · r′ = k · r is conserved, as they transform
contragrediently to one another, and the Hamiltonian becomes equivalent for the two
cases. This is a good check to show not only that expressions for P , Q, R and S are
correct, but also highlights the fact that the dispersion is independent of the choice of
quantisation direction in accordance with the canonical property of the transformation.
At this point, one may ask the question; what is the point of a coordinate transformation
since the Hamiltonian is shown to be invariant? Much of the original work on coordinate
transformations was to interpret cyclotron resonance data for a magnetic field oriented
along a general axis of the crystal. Within the context of this thesis however we desire
kz as normal to the growth plane of the dcs rather than along the quantisation axis of
the ccs. The motivation is two fold;
1. Under the loss of translational symmetry; kz → k̂z = −i ∂∂z becomes a differential
operator, such that the Hamiltonian is not diagonal at kx = ky = 0. Consequently
heavy and light holes interact, such that confinement energies become a function of
θ and φ. This also means that the optical polarisation properties may be tailored
through the choice of growth plane.
2. Under the piecewise construction of the Hamiltonian, material dependent param-
eters take the form of rectangular step functions across an interface. This leads to
the principle of operator ordering schemes in k̂z which impose boundary conditions
[45] and connection rules of envelope functions across an interface.
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Summary
In this chapter much progress has been made to implement the mathematical tools
of previous chapters to generate results which agree with experiment through the semi-
empirical k ·p̂i double group formulation. The linearly independent matrices AΓ
±
i :Γ
∓
j
k·p̂ and
A
Γ±i :Γ
∓
j
k·p̂i were generated using Wigner-Eckart theorem and symmetrised basis of Chapter
3. Such matrices are characteristic of the Td and Oh point groups and are of fundamental
importance in understanding the material properties.
A set of zone centre energy eigenvalues and scaling parameters were used to generate
full zone band diagrams for both Silicon and Germanium using a 30 Band k · p̂i double
group matrix Hamiltonian. From these diagrams the indirect band-gap nature was
identified with the transition from ∆ to L conduction band minimum valleys at SiGe alloy
composition x = 88% and related to experimental near band-gap photoluminescence and
bulk electron bulk mobilities.
Using degenerate perturbation theory to 2nd order, the dkk and Silicon 6-band effective
mass Hamiltonians were discussed in relation to the experimental validation of results
with cyclotron resonance experiments and zone centre effective masses; m∗hh and m
∗
lh.
However, the main stalwart of the k · p̂i method was the Germanium 8-band model, for
application to modelling devices designed for use in optical communications technology.
To conclude this chapter, the theory of invariants was discussed as a means of returning
effective mass Hamiltonians with less stringent assumptions on the self-consistent one
electron potential. It was shown how the dkk and Luttinger-Kohn valence band Hamil-
tonians may be returned by expressing the Hamiltonian as a polynomial with arguments
as linearly independent generator matrices and irreducible perturbation components. Fi-
nally, canonical transformations were implemented to return effective mass Hamiltonians
for when the quantisation and crystallographic axes no longer coincide.
Chapter 5
Extension to Strained Systems
The work in the preceding chapter concerned unstrained bulk Silicon and Germanium. In
this chapter, strain is discussed to account for systems where there is a lattice mismatch
between adjacent layers. Strain also presents significant experimental limitations in
constructing defect free heterostructures as it places an upper limit on layer thicknesses
if not strain balanced accordingly. Band offsets are discussed from the point of view
of conduction and valence band edge alignment in quantum well heterostructures and
strain is incorporated into the Hamiltonian through the treatment of Pikus & Bir [3].
In the Born-Oppenheimer approximation; nuclei were said to be motionless such that
electronic eigenstates are simultaneous eigenstates of the many body Hamiltonian. Con-
sequently electron-phonon interactions may be introduced as a perturbation, and for the
case of long wavelength phonons, this is done through static strain and deformation po-
tentials. The 4% lattice mismatch between Silicon and Germanium [4] calls for the
appropriate treatment of strain in heterostructures discussed in this chapter.
The overwhelming effect of strain is to shift valence and conduction band edges, such
that devices may be engineered to operate at chosen frequencies by controlling the direct
band-gap. One further advantage is the lifting of heavy and light hole degeneracies under
uniaxial and shear strain; allowing accurate determination of deformation potentials
under the cyclotron resonance experiment [42]. While strain does add further complexity,
much of the work of the preceding chapter may be recycled through properties concerning
the nature of spherical tensor operators.
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5.1 Stress & Strain
In this section, the principles of stress & strain are discussed and related via a form of
Hooke’s law involving the fourth rank stiffness tensor. It is shown how the conservation
of matter principle gives rise to the Poisson ratio, relating in- and out-of plane strain to
one another, and may be generalised for an arbitrary growth axis under the constraint
of biaxial stress.
The experimental implications of stress & strain are also discussed which imposes a crit-
ical layer thickness when growing pseudomorphic thin films without introducing misfit
dislocations into the device. Indeed the challenges of the SiGe heterostructure over-
whelmingly reside at the principles of growth [94] in sophisticated Molecular Beam
Epitaxy (mbe) and Chemical Vapour Deposition (cvd) techniques.
5.1.1 Principles of Strain
A body is in a state of stress when acted on by external forces. Where body forces (e.g.
gravity) are proportional in magnitude to volume, forces on the surface are proportional
to area. Force per unit area is termed stress, and σij is the i
th component of a force
vector per unit area acting on a plane whose outward normal is parallel to the positive
j direction. Components of stress σij form a second rank tensor composed of normal
(i = j) and shear (i 6= j) components; symmetric when considering moments, such that
contrary torques are equal, about the centre of the cube.
σ =
σxx σxy σzxσxy σyy σyz
σzx σyz σzz

Figure 5.1: Stress cube indicating normal; σxx, σyy and σzz and shear; σxy, σyz and
σzx components for respective faces
As shown in Figure 5.1, σxy is the force exerted in the y-direction on the face normal
to the x-axis. σxx, σyy and σzz are normal and σxy, σyz and σzx are shear components.
The trace is the scalar bulk modulus; ρ = −13Tr [σ] = −13 (σxx + σyy + σzz). There
are some important special cases of the stress tensor, corresponding to biaxial stress
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and hydrostatic pressure with the former the condition for thin films growth on a plane
normal the z-axis of the dcs.
σ =
 σ1 0 00 σ2 0
0 0 0
 , σ =
 −P 0 00 −P 0
0 0 −P
 (5.1)
The final special case is uniaxial stress, which may be decomposed into biaxial stress
and hydrostatic pressure, so is considered superfluous.
Stress and strain are linked by a very general form of Hooke’s law involving the fourth
rank cartesian stiffness, Cijkl and compliance, Sijkl tensors
1;
σij =
∑
kl
Cijklkl, ij =
∑
kl
Sijklσkl, (5.2)
where stiffness and compliance are each other’s inverse. Using principles of the theory
of invariants, the coincidence of identity representations in the decomposition of ten-
sor products indicates the number of independent variables. In cubic crystals, fourth
rank cartesian tensors such as stiffness have three independent variables [95, 96] since(
Γ−4 ⊗ Γ−4
)
sym
⊗ (Γ−4 ⊗ Γ−4 )sym = 3Γ+1 ⊕ . . ..
Representing stress and strain tensors in Voigt notation [16], the stiffness tensor reduces
to a 6× 6 matrix, symmetrised according to the cubic Td and Oh groups;

σxx
σyy
σzz
σyz
σxz
σxy

=

C11 C12 C12 0 0 0
C12 C11 C12 0 0 0
C12 C12 C11 0 0 0
0 0 0 C44 0 0
0 0 0 0 C44 0
0 0 0 0 0 C44


xx
yy
zz
2yz
2xz
2xy

(5.3)
Components of compliance may be related to those of stiffness through;
C11 − C12 = 1
S11 − S12 , C11 + 2C12 =
1
S11 + 2S12
, C44 =
1
S44
(5.4)
For Si1−xGex, experimental values following a Vegard’s law correlation, in units of ×1011
dyn/cm2 = 0.01GPa of the stiffness tensor are [97];
1why they are labelled this way I will never know
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C11 = 1.675− 0.360x
C12 = 0.650− 0.156x
C44 = 0.801− 0.117x
 (5.5)
Biaxial stress, applicable to thin film growth on the trivial {001} plane returns a diagonal
strain tensor, with in- (‖) and out of-plane (⊥) strains related through the dimensionless
Poisson ratio, D.
‖ =
a
a0
− 1, ⊥ = −D‖ (5.6)
where a0 and a are the characteristic lattice constants of the substrate and thin film
respectively and positive (negative) values for ‖ represent tensile (compressive) strain.
For SiGe there is a 4% lattice mismatch, where the lattice parameter follows a quadratic
relation [4] as a function of composition, x;
aSi1−xGex = 5.387 + 0.1428x+ 0.0532x
2 (5.7)
where aSi1−xGex is in Angstroms A˚. Growing a thin Si1−xGex layer on unstrained
Si1−yGey yields either a compressive (x > y) or tensile (x < y) strained layer, in
accordance with the conservation of matter, provided Poisson’s ratio is positive.
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Figure 2. A schematic diagram of the system-on-a-chip of the future illustrating some of the areas where Si/SiGe heterostructures may be
able to improve the number of functions available on one silicon chip.
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Figure 3. (a) A schematic diagram of the bulk lattice constant of a
thin Si1−xGex film to be grown on top of a thin bulk-silicon layer.
(b) A schematic diagram showing the tetragonal lattice distortion
when the two films from (a) are placed together with the top
Si1−xGex film being compressively strained. (c) A schematic
diagram of the bulk lattice constants of a bulk-Si film to be grown
on top of a bulk-Si1−yGey film. (d) A schematic diagram of the two
films in (c) placed together with the top film being tensile strained.
If the two layers are free and in equilibrium then
equation (5) implies that the average strain of the two layers
is zero. Therefore strain symmetrized superlattices may be
grown by the successive growth of compressive and tensile
strained layers. There is no limit to the thickness of these layers
provided the strain is balanced between the layers. In real
systems such thin layers cannot be grown without a substrate.
The strain symmetrized superlattice requires a substrate with
lattice constant, a‖ as given in equation (3).
Most silicon germanium heterostructures designed for
main stream electronics, reviewed later in this paper, have
only one or two strained layers grown on top of either a bulk-
silicon wafer or a relaxed-Si1−yGey virtual substrate which is
substantially thicker than the epitaxial layers. Provided the
misfit between an epilayer and the substrate is sufficiently
small, the first atomic layers grown on the substrate will be
strained and latticed matched to the substrate. A coherent
or pseudomorphic heterointerface will be formed where the
strained layer is forced to have the substrates in-plane lattice
constant and again the epilayer becomes tetragonally distorted.
As the thickness of the epitaxial layer is increased, there exists
a maximum thickness, called the critical thickness, hc, above
which it costs too much energy to elastically strain additional
heterolayers in coherence with the substrate. Defects appear,
in this case misfit dislocations, which act to relieve the strain
in the epitaxial film. The dislocations are a/2〈110〉 60◦ type
for the silicon germanium system. The epitaxial layer relaxes
and the defects interact with the electrical, optical and thermal
properties of the material, typically degrading the performance
of devices.
A number of models have been developed to predict
the critical thickness of the strained epitaxial layer. van der
Merwe [9] produced a thermodynamic equilibrium model by
minimizing the total energy of a system with the generation
of a periodic array of dislocations. This produced a critical
thickness defined as
hc & 1916pi2
(
1 + ν
1 − ν
)(
b
f
)
(6)
where b is the slip distance which for misfit dislocations is the
Burgers vector. For a bulk-silicon substrate b = 0.4 nm and
more generally aA/
√
2 where aA is the lattice constant of the
relaxed substrate.
Matthews and Blakeslee used an equivalent approach
of balancing the forces for a propagating and threading
dislocation [10]. By balancing the force of the threading
dislocation arm in an uncapped epilayer with the restoring
line tension force from the self-energy of the extra interfacial
dislocation created during relaxation and solving produces a
critical thickness of
hc & b2pif
(1 − ν cos2 θ)
(1 + ν) cos λ
[
ln
(
hc
b
)
+ 1
]
(7)
where θ is the angle between the dislocation line and its
Burgers vector and λ is the angle between Burgers vector
R77
Figure 5.2: (a) A thin SiGe film to be grown on a Si layer with (b) compressive stra .
(c) A thin Si film to be grown on an SiGe layer with (d) tensile strain [1]
While Poisson’s ratio is generally positive, auxetic materials exhibit a negative Poisson
ratio; to which a lot of research is devoted in the field of bl st protection.
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D{001} =
2C12
C11
,

xx = yy = ‖
zz = ⊥
xy = yz = xz = 0
(5.8)
5.1.2 Generalised Poisson Ratio
Equation 5.8 is the special case when the ccs and dcs coincide. However, we may
generate a general Poisson ratio D(θ, φ) and expressions for ij to ensure biaxial stress
normal to the growth plane of the dcs.
Transforming the components of strain in Equation 5.8, using  = R(θ, φ)R†(θ, φ),
components in the ccs become [92];

xx = −‖
(
(1 +D(θ, φ)) sin2(θ) sin2(φ)− 1)
yy = −‖
(
(1 +D(θ, φ)) cos2(θ) sin2(φ)− 1)
zz = −‖
(
D(θ, φ) cos2(φ)− sin2(φ))
yz = +‖ (1 +D(θ, φ)) cos(θ) cos(φ) sin(φ)
zx = −‖ (1 +D(θ, φ)) sin(θ) cos(φ) sin(φ)
xy = +‖ (1 +D(θ, φ)) cos(θ) sin(θ) sin2(φ)
(5.9)
Putting these into Equation 5.3 an expression for stress in the ccs is returned. Trans-
forming this back to the dcs coordinate system σ = R†(θ, φ)σR(θ, φ), and invoking the
requirement for biaxial stress; σzz = 0, a general Poisson ratio may be returned.
D(θ, φ) =
g(θ, φ) (C11 − 2C44) + 2C12
(
sin2(φ)
(
1− cos2(θ) sin2(θ) sin2(φ))+ cos4(φ))
g(θ, φ) (C12 + 2C44) + C11
(
sin4(φ)
(
cos4(θ) + sin4(θ)
)
+ cos4(φ)
)
(5.10)
where g(θ, φ) = 2 sin2(φ)
(
cos2(θ) sin2(θ) sin2(φ) + cos2(φ)
)
. Using trivial angles the
aforementioned case D{001} is returned. Furthermore, using angles θ = 0, φ = pi/4, and
θ = pi/4, φ = arctan(
√
2), some previously encountered cases are returned [98];
D{011} =
C11 + 3C12 − 2C44
C11 + C12 + 2C44
, D{111} =
2 (C11 + 2C12 − 2C44)
C11 + 2C12 + 4C44
(5.11)
A surface plot for the values of the dimensionless Poisson ratio D(θ, φ) using stiffness
tensor values for Silicon is shown in Figure 5.3. Clearly for Silicon; Poisson’s ratio is
positive for all angles; D(θ, φ) > 0 ∀ (θ, φ), as is also the case for Germanium.
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Figure 5.3: Surface plot for general dimensionless Poisson ratio D(θ, φ) in the domain;
0 < (θ, φ) < pi/2, using stiffness tensor values for Silicon
5.1.3 Experimental Implications
The lattice mismatch between Silicon & Germanium results in compressively (tensile)
strained layer formation when SiGe alloys are grown pseudomorphically onto a Silicon
(Germanium) substrate as depicted in Figure 5.2. Because Germanium rich quantum
well devices are the main motivation for this thesis, in an ideal world; one would use
Germanium substrates, however a more economical solution is to use a virtual substrate
out of strain balanced SiGe layers with a Germanium rich cap several micrometers thick
[99].
The basic principles for growth is that for a small enough lattice mismatch between
substrate and epilayer; the layer will adopt the lattice parameter of substrate and grow
pseudomorphically until the thickness exceeds some critical thickness. Should this thick-
ness be exceeded, it may become energetically favourable to overcome the kinetic barrier
and release some of the stored energy through the formation of a defect such as a misfit
dislocation2. The introduction of such defects renders any grown device defunct and
should be avoided at all costs.
Several models have been proposed to estimate such critical thicknesses in the literature,
from van der Merwe [100] and Matthews & Blakeslee [101] based on the principles of
energy minimisation and balancing of forces respectively. But while the subject of
growth is not an exact science, in general; the rule of thumb rule is that the device
is generally stable if |‖|L . 200% [102], where |‖| is the absolute in-plane strain and
2the analogy being stretching a rubber band so much that it snaps
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L is the layer thickness in Angstroms A˚. For example; consider a 12nm compressively
strained Germanium quantum well grown on a Si0.1Ge0.9-{001} virtual substrate, where
|‖|L ≈ 50%, which should remain stable.
Figure 5.4: Matthews & Blakeslee [101] critical thickness versus Germanium fraction
of Si1−xGex for pseudomorphic layer on bulk Si-{001}. The metastable transition is
for mbe growth at 550◦C. Taken from [1]
The devices proposed in this thesis are not expected to suffer from such defect forma-
tion, however it should be stressed that the greatest challenge experimentally is in the
Germanium rich virtual substrate grown on a Silicon wafer [103]; as many layers have
to be stacked with sequential stress balancing and composition overshoots. The gradual
increase in Germanium composition means that growth is protracted out over a longer
distance and there is wide scope for the introduction of defects. Advances in technology
such as low-energy plasma-enhanced cvd [49, 50] and gas source mbe [99] have allowed
for such high quality virtual substrates to be grown such that the devices modelled in
this thesis have a tangible experimental reference.
5.2 Band Edges in Heterostructures
In this section, the effect of strain is introduced into the Hamiltonian through the for-
mulation of Pikus & Bir [3]. Akin to the work in the previous chapter, the problem
may be tackled from both the perturbation theory and theory of invariants approaches
through the direct analogy of irreducible perturbation components of the Bloch vector
kikj with strain components ij . Although theory of invariants approach is discussed
here only since the subject of canonical coordinate transformations was considered in
the previous chapter.
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The impact of strain on the Hamiltonian is discussed in terms of lifting heavy and light
hole degeneracies in terms of the band edge. Additionally, band offsets are discussed in
relation to the fabrication of devices. To conclude this section, the band edge diagram
typical to strained quantum well heterostructures is discussed.
5.2.1 Pikus-Bir Hamiltonian
The Pikus-Bir Hamiltonian [3] was introduced in Section 1.3.1. Using the methods of
the previous chapter one may use Wigner-Eckart theorem or the theory of invariants
by substituting ij in place of kikj as irreducible perturbation components. Direct
substitution with the associated invariants gives rise to [2, 75];
HDKK =
lxx +m (yy + zz) nxy nzxnxy lyy +m (zz + xx) nyz
nzx nyz lzz +m (xx + yy)
 (5.12)
It is often customary to use hydrostatic-, uniaxial- and shear-strain deformation po-
tentials av, b, and d analogous to the Luttinger parameters instead of the l, m and n
here. Without wanting to repeat the process in too much detail of Luttinger’s valence
band Hamiltonian in Section 4.3.2, for brevity we simply substitute in the deformation
potentials in place of the Luttinger parameters and strain components ij in place of
Bloch vectors kikj . Terms in the Pikus-Bir Hamiltonian for the valence band HV B:V B
become [104];
P = av (xx + yy + zz)
Q = b (xx + yy − 2zz)
R =
√
3 (b (yy − xx)− 2idxy)
S = −2
√
3d (zx + iyz)
 (001) (5.13)
av is the valence band hydrostatic deformation potential and Tr [] = (xx + yy + zz)
the dilation or fractional volume change; ∆Ω/Ω, such that under hydrostatic pressure,
the valence band edges shift with no lifting of degeneracy. Experimentally what is
frequently measured is the rate of change in band gap with respect to pressure; and
from this it is possible to extract a deformation potential for the energy gap. In terms
of individual bands this is expressed as ac − av, and often resolving the two is not easy.
Application of biaxial stress lifts the heavy and light hole degeneracy allowing for a
more accurate determination of deformation potentials under the cyclotron resonance
experiment [42]. Deformation potentials for Si1−xGex are given below in units of eV
[47].
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ac − av = 12.19 + 0.58x
b = 2.10 + 0.76x
d = 4.85 + 0.43x
 (5.14)
For application to coordinate transformations one may then use canonical transforma-
tions in the theory of invariants and enter these terms into the Hamiltonian as P, Q, R
and S in an identical manner as before. General expressions for ij with the constraint
for growth as biaxial stress in the dcs returning the generalised Poisson ratio were also
given in Section 5.1.2, so consequently the strain Hamiltonian for any growth plane may
be obtained as a function of θ and φ rotation angles.
The band-gap is also affected by temperature, a scalar quantity, inducing a dilation
through thermal expansion. Scaling is through the Varshni [105] parameters α and β
for Si1−xGex, such that the direct gap is scaled by temperature through;
Eg(T ) = Eg(T = 0K)− αT
2
T + β
;
{
α = 0.5367 + 0.1475x meV/K
β = 745.8− 347.8x K (5.15)
It is important to note that as temperature rises, the band gap decreases, so measure-
ments at say room temperature will in general be in the longer wavelength range than
when the sample is cooled.
Extension into strained systems lifts the degeneracy of heavy and light holes through
uniaxial strain, such that compressive (tensile) strain shifts the heavy hole band edge
above (below) the light hole band edge [1, 81] as depicted below;
Figure 5.5: Effect of hydrostatic and uniaxial strain on degenerate valence band edge.
Compressive (tensile) strain moves heavy holes above (below) light holes as depicted.
The degree of splitting between heavy and light holes for the case of biaxial strain grown
on the {001} plane of a substrate comes from the Q term [106], and any shear terms
grown on an arbitrary plane from the R and S terms where xy, yz, and zx are non
zero. Unfortunately, in the latter instance, the strain Hamiltonian is no longer diagonal
and where the band edge actually lies becomes mixed along with heavy and light hole
eigenvectors.
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Band edge diagrams may be drawn for devices grown on the {001} plane when consid-
ering diagonal terms alone, although one should bear in mind that the Q term couples
light holes with the spin-orbit band in HV B:SO. Alternatively eigenvalues of the strain
Hamiltonian may be found as quasi-band edges in model solid theory [48], but eigenvec-
tors are no longer compatible with those of the effective mass Hamiltonian.
In the next section, band edge diagrams are discussed from the point of view of depicting
the strained quantum well heterostructure; similar to the set up in the Germanium rich
device in Figure 1.5.
5.2.2 Band Edge Diagrams
Compositionally varying heterostructures may be grown to confine electrons and holes
in potential wells from which much device physics is derived. At an abrupt interface,
the most notable material dependent parameter; the band gap is discontinuous, and this
discontinuity is scaled by the band offsets ∆Ec and ∆Ev. In Germanium rich SiGe the
direct band gap is a minima and favours the straddling (type-I) band edge alignment
scheme with a band offset ratio of (Ec)68:32(Ev) as given by Yaguchi et al [107].
Consider the interface between Si0.15Ge0.85 and Germanium as depicted in Figure 5.6
for the unstrained case. Here the band offsets are ∆Ec = 303meV and ∆Ev = 186meV
in accordance with values for Ec − Ev given in Table 4.2. The spin orbit band follows
the valence band offsets, however in Germanium the spin orbit interaction is 296meV
so is large enough to be omitted for illustration purposes; it actually forms a staggered
(type-II) and broken (type-III) band edge alignment with Ev in Germanium and Silicon
rich devices respectively.
Figure 5.6: Band discontinuities and alignments of conduction and valence bands
of an unstrained interface between Si0.15Ge0.85 and Germanium using band offsets of
(∆Ec)68:32(∆Ev) as given by Yaguchi et al [107]
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It was previously stated in the introductory chapter that Silicon rich systems are type-II
yet the band offsets quoted here do not take this into account. The reasons for this may
be due to the fact that at the direct conduction band minima changes character abruptly
from s-antibonding (Γ−2 ⊗Γ+6 = Γ−7 ) at x = 29% to p-antibonding (Γ−4 ⊗Γ+6 = Γ−6 ⊕Γ−8 ).
Since the compositions quoted in this thesis are for Germanium rich devices this issue
never arises but should be considered as a potential problem nevertheless.
Clearly, by sandwiching Germanium either side of Si0.15Ge0.85 barriers generates the
familiar band edge alignment of typical quantum well devices such as laser diodes, pho-
todetectors and optical modulators. When grown on a Si0.1Ge0.9 virtual substrate,
such a device may become strain balanced; in that the compressive strain in the well
balances tensile strain in the barriers such that multiple quantum well stacks may be
grown. Confinement energies, and therefore inter-band transition energies, may be tai-
lored by choice of well thickness and well/barrier composition for the device to operate
at chosen wavelengths such as those around 1.5µm for use in 3rd generation fibre optic
communication channels [41].
All the tools are now at our disposal to investigate such heterostructures in the next
chapter and it is shown how to model sub-band dispersion, joint density of states and
absorption coefficient and their effect under the application of an externally applied
electric field through the quantum confined Stark effect [51].
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Summary
Some of the original work on heterostructures was on lattice matched AlGaAs/GaAs
systems and strain was not considered. As work progressed into InGaAs/GaAs devices
many studies on strain were performed; and within the context of this thesis many of
this work may be recycled into SiGe heterostructures. In this chapter some of the more
basic principles of strain were introduced and it was shown how biaxial stress is the
constraint for 2-dimensional structures. The Poisson ratio, which relates in- (‖) and
out of-plane (⊥) strains was generalised for an arbitrary growth plane and expressions
for the {011} and {111} plane were obtained in accordance with those in the literature.
While strain may be treated from a theoretical perspective, it has far reaching conse-
quences in the growth and fabrication of devices. A critical thickness, or upper limit
was placed on device dimension, |‖|L . 200%, which should not be exceeded for the
device to remain dislocation free. Indeed the greatest challenge in the SiGe system is in
growing a defect free Germanium rich virtual substrate on a Silicon wafer for economic
reasons.
To conclude the chapter, strain was discussed in terms of where it enters the Hamiltonian
through the work of Pikus & Bir. It was shown how hydrostatic, biaxial and shear strain
terms may be accounted for through their respective deformation potentials, and how
heavy & light hole degeneracy may be lifted through biaxial strain. Band offsets across
an interface were discussed, and it was shown how for compressive strain the heavy hole
band moves above the light hole band and vice versa for tensile strain.
Indeed the compressively strained 12nm Germanium well sandwiched between tensile
strained Si0.15Ge0.85 barriers on a Si0.1Ge0.9-{001} virtual substrate discussed in the
introductory chapter underpins the arguments presented this chapter.
Chapter 6
Application to Heterostructures
Heterostructure devices enter modern life in so many ways; as as envisaged by Moore
[108] and L. Esaki & R. Tsu [39]. In this chapter, the effective mass and strain Hamil-
tonians discussed previously are applied within numerical schemes to model sub-band
dispersion, joint density of states and the absorption coefficient for quantum well de-
vices. Using the relevant input parameters the compressively strained Germanium well
sandwiched between tensile strained Si0.15Ge0.85 barriers on a Si0.1Ge0.9-{001} virtual
substrate is modelled for the widespread application as a practical device.
Indeed, a Silicon-Germanium (SiGe) based optical modulator working under the quan-
tum confined Stark effect (qcse) [51] around 1.5µm at room temperature for use in 3rd
generation fibre optic communication channels is one of the main motivations for the
work presented in this thesis. By using such a low-power device that may be grown di-
rectly onto Silicon, the functionality of the all integrated system on a chip [1] employing
SiGe alloy properties may be enhanced to the realm of optoelectronics with widespread
application.
Using effective mass Hamiltonians a piecewise construction into a finite element mesh
with compositionally varying input parameters and boundary conditions may be em-
ployed to model the quantum well heterostructure. Sub-band dispersion and joint den-
sity of states may reveal information about such a device’s behaviour and by incorpo-
rating transition probabilities the absorption spectra may be modelled and compared
with experimental photoluminescence spectra [49, 50]. To conclude this chapter the
modelling of novel devices on arbitrary growth planes is performed with the specific ex-
amples of the {011} and {111} growth plane investigating both polarisation spectroscopy
and transition energies.
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6.1 Operator Ordered Hamiltonians
The effective mass Hamiltonians in Chapter 4 were derived for infinite bulk like crystals.
Translational symmetry in three dimensions gives rise to the good quantum numbers kx,
ky, and kz born out of the Floquet-Bloch principle. In a quantum well heterostructure;
layer by layer compositional variation breaks translational symmetry along the device
coordinate system (dcs) growth axis.
In this section operator ordered effective mass Hamiltonians used to model heterostruc-
tures are generated in accordance with the envelope function approximation (efa) [10–
13]. The single group and adapted double group formulations return boundary condi-
tions across an abrupt interface for degenerate valence bands. Using the double group
formulation operator ordered Hamiltonians may be returned with consummate ease.
6.1.1 Single Group Formulation
In the derivation of the k·p̂ perturbation; the one electron wave function was decomposed
into a rapidly varying cell periodic term, unk(r) modulated by a slowly varying Bloch
function; eik·r. Consequently the wave function in an infinite crystal has the symmetry
properties of the entire space group as the product of the point and translational sub-
groups. Under the efa, the Bloch function is a special case of a more general function
F (r). Making the substitution eik·r → F (r), one may retain the differential form of the
operators; for example, kz → k̂z = −i ∂∂z as discussed in Section 1.3.2.
An operator ordered form of the dkk Hamiltonian in Equation 4.15 is given by Stavrinou
& van-Dalen [109, 110];
k̂xLk̂x + k̂yMk̂y + k̂zMk̂z k̂xN1k̂y + k̂yN2k̂x k̂xN1k̂z + k̂zN2k̂xk̂yN1k̂x + k̂xN2k̂y k̂yLk̂y + k̂zMk̂z + k̂xMk̂x k̂yN1k̂z + k̂zN2k̂y
k̂zN1k̂x + k̂xN2k̂z k̂zN1k̂y + k̂yN2k̂z k̂zLk̂z + k̂xMk̂x + k̂yMk̂y

(6.1)
Where L and M have their usual meanings, and N1 + N2 = N . The advantage of
the Foreman parameters [46] is that they lend themselves to operator ordering schemes
favourably, as N1 = −6σ + 6δ and N2 = −6pi.
The general slowly varying envelope function is retained for quantum dots [111], however
for quantum wires one axis of translational symmetry is restored. In this scheme the
good quantum number kz emerges and F (r) = F (x, y)e
ikzz [112]. The complexity of
the problem remains large, however transformation into cylindrical polar coordinates
may lead to some simplification in for example carbon nano-tubes. Within the context
of this thesis, quantum wells restore the good in-plane quantum numbers such that
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F (r) = ei(kxx+kyy)F (z) where the z-axis is chosen as the conventional growth axis normal
to the plane of the well in the dcs.
Casting the dkk Hamiltonian onto the adapted double group for a quantum well returns
an ordered form of the 4-band Luttinger-Kohn [35] effective mass Hamiltonian;
HV B:V B =

P +Q S R 0
S† P −Q C R
R† C† P −Q −(S∗)†
0 R† −S∗ P +Q

hh
lh
lh
hh
(6.2)
Operator ordering gives rise to an interfacial C term which vanishes in the bulk. Re-
taining ordering on the S term for the trivial (001) quantisation axis gives [46];
C = 2k+
(
k̂z(σ − pi − δ)− (σ − pi − δ)k̂z
)
(6.3)
S = −2
√
3k+
(
(σ − δ)k̂z + k̂zpi
)
(6.4)
As the P and Q terms for the (001) case involve only k±k∓ and k̂2z , ordering is redundant
and symmetric in accordance with Bastard [45] respectively. Furthermore as the R
term has only k±k± terms ordering is also redundant. However for arbitrary growth
directions this is no longer the case. A set of general rules for constructing the correct
operator ordered Hamiltonian for quantum well heterostructures grown on arbitrary
growth directions may be returned by transforming the ordered dkk Hamiltonian as set
out in [110].
Using this approach the transformation properties of spin {↑, ↓} are not fully accounted
for when cast onto the adapted double group. The double group formulation on the other
hand takes into account the transformation properties of half integer eigenstates |J,mJ〉
through the full J = 1/2 and J = 3/2 rotation matrices. Yet since spin is an internal
symmetry, the physics of both formulations should be identical to within a phase factor
on the |J,mJ〉 basis, also discussed in [110].
6.1.2 Double Group Formulation
To obtain the operator ordering schemes under the double group formulation, one uses
the linearly independent matrices given in the previous chapter. By imposing the prop-
erty that the differential operator does not commute with material dependent parameters
across an interface
[
ζjα:β(z), k̂z
]
6= 0, one may generate the ordered Lo¨wdin term out of
A
Γα:Γj
k·p̂i ×
(
A
Γβ :Γj
k·p̂i
)†
. An example of this is given in the Appendix B.3.
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HV B:V B =

P +Q S R Z
S† P −Q C R
R† C† P −Q −(S∗)†
Z† R† −S∗ P +Q

hh
lh
lh
hh
(6.5)
Where this time operator ordering gives rise to the previously omitted interfacial Z
term presented in a paper by the author [72]. Ordering on the S term for the (001)
quantisation axis for the double group, in terms of the ζjα:β parameters returns;
C = 2k+
(
k̂z
(
ζ
Γ−7
Γ+8 :Γ
+
8
− ζΓ
−
8
Γ+8 :Γ
+
8 ,1
− ζΓ
−
8
Γ+8 :Γ
+
8 ,2
)
(6.6)
−
(
ζ
Γ−7
Γ+8 :Γ
+
8
− ζΓ
−
8
Γ+8 :Γ
+
8 ,1
− ζΓ
−
8
Γ+8 :Γ
+
8 ,2
)
k̂z
)
Z = 2k−
((
ζ
Γ−6
Γ+8 :Γ
+
8
− ζΓ
−
8
Γ+8 :Γ
+
8 ,1
)
k̂z − k̂z
(
ζ
Γ−6
Γ+8 :Γ
+
8
− ζΓ
−
8
Γ+8 :Γ
+
8 ,1
))
(6.7)
S = −2
√
3k+
((
ζ
Γ−7
Γ+8 :Γ
+
8
− ζΓ
−
8
Γ+8 :Γ
+
8 ,2
)
k̂z + k̂zζ
Γ−6
Γ+8 :Γ
+
8
)
(6.8)
The new Z term is missed through the single group formulation because of the treatment
of the spin-orbit interaction as a perturbation rather than included into the unperturbed
Hamiltonian. Under the absence of the spin-orbit interaction in the unperturbed Hamil-
tonian, the single group formalism is recovered with identical operator ordering on the S
and C terms as required. Using values for Germanium, this interfacial coupling through
Z may be calculated as; ζ
Γ−6
Γ+8 :Γ
+
8
− ζΓ
−
8
Γ+8 :Γ
+
8 ,1
= 0.055 in dimensionless units.
This may be compared with values for the C term; ζ
Γ−7
Γ+8 :Γ
+
8
− ζΓ
−
8
Γ+8 :Γ
+
8 ,1
− ζΓ
−
8
Γ+8 :Γ
+
8 ,2
= 1.151
and with those of the Luttinger parameters in Table 4.3. It was expected for the Z term
to be small [46] since pi = ζ
Γ−6
Γ+8 :Γ
+
8
= ζ
Γ−8
Γ+8 :Γ
+
8 ,1
in the single group formulation but not
necessarily zero as shown here.
The methodology for obtaining an operator ordered form of the Luttinger-Kohn [35]
valence band Hamiltonian, HV B:V B may also be applied to HV B:SO and HSO:SO. Re-
taining the non-commutative form of k̂z and using the appropriate matrix multiplication
returns the Lo¨wdin terms;
HV B:SO =
√
2

1
2S
′ R′
−Q′ −
√
3
2 Σ
′
−
√
3
2 (Σ
′)∗ Q′
−(R′)∗ 12(S′)∗
 , HSO:SO =
(
P ′ C ′
(C ′)† P ′
)
(6.9)
where the ordered terms are;
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C ′ = 2k+
(
k̂z
(
ζ
Γ−7
Γ+7 :Γ
+
7
− ζΓ
−
8
Γ+7 :Γ
+
7 ,1
− ζΓ
−
8
Γ+7 :Γ
+
7 ,2
)
(6.10)
−
(
ζ
Γ−7
Γ+7 :Γ
+
7
− ζΓ
−
8
Γ+7 :Γ
+
7 ,1
− ζΓ
−
8
Γ+7 :Γ
+
7 ,2
)
k̂z
)
S′ = −2
√
3k+
((
ζ
Γ−7
Γ+7 :Γ
+
8
− ζΓ
−
8
Γ+7 :Γ
+
8 ,2
)
k̂z + k̂zζ
Γ−8
Γ+7 :Γ
+
8 ,1
)
(6.11)
Σ′ = −2
√
3k+
((
2
3
(
ζ
Γ−7
Γ+7 :Γ
+
8
− ζΓ
−
8
Γ+7 :Γ
+
8 ,2
)
+
1
3
ζ
Γ−8
Γ+7 :Γ
+
8 ,1
)
k̂z (6.12)
+ k̂z
(
1
3
(
ζ
Γ−7
Γ+7 :Γ
+
8
− ζΓ
−
8
Γ+7 :Γ
+
8 ,2
)
+
2
3
ζ
Γ−8
Γ+7 :Γ
+
8 ,1
))
Clearly the ordering on S′ and Σ′ differ, which implies that the operator ordering schemes
across an abrupt interface are not trivial to say the least.
The process of obtaining the correct operator ordering is cumbersome and error prone
only to be exacerbated when considering arbitrary growth planes. Later on this chapter
a general method is prescribed to return operator ordered Hamiltonians using a pro-
cess of rather simple matrix multiplications involving the rotation matrix. Next the
numerical implementation of ordered Hamiltonians applied to the SiGe quantum well
heterostructure is discussed in order to model sub-band dispersion, joint density of states
and absorption coefficient.
6.2 Numerical Implementation
By discretising a region of interest into a finite element mesh, adjacent elements become
coupled through differential operators and matching conditions. The construction of
a block tridiagonal matrix allows for numerical evaluation of eigenvalues (energy lev-
els) and eigenvectors (envelope functions) for confined states in a potential well using
numerical schemes presented here.
Iteration over the in-plane quantum numbers kx and ky returns the dispersion and
may reveal information about joint density of states by taking a histogram of E(k).
The absorption coefficient may be subsequently evaluated by incorporating the spatial
overlap integrals of envelope functions and investigated under the action of the qcse for
an externally applied electric field.
6.2.1 Finite Differencing Scheme
The first derivative in a finite element mesh may be constructed using forwards, centred
or backwards differencing schemes via;
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∂F (z)
∂z
∣∣∣∣
i
=

1
h (Fi+1(z)− Fi(z)) Forward
1
2h (Fi+1(z)− Fi−1(z)) Centred
1
h (Fi(z)− Fi−1(z)) Backward
(6.13)
where h is the distance between adjacent mesh-points. The second derivative at the
ith mesh-point is twice this using both backward and forward differencing methods in a
centred differencing scheme;
∂2F (z)
∂z2
∣∣∣∣
i
=
1
2h
(
∂F (z)
∂z
∣∣∣∣
i+1
− ∂F (z)
∂z
∣∣∣∣
i−1
)
=
1
2h2
(Fi+1(z)− 2Fi(z) + Fi−1(z))
(6.14)
The Jacobi-Davidson procedure [113] provides by far the most appropriate method for
the task in hand as the tridiagonal matrices concerned in this context are sparse. For-
tunately there are open source nag routines and libraries available such that a simple
‘eigs’ command in Matlab has been pre-programmed already for convenience.
For material dependent effective masses; operator ordering for second derivatives are
symmetric under the Bastard [45] boundary condition;
∂
∂z
1
m∗(z)
∂F (z)
∂z
∣∣∣∣
i
=
1
2h2
(
Fi+1(z)− Fi(z)
m∗i−1(z)
− Fi(z)− Fi−1(z)
m∗i+1(z)
)
(6.15)
For degenerate effective mass Hamiltonians one calls for block tridiagonal matrices such
that m∗ takes on the form of 4 × 4, 6 × 6, and 8 × 8 matrices. However, this does not
come without significantly draining computing resources; for example a 500 point mesh
may become up to a 4000× 4000 block tridiagonal matrix requiring 128Mb of ram!
In the expansion states method [114], envelope functions are found at the zone centre
using the diagonal approximation. Overlap integrals of P , Q, R, and S are evaluated,
and a block matrix Hamiltonian is constructed and iterated over kx and ky to return the
dispersion. This method was developed primarily due to limited computing resources but
also for application to Schro¨dinger-Poisson solvers for incorporating charge and doping
profiles [115] such as in modelling high electron mobility transistors. It is chosen not
to use the expansion states method; mainly because of the advancement in computing
power, but also because we are interested in intrinsic, undoped, profiles so there is no
significant advantage to employing a Schro¨dinger-Poisson solver.
For these reasons, we shall attempt to use the somewhat colloquially named brute force
technique which, as the name implies, uses block tridiagonal matrices in their raw form
with very little in the way of a simplification procedure. This does mean that the first
derivatives must be incorporated with the correct boundary conditions as stipulated in
the efa [10–13];
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1
m∗(z)
∂F (z)
∂z
∣∣∣∣
i
=
1
2h
(
Fi+1(z)
m∗i−1(z)
− Fi−1(z)
m∗i+1(z)
)
(6.16)
∂F (z)
∂z
∣∣∣∣
i
1
m∗(z)
=
1
2h
(
Fi+1(z)− Fi−1(z)
m∗i (z)
)
(6.17)
So for example, ordered terms on S may be entered into the block tridiagonal matrix,
as can the interfacial C and Z terms in the correct manner. In fact this technique
affords greater flexibility since the effective mass Hamiltonian may be entered as terms
independent of-, terms linear in- and terms quadratic in- k̂z with correct boundary
conditions as a function of growth plane directly.
6.2.2 SiGe Heterostructures
In Section 1.3.3, the specific example of the compressively strained 12nm Germanium
well sandwiched between tensile strained Si0.15Ge0.85 barriers on a Si0.1Ge0.9-{001}
virtual substrate was introduced for the widespread application as a practical device.
Band edges and envelope functions of lowest energy sub-band states were shown in Figure
1.5 for zone centre eigenstates and the first strong transition hh1-e1 occurs at an energy
of 978meV. Using numerical schemes just discussed we may employ the double group
operator ordered 8-band effective mass Hamiltonians to return the in-plane sub-band
dispersion, shown below.
Figure 6.1: Valence
and conduction sub-
band dispersion along
high symmetry axes
for confined states in a
compressively strained
12nm Germanium
well sandwiched be-
tween tensile strained
Si0.15Ge0.85 barriers
on a Si0.1Ge0.9-{001}
virtual substrate at 0K.
This took less than one
minute in Matlab using
an 8-band model
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Figure 6.1 is in good agreement with Figure 2 of D. J. Paul [47] who used the single
group formulation in commercially available nextnano1 software. Clearly from the
in-plane dispersion heavy and light hole confined states interact away from the zone
centre through off diagonal S and R terms of the effective mass Hamiltonian. Indeed
lh1 and hh3 exhibit level anti-crossing characteristic of fermions 2% from the zone centre.
The extent of mixing between heavy and light holes away from the zone centre may be
observed in the polarisation spectra of the absorption coefficient.
While the sub-band dispersion relation is very useful, one seeks data which may be
directly compared with experimental photoluminescence spectra of real devices. This
requires a far greater section of reciprocal space to determine the density of states by
computing a histogram of Ec(k) and Ev(k) or the joint density of states using Ec(k)−
Ev(k). Since the in-plane translational subgroup incorporates symmetry operations
within the reciprocal lattice and the Hamiltonian is hermitian, only half a quadrant
0 ≤ kx ≤ ky is required, as depicted below, thus reducing the overall compute time by
a factor of 8.
Figure 6.2: Joint
density of states for a
compressively strained
12nm Germanium
well sandwiched be-
tween tensile strained
Si0.15Ge0.85 barriers
on a Si0.1Ge0.9-{001}
virtual substrate at 0K.
This took 33 hours in
Matlab
Figure 6.2 is characteristic of a quantum well heterostructure such that the density of
states forms a series of unit step functions; a so called ‘staricase’, prior to the onset
of the continuum. To obtain the absorption coefficient one must subsequently include
transition probabilities through Fermi’s Golden rule using the spatial overlap between
envelope functions. For example; the onset of absorption occurs with the strong transi-
tion hh1-e1, at an energy of 978meV however due to parity selection rules overlap hh2-e1
is weak (greyed out in Table 6.1) and the second observed strong transition is lh1-e1 at
an energy 1091meV.
1http://www.nextnano.de
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e1 e2 e3
hh1 978meV 1104meV 1141meV
hh2 1037meV 1164meV 1200meV
hh3 1131meV 1258meV -
lh1 1091meV 1217meV 1254meV
lh2 1225meV - -
Table 6.1: Transition energies between confined heavy and light holes in the valence
band with electron in the conduction band. Greyed out energies denote weak optical
transitions due to parity selection rules
Furthermore, the point group symmetry leads to a polarisation dependence named trans-
verse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) through the introduction of A · p̂i
into the Hamiltonian2, where A is the coulomb gauge vector potential [116]. One may
recognise this as analogous to the k · p̂i perturbation, and may be treated in an iden-
tical manner. The inter-band matrix may again be evaluated through Clebsch-Gordan
coefficients and takes the form;
A
Γ±8 :Γ
∓
6
A·p̂i =⇒

−√3A+ 0
2Az −A+
A− 2Az
0
√
3A−

hh
lh
lh
hh
(6.18)
Where oscillator strengths are scaled by the Kane parameter P1 [33] in the well region
giving transition rates. So for incident light with electric field vector perpendicular
(parallel) to the confinement axis, we find TE → 1 (TM → 0) for hh-e transitions, and
TE → 1⁄3 (TM → 4⁄3) for lh-e transitions [102, 117].
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Figure 6.3: Absorp-
tion coefficient for a
compressively strained
12nm Germanium
well sandwiched be-
tween tensile strained
Si0.15Ge0.85 barriers
on a Si0.1Ge0.9-{001}
virtual substrate at 0K.
This took 34 hours in
Matlab
2there also exists an A2 term responsible for two photon processes
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The unfortunate noisy features in Figure 6.3 is due to numerical fluctuations in com-
puting degenerate eigenvectors as orthonormal entities. While a smoothing procedure
would improve aesthetics it was chosen not to perform this to highlight this problem
associated with the numerical schemes employed. The gradual onset of absorption for
the TM-polarisation prior to 1091meV is due to the fact that away from the zone centre
light hole character is introduced into the eigenvectors by off diagonal R and S terms in
the effective mass Hamiltonian.
6.2.3 QCSE Device Operation
Bonfanti et al [49, 50] have shown experimentally that by using a well region 15nm thick
the onset of absorption at room temperature, 300K occurs at 870meV. As discussed the
main motivation in this thesis is to have an optical modulator under the action of the
qcse [51] around to 1.5µm at room temperature for use in 3rd generation fibre optic
communication channels. Generally, the electric field is applied in the same direction
as the growth axis (ĤStark = eE · r = eEz) as this is where electrical contacts are
made; consequently the TE mode is more prevalent in the use of switching devices
where optical confinement is also a concern. This provides further justification for using
a compressively strained well region as hh1-e1 is the first observed transition.
Using a well width of 15nm with the same aforementioned profile otherwise, optical mod-
ulation effects for wavelengths (1.42-1.44)µm for an applied electric field of (0-50)kV/cm
is shown below;
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Figure 6.4: hh1-e1 transition absorption coefficient for a compressively strained
15nm Germanium well sandwiched between tensile strained Si0.15Ge0.85 barriers on a
Si0.1Ge0.9-{001} virtual substrate at 300K under applied electric fields of (0-50)kV/cm
exhibiting the qcse for a wavelength range (1.42-1.44)µm
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Clearly the results indicate a red shift in the absorption spectra for wavelength bands
used in modern fibre optic communication channels at room temperature. One should
also note that under the qcse, the skew in envelope functions for electrons and holes
is towards opposite sides of the well, decreasing the overlap integral; as indicated by
the direction of the arrow in Figure 6.4. The skew also renders transitions otherwise
forbidden by parity to be allowed, such as hh2-e1, for which the onset of absorption
occurs at 1.36µm.
One problem with the modelling technique presented here is that excitonic effects have
not been included. Electron-hole exciton binding energies may further reduce the tran-
sition energy in accordance with the Elliott formula [118] to bring the aforementioned
device in alignment with optical modulation at 1.55µm as shown recently by Lever et
al [53]. However, due to the indirect gap in Silicon and Germanium carriers are rapidly
scattered away from the zone centre and exciton lifetimes are exceptionally short.
Useful investigations into structures leads to the question of how the absorption wave-
length is affected by the width of the well, as shown in Figure 6.5. Here the Germanium
well width is varied with all other things being equal and the example above is indicated
for a well width of 15nm. The change of lh1-e1 with hh2-e2 as the second observed
transition indicates how the hole confinement energy scales with effective mass, such
that heavy holes are more sensitive to changes in well width. Also, as the well width
increases the transition energies converge asymptotically to bulk strained Germanium
values as expected and required.
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Figure 6.5: Onset of band
edge absorption excluding ex-
citonic effects for first con-
fined states in a Germanium
well sandwiched between ten-
sile strained Si0.15Ge0.85 bar-
riers on a Si0.1Ge0.9-{001}
virtual substrate at 300K of
variable well width. The
15nm line has been drawn for
cross reference purposes with
Figure 6.4
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Additionally; widening the well width strengthens the qcse. The two well widths used
as examples in this chapter; 12nm and 15nm are again used in Figure 6.6 to convey
how the onset of band edge absorption of the hh1-e1 transition is affected by an applied
electric field.
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Figure 6.6: Onset of band
edge absorption excluding
excitonic effects for hh1-e1
transition under the influ-
ence of an externally ap-
plied electric field for 12nm
and 15nm Germanium wells
sandwiched between tensile
strained Si0.15Ge0.85 barriers
on a Si0.1Ge0.9-{001} virtual
substrate at 300K.
What Figures 6.5 and 6.6 provide is a framework to go into the lab and grow and charac-
terise devices such that the samples may be tailored to operate at given wavelengths. So
for example, if someone wants a device working, at for example 1.41µm, one can advise
a well width of 14nm. Similarly, if one wants a device with a stronger qcse, one can
advise a wider well and adjust the barrier or substrate composition to bring the device
into operation at 1.41µm.
Overall, SiGe devices offer the most viable opportunity to integrate optoelectronic de-
vices with electronics for widespread commercial application. Germanium rich devices
exhibiting the qcse may be exploited as optical modulators in low power fast bit rate
data transmission systems [41] at wavelength bands currently used in optical communi-
cation channels. Indeed the SiGe system on a chip [1] proposes the use of such optical
modulators as demonstrated in this chapter to improve the functionality of the classic
Silicon chip.
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6.3 Coordinate Transformations
In this final section of the thesis, the topic of coordinate transformations is returned
from the point of view of the double group formulation of k · p̂ theory. It was discussed
how to transform the Luttinger-Kohn [35] valence band effective mass Hamiltonian for
the situation when the dcs and ccs do not coincide within the theory of invariants
framework. It was also shown how to return strain components within the constraint of
biaxial stress applied to the Pikus-Bir Hamiltonian [3].
All these principles are used when entered into the finite differencing scheme, but in this
section operator ordered Hamiltonians applied to any growth plane are shown how to
be generated. Absorption spectra for some special cases; the {011} and {111} growth
planes are returned, and a dependence on hh1-e1 transition energy as a function of
growth plane is obtained.
6.3.1 Hamiltonians for Arbitrary Growth Planes
One major advantage of the double group formulation is that the coordinate transfor-
mations procedure reduces to a series of simple matrix multiplications. In the evaluation
of the matrix elements 〈L1,mL1 |k · p̂ |L2,mL2〉 and 〈J1,mJ1 |k · p̂i |J2,mJ2〉 it was as-
sumed that the quantisation axis or the crystal coordinate system (ccs) coincided with
the growth axis of the heterostructure, the dcs. Under the matrix element theorem,
invariance requires [26];
〈L1,mL1 |k · p̂ |L2,mL2〉 = k′ ·
(|L1,mL1〉′)† p̂ |L2,mL2〉′ (6.19)
〈J1,mJ1 |k · p̂i |J2,mJ2〉 = k′ ·
(|J1,mJ1〉′)† p̂i |J2,mJ2〉′ (6.20)
Where since p̂ and p̂i transform like a polar vector, their transformation properties
may be picked up by the contragredient Bloch vector; k′ = R(θ, φ)k as discussed by
Eppenga & Schurman [119]. For transformation of basis states, one uses |L,mL〉′ =
RL(θ, φ) |L,mL〉 and |J,mJ〉′ = RJ(θ, φ) |J,mJ〉 for integer and half integer spin re-
spectively. RL(θ, φ) may be evaluated through e
−iLzθe−iLxφ, where Lz and Lx are the
angular momentum generator matrices. For example, we will consult the single group
linearly independent matrix A
Γ−4 :Γ
+
1
k·p̂ ;
R†L=1(θ, φ)A
Γ−4 :Γ
+
1
k′·p̂ RL=0(θ, φ) =
kxky
kz
 x
′
y′
z′
(6.21)
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Interestingly, A
Γ−4 :Γ
+
1
k·p̂ is completely independent of quantisation axis. The reasons are
quite simply because L = 1 and L = 0 are complete eigenstates of Γ−4 and Γ
+
1 respec-
tively, and there is no mixing of invariant subspaces through a canonical transformation.
Also since L = 0 is spherically symmetric one might have expected this from the outset.
The Lo¨wdin term is also quantisation axis independent due to the projection operator
nature of the remote set;
R†L=1(θ, φ)A
Γ−4 :Γ
+
1
k′·p̂ ×
(
A
Γ−4 :Γ
+
1
k′·p̂
)†
RL=1(θ, φ) =
 k
2
x kxky kxkz
kykx k
2
y kykz
kzkx kzky k
2
z
 (6.22)
For the remote states Γ+3 ⊕ Γ+5 , the L = 2 degeneracy in SO(3) is lifted through the
crystal field. Consequently invariant subspaces mix for non point group operations and
the boundary conditions become a function of θ and φ. A general set of operator ordering
rules for constructing the valence band Hamiltonian for arbitrary growth directions
[110] was generated by transforming the dkk effective mass Hamiltonian and casting
into the adapted double group. Using the double group formulation, the appropriate
transformation of spin {↑, ↓} may be employed through the use of RJ(θ, φ) for half
integer particles, for example;
R†J=3/2(θ, φ)A
Γ±8 :Γ
∓
6
k′·p̂i RJ=1/2(θ, φ) =
−1√
2

−√3k+ 0
2kz −k+
k− 2kz
0
√
3k−

|3/2,+3/2〉′
|3/2,+1/2〉′
|3/2,−1/2〉′
|3/2,−3/2〉′
(6.23)
Like before because J = 3/2 and J = 1/2 are complete eigenstates of Γ±8 and Γ
∓
6 respec-
tively there is no mixing of invariant subspaces through a canonical transformation. One
may also expect the Lo¨wdin term as quantisation axis independent. Furthermore, the
analogous operator A · p̂i for considering polarisation spectra also returns an interaction
matrix that is rotationally invariant.
However for J = 5/2 the crystal field lifts the degeneracy into Γ∓8 and Γ
∓
7 double group
irreps. As the projection operator is quantisation axis independent, a general Luttinger-
Kohn [35] valence band effective mass Hamiltonian may be obtained for arbitrary growth
directions by the evaluation of;
HV B:V B = R
†
J=3/2(θ, φ)A
Γ±8 :Γj
k′·p̂ ×
(
A
Γ±8 :Γj
k′·p̂
)†
RJ=3/2(θ, φ) (6.24)
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There is an alternative approach which omit the RJ=3/2(θ, φ) since it is simply a unitary
transformation leaving eigenvalues unchanged. However, this quantises Bloch vector
components in the dcs and eigenvectors in the ccs such that they do not coincide. This
makes physical interpretation of states rather convoluted which is why it is not widely
adopted in the literature, nor in this thesis.
6.3.2 Application to Arbitrary Growth Planes
The numerical modelling schemes presented in this thesis has also been cast for the case
of non trivial growth planes as just discussed. For example, using rotation angles of
θ = 0, φ = pi/4 the compressively strained 12nm Germanium well sandwiched between
tensile strained Si0.15Ge0.85 barriers on a Si0.1Ge0.9-{011} virtual substrate may be
modelled. Transition energies are tabulated below with an absorption spectra to match.
e1 e2 e3
hh1 965meV 1092meV 1127meV
hh2 1011meV 1137meV 1172meV
hh3 1080meV 1206meV 1241meV
lh1 1096meV 1221meV 1255meV
lh2 1176meV - -
Table 6.2: Transition energies between confined heavy and light holes in the valence
band with electron in the conduction band for the device grown on the {011} plane.
Greyed out energies denote weak optical transitions due to parity selection rules
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Figure 6.7: Absorption coefficient for a compressively strained 12nm Germanium well
sandwiched between tensile strained Si0.15Ge0.85 barriers on a Si0.1Ge0.9-{011} virtual
substrate at 0K. Growth on the {001} plane (dotted) is included for comparison
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Since the only feature of the device which have changed is the growth plane, there
are not major differences. However, it is important to note that the strain conditions
have reduced heavy hole transition energies (hh1-e1: -13meV) whilst increasing light hole
transition energies (lh1-e1: +5meV) corresponding to wavelength changes of +17nm and
-5nm respectively. This is due to the introduction of shear and more pronounced biaxial
strain components, but also due to a reduction in the Poisson ratio; D(0, 0) > D(0, pi/4).
All these contribute to an increase in the Q term such that changes in heavy and light
hole sub-band energies move in opposite ways.
Additionally using the compressively strained 12nm Germanium well sandwiched be-
tween tensile strained Si0.15Ge0.85 barriers on a Si0.1Ge0.9-{111} virtual substrate may
be modelled by using rotation angles of θ = pi/4, φ = arctan(
√
2). Similarly, transition
energies are tabulated below with a modelled absorption spectra shown in Figure 6.8.
e1 e2 e3
hh1 966meV 1092meV 1125meV
hh2 1016meV 1141meV 1174meV
hh3 1096meV 1221meV 1253meV
lh1 1093meV 1220meV 1251meV
lh2 1171meV 1296meV -
Table 6.3: Transition energies between confined heavy and light holes in the valence
band with electron in the conduction band for the device grown on the {111} plane.
Greyed out energies denote weak optical transitions due to parity selection rules
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Figure 6.8: Absorption coefficient for a compressively strained 12nm Germanium well
sandwiched between tensile strained Si0.15Ge0.85 barriers on a Si0.1Ge0.9-{111} virtual
substrate at 0K. Growth on the {001} plane (dotted) is included for comparison
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The differences between the devices grown on the {011} and {111} plane are much less
significant in terms of the change in transition energies. This comes down to the fact that
what may be considered as warping within the strain context; µ =
1
2 (d− b) is small
in Germanium. Therefore uniaxial components are not expected to have a dominating
effect over biaxial components as far as strain is concerned. One should note that since
Germanium is diamond type, piezoelectric fields need not be considered, whereas this is
not the case for heterostructures grown on {111} for Zinc-blende type material.
There was expected to be a more significant change in polarisation profiles due to the
change in growth plane which has not materialised in the results. Since the conduction
band is s-type (L = 0) and spherically symmetric this must now be revised. Recon-
sidering the effective mass Hamiltonian as diagonally dominant for {011} and {111};
light hole character is not introduced into the eigenvectors by as much as first thought.
Experimental verification of these assertions should help to prove or disprove this.
The final investigation was to map out the hh1-e1 transition energies as a function
of (θ, φ) to highlight the curvature and angular dependence. The figure below clearly
matches the profile of the Poisson ratio (Figure 5.3) - indeed one might ponder if the
generalised Poisson ratio is the dominant parameter of the strain perturbation. The
path for {001} → {011} → {111} also follows on from arguments on warping within the
strain context.
Figure 6.9: Transition energies of hh1-e1 for a a compressively strained 12nm Ger-
manium well sandwiched between tensile strained Si0.15Ge0.85 barriers on a Si0.1Ge0.9
virtual substrate at 0K grown on arbitrary growth planes within the domain; 0 <
(θ, φ) < pi/2. High index planes are indicated as the previous specific examples; {001}
{011} and {111}
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In fact the most challenging aspect of the SiGe system is the growth of a stable Germa-
nium rich virtual substrate, not least on non trivial growth planes. Indeed, growth on the
7×7-Takayanagi reconstruction [120] for the Silicon-{111} surface is near impossible due
to surface adatoms significantly lowering the surface energy [121]. Consequently growth
favours the Stranski-Krastanov growth mode [122] leading to conditions unsuitable for
device fabrication. This challenge places significant restrictions on the SiGe system as
a malleable material to work with and to study despite it’s economic and industrial
advantages for the semiconductor industry.
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Summary
In this chapter the development of the double group formulation of k · p̂ theory applied
to SiGe heterostructures has been used to model devices with widespread applications.
The culmination of the work was the exhibition of optical modulation under the qcse
for a wavelength range (1.42-1.44)µm under applied electric fields of (0-50)kV/cm using
a compressively strained 15nm Germanium well sandwiched between tensile strained
Si0.15Ge0.85 barriers on a Si0.1Ge0.9-{001} virtual substrate at 300K. Although the
model does not include excitonic effects; it is expected for the device to operate at
1.55µm as shown recently in the literature.
The chapter began by discussing boundary conditions across an interface in both single
and double group formulations, and it was shown how the double group formulation
returns an interfacial Z term. The Z term is otherwise missed by the presumption that
pi = ζ
Γ−6
Γ+8 :Γ
+
8
= ζ
Γ−8
Γ+8 :Γ
+
8 ,1
from the point of view of single group degeneracy as presented
by Foreman. And the chapter ended by returning to the concept of operator ordering
applied to arbitrary growth planes through transformation of Bloch vector components
and a unitary transformation of the basis to bring the ccs and dcs into alignment as a
function of the rotation matrix R(θ, φ).
Indeed using the numerical schemes presented, absorption spectra for compressively
strained 12nm Germanium well sandwiched between tensile strained Si0.15Ge0.85 bar-
riers on a Si0.1Ge0.9 virtual substrate at 0K was returned for {001}, {011} and {111}
growth planes. Interestingly, the biggest change is in the hh1-e1 transition energy, which
follows the same angular dependence as the generalised Poisson ratio, indicating that
the generalised Poisson ratio may actually be the dominant parameter in the strain
perturbation.
Chapter 7
Results & Conclusions
This final chapter serves as a recap of some of the results and conclusions of the thesis as
a whole and makes suggestions and proposals for future research. From the outset the
challenge was to develop a semi-empirical method to solve the many body Hamiltonian
to within a good degree of accuracy with experimental observations. The k · p̂ method
was chosen for it’s innate ability to return the dispersion relation E(k) as eigenvalues
about a point of expansion in terms of the perturbation component, k.
Despite enjoying lasting success for the last 60 years; by reproducing experimental ob-
servations such as the kink in the near band-gap photoluminescence for bulk Silicon-
Germanium (SiGe), the k · p̂ method still called for development within a rigorous
mathematical framework to incorporate the spin-orbit interaction in the unperturbed
Hamiltonian without the need to adjust parameters. Of course the pursuit in this thesis
has not just been a validation of experimental results to increasing accuracy but also
served as a mathematical exercise of beauty by applying extensive group theoretical
arguments to already existing solutions with a new twist.
The development of the double group formulation of k · p̂ theory using appropriate
double group basis functions allowed for a more intuitive way of developing effective mass
Hamiltonians based on spin degenerate zone centre eigenstates and input parameters
from the literature. Subsequently the application to heterostructures showed how the
new formulation returns operator ordered interfacial terms such as the Z term and
takes into account the appropriate transformation properties of spin when applied to
arbitrary growth directions. The strained Germanium rich quantum well exhibiting the
quantum confined Stark effect (qcse) around 1.5µm at room temperature really served
as the icing on the cake to the development to illustrate the success of the double group
formulation of the k · p̂ method as a modelling technique for practical devices.
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7.1 Group Theory & Symmetrised Basis Functions
Using the principles of group theory applied to cubic crystals significant assertions were
made about transformation properties of basis functions and tensor operators in terms
of symmetry operations and irreps. Recalling the nomenclature of the Oh group, it
was shown how single and double group irreps were compatible with eigenstates of the
full rotational groups SO(3) and SU(2) respectively. The most notable one being Γ−4
compatible with L = 1 eigenstates; and ultimately polar vectors such as the rank-1
tensor operator p̂.
Originating from the sp3 hybridisation paradigm it was shown how L · S coupling gives
rise to the half integer J = L±S = 3/2⊕ 1/2 basis for the valence band maxima compat-
ible with Γ−4 ⊗ Γ+6 = Γ−8 ⊕ Γ−6 . Consequently the significant spin-orbit diagonalisation
matrix based on Clebsch-Gordan coefficients {x, y, z} ⊗ {↑, ↓} → |J,mJ〉 was obtained
in accordance with extensive work in the literature.
However, the problem of associating bonding orbitals with odd parity irreps calls for an
adapted double group basis based on Γ+5 in accordance with the equivalence representa-
tion; {yz, zx, xy}⊗ {↑, ↓} → |J,mJ〉. Indeed the difference for Γ+5 ⊗Γ+6 = Γ+8 ⊕Γ+7 gave
rise to the significant permutation matrix labelled T. This was noted in a publication
by the author [72] and maple source code written by the author is available for download
at http://www.mapleprimes.com/posts/125172-Td-Group.
The compatibility of L = 2 eigenstates of SO(3) with Γ+3 ⊕ Γ+5 irreps is applicable
to rank-2 irreducible perturbation components such as uniaxial and shear strain terms
respectively, and appropriate irreducible perturbation components for Γ+3 were obtained
through the projection operator technique. Originating from L = 2 eigenstates; L · S
coupling gives rise to J = L ± S = 5/2 ⊕ 3/2 eigenstates of SU(2) which is in turn are
compatible with 2Γ+8 ⊕ Γ+7 . The occurrence of the factor of two gives rise to linear
independence such that weightings of
√
3
5 and
√
2
5 were ascribed to the Γ
+
5 and Γ
+
3
adapted double group basis.
In conclusion to Chapters 2 and 3 much effort went into developing a coherent, accurate
and succinct mathematical framework to develop the double group formulation of k · p̂
theory. This is despite extensive libraries on group theory applied to cubic crystals which
all have their own definitions, nomenclature and phase conventions to make an already
complicated subject that little bit harder.
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7.2 Double Group Formulation of k · p̂ Theory
By expressing the single group; k · p̂ and double group; k · p̂i perturbations as a series
of projections of a rank-1 spherical tensor operator, Wigner-Eckart theorem was in-
voked to evaluate matrix elements using the symmetrised integer and half integer basis
functions developed in Chapter 3. The single group formulation returned linearly inde-
pendent matrices A
Γ±i :Γ
∓
j
k·p̂ and using the adapted double group basis the double group
linearly independent matrices A
Γ±i :Γ
∓
j
k·p̂i were returned through a unitary transformation
of A
Γ±i :Γ
∓
j
k·p̂ ⊗ {↑, ↓}. The main result was the two linearly independent matrices A
Γ±8 :Γ
∓
8
k·p̂i,1
and A
Γ−8 :Γ
+
8
k·p̂i,2 for the interaction originating from Γ
+
5 and Γ
+
3 respectively.
Using parameters in the literature, full zone bulk band diagrams using a 30-band k · p̂i
Hamiltonian for Silicon and Germanium were returned showing the indirect gap minima.
Indeed for Si1−xGex alloys it was shown how there is an abrupt change in the conduction
band minima from ∆ to L valleys at a composition x = 88% in agreement with the kink
in experimental near band-gap photoluminescence and electron bulk mobility. Matlab
source code written by the author was uploaded to the mathworks user forum http:
//www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/32595.
Effective mass Hamiltonians were obtained using the Lo¨wdin renormalisation proce-
dure, and it was shown how the dkk Hamiltonian is returned when using the single
group interaction matrices A
Γ−4 :Γ
+
j
k·p̂ ×
(
A
Γ−4 :Γ
+
j
k·p̂
)†
with associated scaling parameters.
However using the appropriate zone centre degeneracies the double group interaction
matrices were used to evaluate the valence band and spin-orbit effective mass Hamilto-
nians A
Γα:Γj
k·p̂i ×
(
A
Γβ :Γj
k·p̂i
)†
with associated scaling parameters ζjα:β. Luttinger parameters
are expressible in terms of the ζjα:β and were subsequently compared with experimental
data from the cyclotron resonance experiment.
The final part of the chapter culminated in developing the theory of invariants, which
has less stringent assumptions on the self consistent one electron potential. Indeed
the Luttinger-Kohn valence band Hamiltonian is expressible as a polynomial function
in terms of coincidental irreducible perturbation components and generator matrices
with an associated invariant. The main advantage of the theory of invariants is the
application to arbitrary growth directions through a canonical transformation with the
original work dedicated to the application of an arbitrary oriented magnetic field in the
cyclotron resonance experiment.
In conclusion to Chapter 4 considerable progress was made to develop the double group
formulation of k · p̂ theory applied to bulk Silicon and Germanium using semi-empirical
input parameters. The effective mass Hamiltonians and material dependent parameters
become important tools for a piecewise construction of adjacent unit cells to model
heterostructures using the envelope function approximation (efa).
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7.3 Extension to Strained Systems
Lattice mismatch in SiGe calls for an additional perturbation involving strain through
the Pikus-Bir Hamiltonian. Both Wigner-Eckart theorem and the theory of invariants
return identical solutions analogous to the effective mass Hamiltonian by virtue of the
rank-2 property of strain ij and quadratic Bloch vector components kikj . Indeed the
application of biaxial stress, the constraint for thin film growth, lifts heavy and light
hole degeneracy in the valence band.
It was shown how for growth of a pseudomorphic thin film, there exists biaxial stress
which gave rise to the Poisson ratio; as a relation to in- and out of-plane strain. Appli-
cation to arbitrary growth planes called for a canonical transformation such that strain
components and the Poisson ratio become a function of the rotation angle D(θ, φ). In-
deed the prevalent challenge of experimental strain balancing techniques is to generate
a dislocation free Germanium rich virtual substrate on a Silicon wafer through manage-
ment of biaxial stress normal to the growth plane. Strain balancing techniques by using
compositional overshoots may ensure that the critical thickness is never exceeded over
a large enough distance such that dislocation free structures may be grown.
In conclusion to Chapter 5 the band edge alignment was discussed from the point of view
of forming a Germanium rich heterostructure with a type-I alignment for conduction
and valence bands. Such an arrangement ensures strong spatial overlap for confined
states ideal for optoelectronic device application such as photodetectors and optical
modulators.
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7.4 Application to Heterostructures
The effective mass Hamiltonians obtained in Chapter 4 were employed in the efa with
the caveat that the differential operator aligned normal to the growth axis of the het-
erostructure does not commute with material dependent parameters across an interface;[
ζjα:β(z), k̂z
]
6= 0. Consequently operator ordering schemes were devised which retain
the Hermitian property of the Hamiltonian with appropriate boundary conditions to
conserve continuity of current. It was shown how the interfacial C term was returned
in both single and double group approaches however using the new double group for-
mulation the Z term was returned. This was noted in a publication by the author
[72].
Numerical implementation for modelling of a compressively strained 12nm Germanium
well sandwiched between tensile strained Si0.15Ge0.85 barriers on a linearly graded re-
laxed Si0.1Ge0.9-{001} virtual substrate was performed and the dispersion, joint density
of states and absorption coefficient was returned at 0K and shown to be in agreement
with experimental data in recent publications. Using a 15nm Germanium well optical
modulation for wavelengths (1.42-1.44)µm for an applied electric field of (0-50)kV/cm
at room temperature was shown to be suitable for fibre optic communication channels.
Although the model does not include excitonic effects; it is expected for this device to
operate at 1.55µm as shown recently in the literature.
One of the biggest advantages in the double group formulation of k · p̂ applied to het-
erostructures is that the methodology of obtaining a general operator ordered Hamilto-
nian under a canonical transformation in terms of the rotation angles (θ, φ) was outlined
and reduced down to a series of rather trivial matrix multiplications. By using rotation
matrices for half-integer particles, the transformation properties of spin are inherently
included in the formulation retaining the phase relationship between degenerate states.
Modelling of the absorption spectra for devices grown on the {011} and {111} planes
showed how transition energies change under the introduction of shear strain. The sur-
face plot of hh1-e1 as a function of growth angles (θ, φ) was returned, and followed the
same angular dependence as the generalised Poisson ratio, indicating that the generalised
Poisson ratio may actually be the dominant parameter in the strain perturbation.
In conclusion to Chapter 6 the practical consequences of the work presented in the thesis
using the double group formulation of k ·p̂ theory applied to SiGe heterostructures using
material dependent semi-empirical input parameters was performed and shown to be in
good agreement with recent experimental results in the literature.
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7.5 The Future & Beyond
As long as Silicon continues to dominate microelectronic chips and devices research and
development will continue; further affirming it’s dominance. SiGe alloys offer the clearest
platform to integrate optoelectronic devices directly onto Silicon with the realisation of
the all integrated system on a chip a not too distant possibility. When this is achieved
on an industrial level the challenges of main stream computing and data processing
will take a new emphasis from more Moore’s law to offering high speed optical data
transmission directly from chip to chip across integrated networks.
The work presented in this thesis merely serves as a theoretical justification of the
possibilities that exist. While the work does not answer all questions, there exists future
research topics that serve as inspiration for further study;
• The single and double group formulations of k · p̂ theory clearly differ to the
extent of the spin-orbit split off energy, which is 44meV in Silicon and 300meV
in Germanium. A lot of current work is devoted to large spin-orbit crystals such
as Cadmium Telluride and Zinc Telluride, which have large spin-orbit split off
energies (≈900meV) of the order of the direct gap energy. It would be interesting
to see the difference for effective mass parameters between single and double group
formulations for such materials.
• Silicon and Germanium are Diamond type crystals with inversion symmetry, which
formed the basis of the k · p̂ Hamiltonians presented. It would be interesting to see
how the linear-k terms enter the Hamiltonian in Zinc-blende type crystals or in
SiGe alloys using the double group formulation. Clearly inversion and time-reversal
symmetry play a pivotal role in the Stark and Zeeman effects, so one could use
the double group formulation to investigate spin-splitting under magnetic fields.
• In the modelling of heterostructures one can include a self consistent Schro¨dinger-
Poisson solver to investigate the effects of charge and doping in pn-junctions and/or
high electron mobility transistors. Furthermore, the modelling has excluded exci-
tonic effects, which play a significant role in narrow well with devices where the
binding energy of electron-hole pairs is strong, so it would be interesting to include
these effects. Especially when applied to arbitrary growth planes as the warping
in hole effective masses may affect the binding energy.
Appendix A
Td Group Representation
Matrices
A.1 Single Group Representation Matrices
Tables A.1 . . . A.4 list all representation matrices for each symmetry operation and irrep
of the Td single group. To obtain Oh representation matrices (Oh = i⊗ Td), one applies
compatibility relations, such that for odd parity irreps (Γ−i ) inversion class representation
matrices are the negative of their respective Td group counterpart, whereas for even
parity irreps (Γ+i ) the sign is retained.
The final column indicates the transformation of the cartesian basis under the action
of the symmetry operation, P̂g{x, y, z}, for use in the projection operator technique.
over-lines denote opposite signum, so x = −x.
D(g) Γ1 Γ2 Γ3 Γ4 Γ5 P̂g{x, y, z}
D(E) (1) (1)
(
1 0
0 1
) 1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
 1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
 {x, y, z}
D(C2(100)) (1) (1)
(
1 0
0 1
) 1 0 00 −1 0
0 0 −1
 1 0 00 −1 0
0 0 −1
 {x, y, z}
D(C2(010)) (1) (1)
(
1 0
0 1
) −1 0 00 1 0
0 0 −1
 −1 0 00 1 0
0 0 −1
 {x, y, z}
D(C2(001)) (1) (1)
(
1 0
0 1
) −1 0 00 −1 0
0 0 1
 −1 0 00 −1 0
0 0 1
 {x, y, z}
Table A.1: Td representation matrices for the identity and three 180
◦ rotation opera-
tions for single group irreps. D(C2(010)) sets the choice of phase on basis through time
reversal symmetry T̂
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D(E), D(C2(100)), D(C2(010)), and D(C2(001)) are diagonal for all irreps, so any direct
sums are also diagonal. For this reason these operations are not suitable in explaining
the block diagonalisation procedure by a similarity transformation in Section 3.1.2.
D(g) Γ1 Γ2 Γ3 Γ4 Γ5 P̂g{x, y, z}
D(S4(100)) (1) (−1) −12
(−1 √3√
3 1
) 1 0 00 0 1
0 −1 0
 −1 0 00 0 −1
0 1 0
 {x, z, y}
D(S−14 (100)) (1) (−1) −12
(−1 √3√
3 1
) 1 0 00 0 −1
0 1 0
 −1 0 00 0 1
0 −1 0
 {x, z, y}
D(S4(010)) (1) (−1) 12
(
1
√
3√
3 −1
)  0 0 10 1 0
−1 0 0
 0 0 −10 −1 0
1 0 0
 {z, y, x}
D(S−14 (010)) (1) (−1) 12
(
1
√
3√
3 −1
) 0 0 −10 1 0
1 0 0
  0 0 10 −1 0
−1 0 0
 {z, y, x}
D(S4(001)) (1) (−1)
(−1 0
0 1
)  0 1 0−1 0 0
0 0 1
 0 −1 01 0 0
0 0 −1
 {y, x, z}
D(S−14 (001)) (1) (−1)
(−1 0
0 1
) 0 −1 01 0 0
0 0 1
  0 1 0−1 0 0
0 0 −1
 {y, x, z}
Table A.2: Td representation matrices for 90
◦ improper rotations about the six equiv-
alent (001) axes for single group irreps
D(g) Γ1 Γ2 Γ3 Γ4 Γ5 P̂g{x, y, z}
D(σv(011)) (1) (−1) −12
(−1 √3√
3 1
) −1 0 00 0 −1
0 −1 0
 1 0 00 0 1
0 1 0
 {x, z, y}
D(σv(011)) (1) (−1) −12
(−1 √3√
3 1
) −1 0 00 0 1
0 1 0
 1 0 00 0 −1
0 −1 0
 {x, z, y}
D(σv(101)) (1) (−1) 12
(
1
√
3√
3 −1
) 0 0 10 −1 0
1 0 0
  0 0 −10 1 0
−1 0 0
 {z, y, x}
D(σv(101)) (1) (−1) 12
(
1
√
3√
3 −1
)  0 0 −10 −1 0
−1 0 0
 0 0 10 1 0
1 0 0
 {z, y, x}
D(σv(110)) (1) (−1)
(−1 0
0 1
)  0 −1 0−1 0 0
0 0 −1
 0 1 01 0 0
0 0 1
 {y, x, z}
D(σv(110)) (1) (−1)
(−1 0
0 1
) 0 1 01 0 0
0 0 −1
  0 −1 0−1 0 0
0 0 1
 {y, x, z}
Table A.3: Td representation matrices for mirror operations about the six equivalent
(001) axes for single group irreps
Representation matrices for the Γ5 irrep are completely compatible with L=1 eigenstates,
so return appropriate coordinate transformations for the cartesian basis.
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D(g) Γ1 Γ2 Γ3 Γ4 Γ5 P̂g{x, y, z}
D(C3(111)) (1) (1) −12
(
1 −√3√
3 1
)  0 0 1−1 0 0
0 −1 0
  0 0 1−1 0 0
0 −1 0
 {z, x, y}
D(C3(111)) (1) (1) −12
(
1
√
3
−√3 1
)  0 −1 00 0 1
−1 0 0
  0 −1 00 0 1
−1 0 0
 {y, z, x}
D(C3(111)) (1) (1) −12
(
1
√
3
−√3 1
) 0 1 00 0 1
1 0 0
 0 1 00 0 1
1 0 0
 {y, z, x}
D(C3(111)) (1) (1) −12
(
1
√
3
−√3 1
)  0 1 00 0 −1
−1 0 0
  0 1 00 0 −1
−1 0 0
 {y, z, x}
D(C3(111)) (1) (1) −12
(
1 −√3√
3 1
) 0 0 −11 0 0
0 −1 0
 0 0 −11 0 0
0 −1 0
 {z, x, y}
D(C3(111)) (1) (1) −12
(
1 −√3√
3 1
) 0 0 11 0 0
0 1 0
 0 0 11 0 0
0 1 0
 {z, x, y}
D(C3(111)) (1) (1) −12
(
1 −√3√
3 1
)  0 0 −1−1 0 0
0 1 0
  0 0 −1−1 0 0
0 1 0
 {z, x, y}
D(C3(111)) (1) (1) −12
(
1
√
3
−√3 1
) 0 −1 00 0 −1
1 0 0
 0 −1 00 0 −1
1 0 0
 {y, z, x}
Table A.4: Td representation matrices for the 120
◦ symmetry operations about the
eight equivalent (111) axes for single group irreps
The notations for labelling S4 and C3 should be compared, since there is a subtle differ-
ence. D(S−14 (100)) is equivalent to D(S4(100)), however the angle φ used are different;
−pi/2 and +pi/2 respectively. Similarly D(C3(111)) is equivalent to D(C−13 (111)), with
angles +pi/3 and −pi/3 respectively.
A.2 Double Group Representation Matrices
Evaluation of double group irreducible representation matrices for Γ6, Γ7, and Γ8 is
obtainable through the total angular momentum generators Ji, and symmetrised basis
functions that block diagonalise Euler rotations into compatible irreps. The 24 single
group operations representation matrices, with double group operations the opposite
sign, since eiJiφ = −eiJi(φ+2pi) for half integer spin particles are shown in Tables A.5
. . . A.8. Like in the single group case, Oh representation matrices are obtainable through
compatibility relations, with signs of inversion class representation matrices pertaining
to the parity of the irrep. D(C2(010)) sets the choice of phase on basis through time
reversal symmetry.
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D(g) Γ6 Γ7 Γ8
D(E)
−D(Ê)
} (
1 0
0 1
) (
1 0
0 1
) 
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

D(C2(100))
−D(ÊC2(100))
} (
0 −i
−i 0
) (
0 −i
−i 0
) 
0 0 0 i
0 0 i 0
0 i 0 0
i 0 0 0

D(C2(010))
−D(ÊC2(010))
} (
0 −1
1 0
) (
0 −1
1 0
) 
0 0 0 −1
0 0 1 0
0 −1 0 0
1 0 0 0

D(C2(001))
−D(ÊC2(001))
} (−i 0
0 i
) (−i 0
0 i
) 
i 0 0 0
0 −i 0 0
0 0 i 0
0 0 0 −i

Table A.5: Td representation matrices for the identity and three 180
◦ rotation oper-
ations for double group irreps
D(g) Γ6 Γ7 Γ8
D(S4(100))
−D(ÊS4(100))
}
1√
2
(
1 −i
−i 1
)
−1√
2
(
1 −i
−i 1
)
−1
2
√
2

−1 i√3 √3 −i
i
√
3 1 i
√
3√
3 i 1 i
√
3
−i √3 i√3 −1

D(S−14 (100))
−D(ÊS−14 (100))
}
1√
2
(
1 i
i 1
)
−1√
2
(
1 i
i 1
)
1
2
√
2

1 i
√
3 −√3 −i
i
√
3 −1 i −√3
−√3 i −1 i√3
−i −√3 i√3 1

D(S4(010))
−D(ÊS4(010))
}
1√
2
(
1 −1
1 1
)
−1√
2
(
1 −1
1 1
)
1
2
√
2

1 −√3 √3 −1√
3 −1 −1 √3√
3 1 −1 −√3
1
√
3
√
3 1

D(S−14 (010))
−D(ÊS−14 (010))
}
1√
2
(
1 1
−1 1
)
−1√
2
(
1 1
−1 1
)
1
2
√
2

1
√
3
√
3 1
−√3 −1 1 √3√
3 −1 −1 √3
−1 √3 −√3 1

D(S4(001))
−D(ÊS4(001))
}
1−i√
2
(
1 0
0 i
)
1+i√
2
(
i 0
0 −1
)
1+i√
2

−1 0 0 0
0 −i 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 i

D(S−14 (001))
−D(ÊS−14 (001))
}
1−i√
2
(
i 0
0 1
)
1+i√
2
(−1 0
0 i
)
1+i√
2

i 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 −i 0
0 0 0 −1

Table A.6: Td representation matrices for 90
◦ improper rotations about the six equiv-
alent (001) axes for double group irreps
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D(g) Γ6 Γ7 Γ8
D(σv(011))
−D(Êσv(011))
}
1√
2
(−i −1
1 i
)
−1√
2
(−i −1
1 i
)
1
2
√
2

i
√
3 −i√3 −1
−√3 i −1 i√3
−i√3 1 −i √3
1 i
√
3 −√3 −i

D(σv(011))
−D(Êσv(011))
}
1√
2
(
i −1
1 −i
)
−1√
2
(
i −1
1 −i
)
1
2
√
2

−i √3 i√3 −1
−√3 −i −1 −i√3
i
√
3 1 i
√
3
1 −i√3 −√3 i

D(σv(101))
−D(Êσv(101))
}
−i√
2
(
1 1
1 −1
)
i√
2
(
1 1
1 −1
)
i
2
√
2

1
√
3
√
3 1√
3 1 −1 −√3√
3 −1 −1 √3
1 −√3 √3 −1

D(σv(101))
−D(Êσv(101))
}
i√
2
(−1 1
1 1
)
−i√
2
(−1 1
1 1
)
i
2
√
2

1 −√3 √3 −1
−√3 1 1 −√3√
3 1 −1 −√3
−1 −√3 −√3 −1

D(σv(110))
−D(Êσv(110))
}
1−i√
2
(
0 −i
1 0
)
1+i√
2
(
0 1
i 0
)
1−i√
2

0 0 0 1
0 0 i 0
0 −1 0 0
−i 0 0 0

D(σv(110))
−D(Êσv(110))
}
1−i√
2
(
0 1
−i 0
)
1+i√
2
(
0 i
1 0
)
1−i√
2

0 0 0 −i
0 0 −1 0
0 i 0 0
1 0 0 0

Table A.7: Td representation matrices for mirror operations about the six equivalent
(001) axes for double group irreps
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D(g) Γ6 Γ7 Γ8
D(C3(111))
−D(ÊC3(111))
}
1−i
2
(
1 −i
1 i
)
1−i
2
(
1 −i
1 i
)
1−i
4

−i −√3 i√3 1
−i√3 −1 −i −√3
−i√3 1 −i √3
−i √3 i√3 −1

D(C3(111))
−D(ÊC3(111))
}
1−i
2
(
i −i
1 1
)
1−i
2
(
i −i
1 1
)
1−i
4

−1 √3 −√3 1
i
√
3 −i −i i√3√
3 1 −1 −√3
−i −i√3 −i√3 −i

D(C3(111))
−D(ÊC3(111))
}
1−i
2
(
1 1
−i i
)
1−i
2
(
1 1
−i i
)
1−i
4

−i −i√3 −i√3 −i
−√3 −1 1 √3
i
√
3 −i −i i√3
1 −√3 √3 −1

D(C3(111))
−D(ÊC3(111))
}
1−i
2
(
1 −1
i i
)
1−i
2
(
1 −1
i i
)
1−i
4

−i i√3 −i√3 i√
3 −1 −1 √3
i
√
3 i −i −i√3
−1 −√3 −√3 −1

D(C3(111))
−D(ÊC3(111))
}
1−i
2
(
i 1
−i 1
)
1−i
2
(
i 1
−i 1
)
1−i
4

−1 i√3 √3 −i√
3 −i 1 −i√3
−√3 −i −1 −i√3
1 i
√
3 −√3 −i

D(C3(111))
−D(ÊC3(111))
}
1−i
2
(
i −1
i 1
)
1−i
2
(
i −1
i 1
)
1−i
4

−1 −i√3 √3 i
−√3 −i −1 −i√3
−√3 i −1 i√3
−1 i√3 √3 −i

D(C3(111))
−D(ÊC3(111))
}
1−i
2
(
1 i
−1 i
)
1−i
2
(
1 i
−1 i
)
1−i
4

−i √3 i√3 −1
i
√
3 −1 i −√3
−i√3 −1 −i −√3
i
√
3 −i√3 −1

D(C3(111))
−D(ÊC3(111))
}
1−i
2
(
i i
−1 1
)
1−i
2
(
i i
−1 1
)
1−i
4

−1 −√3 −√3 −1
−i√3 −i i i√3√
3 −1 −1 √3
i −i√3 i√3 −i

Table A.8: Td representation matrices for the 120
◦ symmetry operations about the
eight (111) axes for double group irreps
Appendix B
Maple Routines
There are many numerical implementation procedures and routines that were done in
Maple 13 programming language, so for the benefit of the reader, several Maple source
codes are included.
B.1 Clebsch-Gordan Coefficient Calculator
This maple procedure [70] computes Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for the completely gen-
eral case C
J3,mJ3
J1,mJ1 ,J2,mJ2
. The formula given in Equation 3.19 is implemented;
> cg:=proc(j1,m1,j2,m2,j,m)
> local faila, failb, failc, c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, z, zmin, zmax, cgsum, cgcoeff,
term1, term2, ans;
> ans:=0;
> faila:= evalb(j1<abs(m1)) or evalb(j2<abs(m2)) or evalb(j<abs(m));
> failb:= evalb(j>j1+j2) or evalb(j<abs(j1-j2));
> failc:= not evalb(m=m1+m2);
> if faila or failb or failc then RETURN(ans) fi;
> c1:=j1+j2-j: c2:=j1-m1: c3:=j2+m2:
> zmax:=min(c1,c2,c3):
> c4:=j2-j-m1: c5:=j1-j+m2:
> zmin:=max(0,c4,c5):
> cgsum:=0:
> for z from zmin to zmax do
> cgsum:=%+(-1)^z/(z!*(c1-z)!*(c2-z)!*(c3-z)!*(-c4+z)!*(-c5+z)!)
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> od:
> term1:=(2*j+1)*(j1+j2-j)!*(j1-j2+j)!*(-j1+j2+j)!:
> term2:=(j1+m1)!*(j1-m1)!*(j2+m2)!*(j2-m2)!*(j+m)!*(j-m)!:
> cgcoeff:=sqrt(term1*term2/(j1+j2+j+1)!):
> if evalb(m1+m2=m) then ans:=cgcoeff*cgsum else ans:=0 fi:
> ans: end:
B.2 Unitary Matrix Generation
This Maple procedure generates the unitary matrix [71] used to convert {x, y, z}⊗{↑, ↓}
into a J = 3/2 ⊕ 1/2 basis, as quoted in Equation 3.23 in accordance with the Condon-
Shortley phase convention [65].
> temp := Matrix([[ -1/sqrt(2), 0, +1/sqrt(2) ],
> [ +I/sqrt(2), 0, +I/sqrt(2) ],
> [ 0, +1, 0 ]]):
> for n1 from +1 by -1 to -1 do
> for n2 from +3/2 by -1 to -3/2 do
> A1[5/2 - n2, 2 - n1] := cg(1,+n1,+1/2,+1/2,+3/2,+n2):
> B1[5/2 - n2, 2 - n1] := cg(1,+n1,+1/2,-1/2,+3/2,+n2):
> od:
> for n2 from +1/2 by -1 to -1/2 do
> A2[3/2 - n2, 2 - n1] := cg(1,+n1,+1/2,+1/2,+1/2,+n2):
> B2[3/2 - n2, 2 - n1] := cg(1,+n1,+1/2,-1/2,+1/2,+n2):
> od: od:
> Matrix([[A1, B1], [A2, B2]]).HermitianTranspose(Matrix([[temp, Matrix(3)],
[Matrix(3), temp]]));
−1/√2 −i√2 0 0 0 0
0 0
√
2/
√
3 −1/√6 −i√6 0
1/
√
6 −i/√6 0 0 0 √2/√3
0 0 0 1/
√
2 −i/√2 0
0 0 −1/√3 −1/√3 −i/√3 0
−1/√3 i/√3 0 0 0 1/√3

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B.3 Linearly Independent Matrix: A
Γ±8 :Γ
∓
6
k·p̂i
This Maple procedure generates the linearly independent matrix A
Γ±8 :Γ
∓
6
k·p̂i , used in the
construction of the matrix Hamiltonian. Note that there is a scaling of
√
6 to return the
exact form in Equation 4.4.
> for n1 from +3/2 by -1 to -3/2 do
> for n2 from +1/2 by -1 to -1/2 do
> A[5/2 - n1, 3/2 - n2] := k[‘+‘]*cg(+1,-1,+3/2,+n1,+1/2,+n2)/sqrt(2)
> + k[z]*cg(+1,+0,+3/2,+n1,+1/2,+n2)
> - k[‘-‘]*cg(+1,+1,+3/2,+n1,+1/2,+n2)/sqrt(2);
> od: od:
−1
2
√
3

−√3k+ 0
2kz −k+
k− 2kz
0
√
3k−

The Lo¨wdin term may be evaluated through multiplication with the Hermitian trans-
pose. Operator ordering is retained through the introduction of the non-commuting
kz. This matrix is scaled by ζ
Γ−7
Γ+8 :Γ
+
8
≡ σ in accordance with the equivalence relation
Γ+6 ≡ Γ−7 . The interfacial C term is returned, but there is no Z term in accordance with
both single and double group formulations.
> algsubs(conjugate(k[‘+‘]) = k[‘-‘], algsubs(conjugate(k[‘-‘]) = k[‘+‘],
algsubs(conjugate(k[z]) = k[z] , 12*(A.HermitianTranspose(A)))));
3k+k− −2
√
3k+kz −
√
3k2+ 0
−2√3kzk− 4kzkz + k+k− 2(kzk+ − k+kz) −
√
3k2+
−√3k2− 2(k−kz − kzk−) 4kzkz + k−k+ 2
√
3kzk+
0 −√3k2− 2
√
3k−kz 3k−k+

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